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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Preceding this study of the Ephemeris, Bissula and Techno-
paegnion of the fourth century Latin author, D. Magnus Ausonius, 
there were but two critical editions, both of the nineteenth 
century: those of Karl Schenkl and Rudolf Peiper. 1 This study 
differs from theirs in several important respects. First, their 
work encompassed the entire corpus while ours is limited to 
four individual selections. The limitation proved an advantage 
in that it allowed treatment of these opuscula in greater depth 
than was possible for the editors of the complete works. 
Secondly, our work made use of 33 manuscripts and 27 
editions, a total of 60 sources. With relation to the same 
opuscula, Schenkl and Peiper consulted less than half that 
number. As a result, the text here offered rests on a broader, 
firmer base. Also, although both Schenkl and Peiper produced 
excellent texts, a re-examination of their sources resulted in 
corrections of a number of readings and inspired some new 
conjectural readings. Since a wide range of early editions, to~ 
was collated, many former conjectures were restored to their 
true authors. 
Thirdly, the manuscript sources relative to the texts of 
the Ephemeris, Bissuia and Technopaegnion are herein described 
more thoroughly than in the work of the nineteenth century 
1 Karl Schenkl, ~· Magni Ausonii opuscula, (Monumenta 
Germaniae Historica: Auctorum Antiquissimorum, Tomi y, Pars 
Posterior; Berlin, 1883); Rudolf Peiper, Decimi Magni Ausonii 
Burdigalensis opuscula, (Leipzig, 1886), works to which 
reference hereinafter will be made by citation of the last 
liames of the editors and the appropriate page. 
1 
editors, and, in fact, the sources are directly compared with 
their editions so that each source can be seen against the 
total corpus. This procedure demonstrates that all the manu-
script sources are anthological £!:. miscellaneous or anthological 
and miscellaneous. No source, in other words, contains the 
corpus as a whole nor even a complete version of the Ephemeris 
or the Technopaegnion. All have excerpts of the Ausoniana. 
In addition, many sources incorporate these excerpts with the 
excerpts of still other ancient or medieval authors. Of the 
33 manuscripts involved in this study, for instance, only six2 
proved to contain the work of Ausonius alone. The rest are 
both anthological and miscellaneous. Nine manuscripts had 
never before been subjected to a comparative analysis with the 
nineteenth century critical editions, and details relative to 
the Technopaegnion unnoticed in previously described sources 
are here added to their descriptions. 3 Two manuscripts inade-
quately treated by the earlier editors are given more thorough 
examination in this study, and ten sources, not collated by 
Schenkl or Peiper with reference to the Ephemeris, Bissula or 
Technopaegnion, have been added to the fund of source materials~ 
2 The six purely anthological sources are Guelferbytanus 
Gudianus 145; Escorialensis ~· III. 25; Kings Ms. l.!_; Valenti-
anus 834; Laurentianus l.J.· .!..2.; and Cota 52. XII. 27. 
3
sources herein for the first time compared to Schenkl and 
Peiper include Cantabrigiensis 2076; Cota ~· XII.~; Augusta-
~ _!Q. 2; S. Marcianus 4161 and 4736; Ambrosianus E ~sup.; 
Parisinus 7558; Barberinus 135 and Vratislaviensis IV. F 1§_. 
4 Laurentianus 51. 13 and Vi~dobonensis 3261 were dismissed 
as apographs by Schenkl--;nd Peiper. Laurent~s Ashburnhamen-
sis 1732; Harleianus 2578; Kings Ms. l.!_; Perusinus I· 102; 
Patavinus C 64; Escorialensis ~· III. ~; Barberinus 150; 
Valentianus 834; Ravennas 120 and Cota ~· XII. 'f:.1 were added 
to the fund of source materials. 
2 
Manuscripts confusingly thrown together under one symbol 
in the critical apparatus of Schenkl and Peiper are herein 
differentiated, a distinctive siglum being assigned to each 
so that each one can be examined for its own unique contri-
bution. 5 In the critical apparatus of this study the sources 
are treated as objectively as possible. Value judgements are 
reserved for the chapters discussing the interrelationships of 
the manuscripts and their descriptive analyses. 
The examination of almost 30 editions ranging over four 
hundred years was primarily undertaken to record textual varia-
tions so that readings unaff orded by the extant manuscripts 
6 
might be uncovered, but it also incidentally revealed the 
unique place of Elie Vinet's edition of 1551 in the history of 
the transmission of the text. This edition infused much new 
3 
5
under the siglum ~ Schenkl included 17 manuscripts which 
he divided into three subgroups. In addition, one of the sub-
gourps, the deteriores, was assigned the siglum X. Therefore, 
whenever the sign ~ occurs in the apparatus, any one or all of 
the 17 manuscripts are being cited whether they happen to con-
tain the material being discussed or not. All of the 17 sources, 
too, are being credited with a particular variant which, in 
reality, they may not have. Barberinus 135 (olim 815), for 
example, does not transmit the Ephemeris or the Technopaegnion, 
but when ~ appears under the text of these selections, Barberi-
~ is being cited. When~ is found under the text of the 
Bissula which Barberinus does have, the manuscript is often 
credited with having the same variant as the rest of the 16 
manuscripts of its group whereas, in fact, it may have a related 
but not an identical variant. The system was excellent for 
pulling together numerous sources which contributed little to 
the text, but it tended to obscure whatever was unique concern-
ing them. Peiper followed Schenki fairly closely in this matter, 
but opted new sigla. 
6In some ~ases, the early editions have been shown to have 
had access to manuscripts no longer extant. cf. Sesto Prete, 
"Notes on a Lost Manuscript of Ausonius," Miscellanea Critica, 
II (Leipzig, 1965), 287-294· 
material into the printed tradition and added significantly to 
the number of improved readings. Schenkl and Peiper overlooked 
the contributions of Vinet in his first edition. In honor of 
this remarkable Renaissance scholar, the edition of 1551 is 
subjected to the same type of comparative analysis with the text 
of Schenkl and Peiper as are the manuscript sources. An early 
sixteenth century edition and another which appeared toward the 
end of the century are also analyzed with the purpose of demon-
strating by comparison and contrast the tremendous expansion 
which the Ausonian corpus underwent during that century. 
But perhaps the most radical difference between this study 
and that of Schenkl and Peiper is the premise it is predicated 
upon. Schenkl thoroughly described the manuscripts he used but 
hardly discussed their interrelationships except in so far as 
4 
he claimed the existence of two families: the Z family and an-
other all-purpose family which included every source not allied 
to the Z family. Peiper, on the other hand, was interested in 
the interrelationships of the sources, but finding himself un-
able to account for the differences in readings where the sources 
shared material as well as unable to reconcile the variety in 
their order of presentation of opuscula, he proposed five or 
six archetypes. 7 Other nineteenth century critics agreed with 
Peiper on this point. 8 They insisted on several fourth century 
editions of Ausoniana, either an earlier and a later edition by 
7Rudolf Peiper, "Die handschriftliche Ueberlieferung des 
Ausonius, 11 Jahrbiicher fur klassische Philologie, Suppl. XI 
(Leipzig, 1880), hereinafter cited as Ueberlieferung. 
8
wilhelm Brandes, "Zur handschriftlichen Ueberlieferung des 
Ausonius, 11 Fle.ckeisens Jahrb\l.cher fur klassische Philologie, 
XXVII (1881), 59-70; Otto Seeck, Gottingische Gelehrte 
Anzeigen, XIII (1887). 
Ausonius followed by a posthumous edition published by the poet's 
son, or a public and formal edition advanced after a series of 
private and limited experimental editions. Relying upon the 
fact all the extant sources are anthologies from the author's 
work, twentieth century scholars have redirected Ausonian studies 
upon the sounder and more common philological principle that for 
the entire corpus one archetype existed from which all manu-
scripts presently extant proceeded. Four families of manuscrip~ 
are recognized: the V family whose best representative is 
Vossianus E 111, the Z family whose major representative is 
Vossianus Q 10(, the P family best represented by Parisinus 
850Q. and the Excerpta best represented.by§_. Gall 899. 
The leading exponent of this theory is Professor Sesto 
9 Prete. This study as well as a series of others is based on 
Professor Prete 1 s anthological theory, which has inspired much 
new Ausonian research and has led to the formulation of many 
exciting hypotheses. The discoveries of other modern scholars 
are to some extent treated in our discussion of the interrela-
tionships of the sources of the Technopaegnion, a selection 
which involves the two most important families of manuscripts: 
the V and the Z families. 
For many years controversy has raged over these 
two families, the nineteenth century critics assigning the 
9For a brief review of the development of the theory and 
the positions of the various contemporary proponents, cf. 
Thomas Gradilone, The Text of the Parentalia and Professores of 
Decimu~ Magnus Aus~us (An;;_-Arbor, Michigan: University Mier~ 
films, 1962) 123-38, hereinafter cited as Gradilone. See also, 
Sesto Prete, Ricerche sulla Storia del Testo di Ausonio, Temi e 
Testi, VII (Rome: Ed. di Storia e Letteratura-,-1960), herein-
after cited as Ricerche. This important monograph is summa-
rized in English by the same author in "Problems, Hypotheses 
and Theories on the History of the 'l'ext of Ausonius," Sturlien 
zur Textgeschichte und Textkritik (Cologne, 1959), 191-229. 
5 
primacy to Z while Peiper and the modern philologists tend 
to favor V. All students of the subject agree that Vis 
superior in the quality of its readings. The disagreement 
chiefly centers on whether an editor of the corpus ought to 
follow the order of opuscula as presented in V or as in z. 
The nineteenth century scholars who believed in several arche-
types preferred with Schenkl the order of Z because it seemed 
to represent the unrevised, incomplete and, therefore, the 
earliest edition of Ausonius 1 work, but the modern philolo-
gists have preferred V because it alone seems to show some 
10 
concept of order in the arrangement of its opuscula. 
Bound by the tenets of the anthological theory as well 
as impelled by the force of emotion generated in their attack 
against their nineteenth century predecessors, modern Ausonian 
scholars have tried to derive the one family from the other. 
Candidacy for derivation naturally falls upon Z since its 
lOThe position of the Ephemeris, Bissula and Techno-
paegnion relative to the other opuscula in the corpus is 
not in such doubt as are the Epigrammata and other pieces. 
The Bissula, for example, appears only in the Z tradition 
where it usually ends the Ausoniana, but it is regularly 
preceded by the Cupido. Its second poem, the ad lectorem, 
in the sources is inserted into a letter to Paulinus (Schenkl, 
Epist. XI; Peiper, Epist. VI~ after the word erubescerem. In 
his edition of 1511 Aleander removed the poem from this letter 
and placed it third in the Bissula. I have put it second so 
that it immediately follows an introductory letter to Paulinus 
ending with the word erubesco. All the Ephemeris except for 
the Oratio depends exclusively on Vossianus F 111. The 85 
lines of the Oratio appear out of context 1n-z-wiiere they 
are preceded by the Protrepticon and followed by the Epicedion. 
The Technopaegnion is preceded by the Ordo Urbium and 
followed by the Ludus in Vossianus, but in Z it is preceded 
by the Gratiarum Actio and followed by the Griphus. This 
fact, however, is of no great moment for an editor of the 
corpus who espouses the anthological theory. cf. Sesto 
Prete, "The Vossianus 111 and the Arrangement of the Works 
of Ausonius, 11 Didascaliae: Studies in Honor of Anselm M. 
Albareda, (New York, 1961), 353-66.-
6 
readings are less preferable and its selections more abridged. 
Two recent studies have shown that in some isolated cases, Z 
does seem to be derivative of v. 11 The question that is asked 
in this study is whether the derivation can be made logically 
and consistently in every variant reading -- or even a majority 
of them -- so that a trustworthy conclusion can be reached in 
the matter. 
The existence of two versions of many of Ausonius 1 
writings poses a very difficult problem. That the poet's 
great popularity throughout the Middle Ages rested upon an 
extremely corrupt interpolated version of his most frequently 
d k . "t t . h" 12 I d d th . t f rea wor s is qui e as onis ing. n ee , e exis ence o 
7 
an inferior version has led scholars to foist the responsibility 
for it upon someone. In the last century, for example, the 
philologists pointed their finger at Ausonius himself. He 
was a senseless scribbler or an insatiate revisionist, they 
said. In this century, the scholars, supposing that Ausonius 
could produce the best version of his own work, have now 
shifted the blame to the scribes who transmitted the text to 
us. Everyone will admit that the scribes made errors, but 
everyone will also admit a debt of gratitude for the consid-
erable heritage they preserved. One wonders if it is any 
more reasonable to suppose that the scribes perpetrated Z 
than that Ausonius did. For if the scribes are to be held 
responsible, then, certainly, they were the most inept, 
unintelligent, miserable copists any ancient author was ever 
11
cf. Gunther Jachmann, "Das Problem der Urvariante in 
der Antike und die Griindlagen der Ausoniuskritik, 11 Concordia 
Decennalis, Festschrift der Universitat Koln (Cologne, 1941), 
63 ff; and Ricerche, 54.~- -~-
12For the Technopaegnion and the Oratio the Z sources 
exceed in number the V sources by eight to one. But cf. also 
Gradilone, 1-4. 
subjected to. Also, since in the Technopaegnion, at least, 
the z version developed during the course of the ninth century, 
the time span between Vossianus F 111 and Cantabrigiensis 2076, 
some group of scribes seems to have been concertedly and eff ec-
ti vely at work expurgating or suppressing the V version with no 
. presently identifiable purpose in mind. It is the unremitting 
regularity with which the peculiar variants of Z appear in 
every source of the family that gives the impression of purpose-
ful action on the part of some ninth century agent or agents. 
But we frankly find these conclusions improbable. The reason 
8 
for the existence and development of two traditions of Ausoni-
ana probably lies neither in the methods of Ausonius 1 composition 
nor in the exceptionally poor performance of the Z family scribes. 
A solution may consist in harmonizing the variants of the two 
traditions in such a way as to penetrate to a third more correct 
version of Ausonius 1 final edition as A. E. Housman was able to 
do with the divergent sources of Manilius. 
But aside from the controversy over V and Z, the chapters 
which follow have some bearing upon o~her aspects of recent 
Ausonian resear·ch. In his careful and thorough description of 
over 130 manuscripts of the eclogues, Tobin was able to define 
three subgroupings of the sources within the Z family. 13 These 
classifications are herein confirmed and advanced. The investi-
gation of Z family sources was pursued in the hope that a better 
understanding of this problematical tradition might result. The 
interaction of certain Z family manuscripts as revealed by 
Creighton in his perceptive analysis of the stemmatic relation-
13Neil W. Tobin, ~Text of the Eclogae of Decimus Magnus 
Ausonius {Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms, 1967), 45-
212, hereinafter cited as Tobin. 
ships of the sources of the Mosella14 invited comparison with 
the interaction of the same manuscripts in the Technopaegnion. 
Suggestions for the solution of a common problem were herein 
offered although confirmation awaits forthcoming studies on 
other areas of the corpus. 
Some aspects of this study, however, have a lesser rela-
tionship to the research of others since we have attempted to 
deal with the special problems of the Ephemeris, Bissula and 
Technopaegnion. The In notarium, a short poem in iambic tri-
meter sometimes edited with the Ephemeris, is also included. 
Of these opuscula, only the sources of the Technopaegnion 
afforded sufficient interest and feasi~ility for construction 
of a tentative stemmatic diagram, but other problems such as 
the omission or admission of certain lines and variant readings 
were specified. The importance of Cantabrigiensis 2076, a 
source seemingly neglected by others in discussing the Techno-
paegnion, was emphasized. 
Lastly, in the appendices, there is provided a correspon-
dence between the two former critical editions of the Ausonian 
corpus: those of Schenkl and Peiper. An index to the manu-
script descriptions is also offered. 
Having then an overview of the aspects of Ausonian research 
to which this study is addressed, we are ready to proceed to 
descriptions of codices and editions. 
14Matthew E. Creighton, The Text of the Masella and the 
Epitaphia of Decimus Magnus Ausonius {Ann Arbor, Michigan: 
University Microfilms, 1967), 6-22; 98-111, hereinafter 
referred to as Creighton. 
9 
. CHAPTER II. THE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE EPHEMERIS, BISSULA 
AND TECHNOPAEGNION 
The manuscript sources of the Ausonian selections under 
consideration in this study can be seen in the following table. 
TABLE 1 
SOURCES OF THE AUSONIAN SELECTIONS BY FAMILIES 
Title v Family Z Family 
E:ehemeris 1 v 
2 v 





·In notarium z 
Bissula 1-7 z 
TechnoEaegnion 1 v 
2 z 
3 v z 
4 v z 
5 v z 
6 v z 
7 v z 
8 v z 
9 v z 
10 v z 
11 v z 
12 v z 
13 v 
14 v z 
10 
The V Family 
For a more complete understanding of these codices, 
a detailed description of the contents and physical charac-
teristics of each manuscript will be given in the following 
order: 
v Leidensis Vossianus F 111 
- --
p Parisinus 7558 
0 Parisinus 2772 
Q Lei dens is Vossianus 2. n. 
d Vindobonensis 3261 (Philol. 335) 
11 
Leidensis Vossianus F 111 
~· IX, membr., 28.3 x 23.5 .£_~·' 39ff., 32 linn. 
The Vossianus has two columns of Visigothic script 
with about 32 lines in each column. Forty folios once 
1 
appeared in five signatures of eight folios each, but 
in the sixteenth century, the twelfth folio was lost. 2 
[v] 
Careless numbering resulted in the assignment of the number 
35 to two consecutive folios. Titles are in red. Correc-
tions ha~e been made by three hands: that of Theodolphus of 
Orleans who wrote the text in the early ninth century, 3 
that of another medieval hand and that of a more recent 
hand. 
Originally written in southern France, the Vossianus 
was in the early years of the sixteenth century located in 
the library of the Benedictine monastery of Saint Martin 
on the Isle of Barbe, in the Saone near Lyons. Jacopo 
1
concerning other signatures which were separated from 
the manuscript, see S. Tafel, "Die vordere bisher verloren 
geglaubte Halfte der Vossianischen Ausonius-cordex, 11 Rheini-
~hes Museum fiir Philologie, LXIX (1914), 630-41. Tafel 
identifies the missing signatures with those of Parisinus 
8093, another early ninth century product. 
--
2H. de la Ville de Mirmont, Le manuscrit de l'Ile 
Barbe et les travaux de la critique §.ill: le texte d'Ausone. 
1'oeuvre de Vinet et 1 1 oeuvre de Scaliger (Bordeaux-Paris, 
1917-1919), I, 65ff. cf. also Ricerche, 18, note 1. The 
twelfth folio disappeared between 1558 when Stephanus 
Charpinus used the manuscript and 1564 when Elias Vinetus 
studied it. This folio obviously contained part of the 
Professores. Schenkl (xxxii) and Peiper (xviii) erred in 
recording the missing folio. 
3cf. Fr~ncesco della Corte, 11 L 1 ordinamento degli 
opuscula di Ausonio, 11 Rivista di cultura classica e medi-
evale, II (1960), 21-29, who identifies the scribe-of the 
Vossianus. 
12 
Sannazaro made extracts of it there between 1501 and 1504. 
Stephanus Charpinus studied it there, too. It then came 
into the hands of Jacques Cuyas, famed French lawyer, who 
loaned it to Elias Vinetus for use in preparing his edition 
of 1575. In the early seventeenth century it was acquired 
by Paul Petau, French antiquarian, who willed it to his son, 
Alexander. In 1650 Alexander Petau sold it along with other 
manuscripts to Christine, Queen of Sweden. On her abdication, 
it was acquired by Isaac Vossius, a Dutch scholar, then living 
at Windsor, England. In 1690 the Vossian library was sold 
by the heirs of Isaac to the library of the University of 
Leiden in Holland. Since the last decade of the seventeenth 
century, the manuscript has been at Leiden. 4 
The Vossianus is the oldest and most complete repre-
seritati ve manuscript of the V Family. It is both antholo-
gical and miscellaneous since it excludes many Ausonian 
epigrams and letters as well as the Masella, the Cento, the 
Cupido, the Bissula and the Gratiarum Actio, but it also 
carries on its final folios the verses of other authors 
and a letter of Paulinus of Nola. It transmits Ausoniana ~ 
found nowhere else as, for example, the entire Ephemeris. 
It alone places the Oratio into the context of the Epheme-
~ • In addition to large amounts of material unique to 
it, it has unique readings in the Ausoniana it shares with 
other ~ources.5 
4Gradilone, 144-45. Dr. K. A. Meijier, Department of 
Western Manuscripts, Leiden University Library, furnished 
historical details to Father Gradilone in a letter of 
November 21, 1958. 
5
cf. Ephemeris 3.35 where the Vossianu~ alone has 
olim for aetas. 
13 
The contents of the Vossianus pertinent to this study 
follows: 6 are as 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
lv EEhemeris 1 3-4 1 5-6 
2 4 2 6-7 
v 2v 1 - 3 4-7 3 7-11 
2v 4 7 4 11 
5 7 5 11-12 
6 8 6 12 7 
2v-3r 7 8-9 8 14-15 
19v-20r TechnoEaeg- 1 132 1 155-56 
20r nion 3 133 3 157 
4 133-34 4-5 158-59 
5 134 6 159-60 
20r-v 6 134-35 7 160 
20v 7 135 8 161 
8 135-36 9 162 
6The manuscript is also described by Schenkl, xxxii-
xxxiv; Peiper, xviii-xxviii; Ueberlieferung, 256-73; 
Ricerche, 17-19; Gradilone, 142-48; Creighton, 24-42; 
Tobin, 4-15. Since the descriptions of the last four 
authors are quite exhaustive, only the contents of the 
Yossianus pertinent to this study are listed here. 
A microfilmed copy of the entire manuscript was furnished 
by the library of the University of Leiden. 
7rn the Vossianus, itself, Ephemeris 8 (Schenkl, 7) 
follows 6 (Schenkl, 6) with no break in the continuity of 
the written text. The sense and the meter make it clear 
that there are two separate poems, the final lines of 6 
and the initial lines of 8 having been omitted. Charpinus 
in the edition of 1558 first indicated the omission of 
these verses. Schenkl (p. 8) thought that a folio had 
dropped out of the archetype. Peiper inserted the poem 
In notarium (Schenkl, EEigramma 114, p. 226) between 




folio No. Page No. Page 
20v 9 136-37 10 162-64 
21r 10 137 11 8 164-65 
11 137-38 12 165 
12 138 13 166-67 
21 r-v 13 139 14 167-68 
8
rechnoEaegnion 11. 6' transmitted by the Z tradition, 
is omitted. 
Parisinus 7558 [P] 
~· IX, membr., 23 x 16.5 .£!,!!•, 168 ff., 22-26 linn. 
This ninth century manuscript is written in Carolingi-
an minuscules with brown ink. Titles and initials are of 
the same hand as the text. There are corrections by three 
different sixteenth century hands. One of these hands was 
that of Guillaume Morel who used the codex to prepare his 
edition of the Alethia of Claudius Marius Victor. 9 In the 
sixteenth century, Parisinus 7558 was located at the Abbey 
of St. Julian of Tours.lo 
The manuscript is both anthological and miscellaneous. 
Of the works of Ausonius, it has but the Oratio and a few 
letters. Of other authors it transmits the works of annony-
mous grammarians (f. 1r-15v, 128r-162v), Bede (f. 15v-44v), 
Claudius Marius Victor (f. 44v-87v), Florus Lugdunensis 
(121r-124r, 162v-166v), Servius Honoratus (124r-128r) and 
Sedulius (166v-168v). It has also the poems and letters 
of Ausonius 1 contemporary, Paulinus of Nola. 
Sine the Parisinus shares the special readings of 
verse one and 84 of the Oratio with other V Family sources 
as against the readings of the same lines in all other 
9cf. Paul Lejay, "Marius Victor, L'Editeur Morel et le 
Ms. latin 7558 de Paris," Revue de £hilologie, de littera-
ture et ~'histoire anciennes, XIV (1890), 71-78 where Lejay 
identifies the corrections of one hand as that of Guillaume 
Morel. 
10 Madame Raymond Bloch, Conservateur of the Departement 
des Manuscrits, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, in her 
letter of November 24, 1969, provided information as to the 
physical appearance and historical facts concerning the 
manuscript. cf. also, E. D~mmler, "Die handschriftliche 
Ueberlieferung de lateinischen Dichtungen aus der Zeit der 
Karolinger," Neue~ Archiv der Gesellschaft far ~ltere 
deutsche Ceschichtsk~nde, IV (1879), 299. Emil Chatelain, 
16 
sources, we assume it to be of the V FPmily. 11 Confirmation 
of this assumption awaits the completion of a study of the 
letters of Ausonius. 
The Ausonian content is as follows 
Schenkl Peiper 
No. Page No. Page 
folio 
90 r-v Oratio Paulini 32 307-308 
v r 90 -92 Ephemeris 3 4-7 3 7-11 
v r 92 -94 Epistulae 24 187-90. 29 284-89 
v r 
94 -95 23 186-87 28 282-84 
r r 
95 -96 . 30 (v.1-48)289-91 
r v 96 -101 31 (v.103-
331) 297-91 
101v-102r 25 193-94 27 (v.103-
132) 280-82 
102r-104: 31 ( v. 1-
102) 292-96 
Notice ~ les manuscrits des poesies de ~· Paulin de Nole 
- (Paris: Biblioth~que des Ecoles Fran9aises d'Athenes et de 
Rome, 1880), 36-39. Schenkl, xlii; Peiper, xxx111-xxxv; 
Ueberlieferung, 324-26. A microfilmed copy was furnished 
by the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 
11 f h . 3 51 c . Ep emeris • nee arcanis; 3.75 dispiciam; 
3.80 nate; 3.82 verus. 
17 
Parisinus ~772 [o] 
~· IX, membr., 85 x 35 .£!!!·, 180 ff., 20 linn. 
Titles and initials of this manuscript are in rustic 
capitals. An inscription in the margin of folio 76v reading: 
~ Conventu Paredi, indicates that the codex was once located 
12 
at Paray-le-Monial, northwest of Lyons. 
In addition to the 51 verses of Ausonius, the codex 
also contains the works of Prosper Aquitanus, Quintus 
Serenus, L. Annaeus Seneca the philosopher, Cyprian, 
Augustine, Ovid, Hilary, Paulinus of Nola, Martinus Dumien-
sis, Jerome, Aristotle, Boethius and the Pseudo-Cato's 
Disticha. On folio 180v the eighteenth century French royal 
coat of arms appears. 
Readings of the Technopaegnion shared with the Vossi-
~ and other V Family sources as against those of all 
other sources indicate that Parisinus 2772 is a member of 
the V Family. 13 Readings peculiar to itself show that it 
makes an unique contribution to the text of the Technopaeg-
. 14 
nion. 
12P. Lauer, Biblioth~que Nationale: Catalogue general 
des manuscrits latins, III (Paris, 1952), 69-71; Schenkl, 
xli; Peiper, xxx-xxxi; Ueberlieferung, 283-84; Tobin, 38. 
Both Schenkl and Peiper dated this manuscript tenth to 
eleventh century. A microfilmed copy of the text was 
furnished by the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 
13Technopaegnion 3.3 finita, 3.5 obitura uices, 3.16 
tantum, 5.2 lud~ ~· Tobin (38) also assigns this 
manuscript to the V Family. 
l4T h · . 3 3 t . . 3 8 l't 3 16 . ec nopaegnion . erm1n1, • ~ . ~· 
18 
19 
The Ausonian content of Parisinus 2:..772 is as follows: 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
76 r-v Techno,eaeg- 3 133 3 157 
nion 4 (v.8-12)134 5 .(v.1-5) 159 
5 134 6 159-60 
v r 107 -108 Ecloga 9 13 17 102 
Leidensis Vossianus Q l]. [Q] 
~· IX-X (ff. 62-174), membr., 27 x 17 ..£!!!·, 174 ff, 
25 linn. 
This manuscript written in Carolingian minuscules 
appears to be composed of three different sets of folios 
which were joined together in the sixteenth century. The 
first part (ff. 1r-59v) contains the de Inventione of 
r r Cicero (ff, 1 -56 ) and a fragment of the Somnium Scipionis 
(f. 59v) written in an eleventh century hand. The second 
part (60r-61v) contains the prologue and the first satire 
of Persius written in a twelfth century hand. The folios 
of the third part (ff, 62r-174v) which contain the Ausoni-
ana were once in the library of one Goldastus whose signa-
ture is written on folio 62r. In the latter half of the 
sixteenth century Isaac Vossius acquired the three sets of 
folios and apparently made one codex of them. In 1690 
Vossius 1 heirs sold his library to the library of the 
University of Leiden where the tripartite manuscript has 
been since that time. The third part seems to contain 
works of grammatical or grammatically related content by 
various authors. Besides the Ausonian content, the works 
of Donatus (ff, 62-74), Priscian (ff, 83-110, 115-144) and 
Serenus (ff, 144-54) are included. 15 
15
cf. H. Keil, Grammatici Latini, III (Hildesheim, 
1961), 389-91; Schenkl, xli; Peiper, xxx; Ueberlieferung, 
283-84; Tobin 23-24. A microfilmed copy was obtained from 
the Bibliotheeck der Rijksuniversiteit in Leiden. 
20 
Readings of this manuscript shared with o.ther V Family 
manuscripts as against all other sources studied indicate 
h V · 0 33 · b of the V Fami'ly. 16 that t e ossianus ~ ~ is a mem er 
Unique readings also appear. 17 The Ausoniana are arranged 
as follows: 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
112 v Techno- 1 132 1 155-56 
E_aegnion 3 133 3 157 
113r 4 (11.1-8) 133-34 4 158 
4 ( vv. 1-5) 134 5 159 
5 134 6 159-60 
113v 6 134-35 7 160 
7 135 8 161 
114r 8 135-36 918 162 
114r-v 9 136-37 10 162-64 
132v-133r Est et non 150-52 4 91-92 
-- --
133 v Nomina 19 251-52 412 Musa rum 
16Technopaegnion 3.3 finita, 3.5 obitura uices, 3.16 
tantum, 5.2 ludus ~' 7.12 manet, 10.9 sicca. Tobin (23-4) 
also assigned this manuscript to the V Family. 
17Technopaegnion 1.8 coherentia, 10.11 spargit. 
18Technopaegnion 9.12 is omitted. 
19This poem of uncertain authorship is sometimes 
edited with the Ausoniana. 
21 
Vindobonensis 3261 (Philol. 335) [d] 
~· XVI, chart., 20.2 x 11.5 ~·' 72 ff., 19 linn. 
When Sannazaro (Actius Sincerus) was in France from 
1501 to 1504 with the entourage of King Frederick of Naples, 
he made extracts of several manuscripts of which the Vossi-
anus was one. When he returned to Italy, he brought these 
--
extracts with him. 20 Although an inscription on the pre-
fixed folio of the Vindobonensis reads: Actii Sinceri manu 
scripta, internal evidence denies this could be the very 
manuscript written by Sannazaro himself. First, the signa-
ture diff·ers from the hand of the text. Secondly, the order 
of excerpts in this codex must differ from that of Sanna-
zaro 1 s. An index of Sannazaro 1 s excerpts is given on folios 
20v-22r introduced by these words: Quo ordine Ausonii 
carmina disposita II~ in codice vetusto lugdunensi qui 
II ab Actio Sincero inventa est in Araris II Insula. This 
index is then followed on folios 22r-25r by excerpts of 
sections of the Technopaegnion presented in an order which 
--aiffers both from that in the preceding index and from that 
. th V . 21 Th t f th . t in e ossianus. ese excerp s, ur ermore, are in ro-
duces by these words: Quae aut emendanda ~ aliter scripta 
inveniantur quam impressis. The scribe of the Vindobonensis, 
20
cf. Remigio Sabbadini, Le scoperte dei codici Latini 
~ Greci nel secolo XIV~ XV, I (Florence, 1905), 139-40, 
165; II (Florence, 1914), 203-204. Gradilone, 63, 203-205. 
21 That Vindobonensis is but a copy of Sannazaro's 
apograph and differs from it is clear from a comparison of 
Vindobonensis with Accursius' Diatribae, which is based 
upon Aleander's copy of Sannazaro 1 s work. 
22 
seems to have furnished material on folios 20-22 in a form 
excerpted to a greater degree than Sannazaro 1 s and on folios 
22-25 added more excerpts of material in an order different 
from Sannazaro's. His criterion for including the second 
set of material seems to have been the fact that its readings 
differed from an edition or editions that he had at hand. 
That he sometimes copied the edition into his text rather 
. 22 
than the apograph of Sannazaro is clear. 
Schenkl thought that in the Technopaegnion our scribe 
had utilized Vossianus Q 1..J., 23 but the evidence of this 
study doe.s not support such a conclusion. At Technopaeg-
nion 10.12 and 10.15, there is evidence, however, that the 
. 24 
corrector of Vindobonensis had access to Vossianus Q l..J.· 
There is no need to affirm that this manuscript is 
of the V Family since its ultimate source was the major 
representative of that family. It does have unique variants 
h f h . . 25 whic are or t e most part mere errors in copying. 
On the final folio there is this subscription: Marti-
rani et doctorum Amicorum, from which Schenkl deduced that 
the codex was once in the possession of the sixteenth century 
Bishop of San Marco in Venice, Cariolanus de Martoranis. 26 
22 
cf. Chapter IV, p. 171-72. 
23
schenkl, xxxiv. 
24At Technopaegnion 10.12 Inditus, a variant found else-
where only in Vossianus Q. 33, is written above Ibicus. At 
10.15 pugna, a variant found elsewhere only in Vossianus Q 
33, is written above picna. 
2 5Technopaegnion 7.12 dira for clarat, 10.23 imperio 
for i.n. pretio, 13.10 comperior for conspicior, 14.6 ~ for 
tau, 14.18 dor for do. 
26Schenkl, xxxiv. 
23 
The contents of the manuscript pertinent to our study 
27 
are as follows: 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
7v-10r E12hemeris 3 4-7 3 7-11 
22r Techno12aeg- 3 133 3 (v. 1, 3, 157 
nion 4, 7, 15' 
16) 
4 ( 11. 1- 133-34 4 (v. 1-8) 158 
8) 
22 r-v 4 ( v. 1-5)134 5 ( v. 2, 3) 159 
22v 5 134 6 (v. 3, 5) 159 
6 134-35 7 ( v. 1, 2, 12)160 
7 135 8 ( v . .3' 4, 9, 161 
11, 12) 
8 136 9 (v. 7, 10) 162 
22v-23r 9 136-37 10 (v. 1, 5, 6, 162-64 
8,, 12, 14-18 
22-26) 
23r 10 137 11 (v. 1-3) 164 
11 137-38 12 (v. 2, 10- 165 
13) 
23r-24r 12 138 13 ( v. 1-27) 166-67 
24r 13 139 14 ( v. 1-11, 167-68 
15-22) 
24v-25r 1 132 1 155-56 
27Descriptions can be found in the following sources: 
Academia Caesarea Vindobonensis, Tabulae codicum ~ 
scriptorum praeter graecos et orientales in Biblioteca 
Palatina Vindobonensi asservatorum, II (Vienna, 1868), 
246; S. Endlicher.;_ Catalogus codicum philologicorum latino-
~ Bibliothecae .t'alatinae Vindobonensis (Vienna, 1836), 
204-205; Schenkl, xxiv; Peiper, xxviii-xxix; Ueberlie-
ferung, 344-53; Gradilone, 203-208; Creighton, 94-97; 
Tobin, 16-22 •. Since the last three authors have been 
exhaustive in their descriptions, we record only the con-
tents pertinent to our study. The Osterreichische 
Nationalbibliothek of Vienna furnished a microfilmed copy. 
24 
25 
The Z Family 
C Cantabrigiensis 2076 (Kk. i· 34) 
D Parisinus 18275 
M Magliabechianus Conv. Soppr. !.__§.. 29 , 
A Laurentianus Ashburnhamensis 1732 (1656) 
v Vaticanus 1611 
2 
v Vaticanus 3152 
v3 Vaticanus Urbinas 649 
m Magliabechianus Cl. VII. 315 (VII. ~· 315) 
L Laurentianus Plut. 33. 1.2. 
L2 Laurentianus Plut. i!· .!1 
h Harleianus 2578 
T Leidensis Vossianus Q 107 
g Guelferbytanus Augustanus 1..Q.·2 
2 g Guelferbytanus Gudianus 145 
s S. Marcianus 4161 (.AE.E_. XII, cl. ~) 
w Vratislaviensis IV. F .J.2. 
K Musei Britanici Regius, Kinv,s Ms. 11 
p Patavinus C 64 
2 p Perusinus I. 102 (~. 15922) 
e Escorialensis S. III. ~ 
b Barberinus 150 (1472) 
n Valentianus 834 (141) 
r Ravennas ~ (134. H. 1) 
f Ambrosianus f .J.2. sup. 
c Cota 52. XII. J:.Z (_g. VII. 47) 
b 2 Barberinus 135 (815) 
2 
r Reginensis 1.2_ 
2 
s §.· Marci anus _4 736 (~. XIV, cl. 230) 
E Editio Princeps, 1472 A· Q• 
L 
Cantabrigiensis 2076 (Kk. V. 34) [c] 
~· IX-X, membr., 26.3 x 18 .£!.!!·' 47 ff., 20 linn. 
The writing of this manuscript has been done very 
clearly and neatly in minuscules by a ninth or tenth century 
Saxon hand. Almost no contractions are used. The few 
corrections there are have been made by the same hand as 
h t t T 'tl d . 't' 1. . .d 28 that of t e ex • 1 es an 1n1 ia s are in re . 
Of Ausonius' work, only the Oratio and Technopaegnion 
are included. Preceding the Ausoniana on folio 65r are 13 
lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son. Following the 
Ausonian selections are the poems of several unknown English 
Christian authors of uncertain date (71r- 84r). These in 
r v r turn are followed by the Culex (84 -94 ) and the Aetna (95 -
lllr). The manuscript is, then, both anthological and 
miscellaneous. 
Readings of Cantabrigiensis shared with Vossianus Q 
107 and other members of the same family seem to place 
this manuscript in the z family, 29 but it has numerous 
·unique variants of its 30 In philological studies of own. 
28
otto Ribbeck, P. Vergili Maronis Opera, IV (Leipzig: 
Teubner, 1868), 35; University of Cambridge, A Catalogue of 
the Manuscripts Preserved in the Library of the University of 
Cambridge, III (Cambridge: University Press, 1858), 703-706;. 
Schenkl, xxix; Peiper, lxviiii; Ueberlieferung, 283-89. 
Cambridge University Library provided a microfilmed copy of 
this manuscript for our study. Under-librarian H. L. Pink 
in a letter of November 4, 1969, reports that the manuscript 
"was no. 939 in the collection of John Moore, Bishop of Ely, 
presented to him by King George I in 1715." 
29cf. the notes to the description of Cantabrigiensis 
on p. 27-28 and Chapter IV, p. 
30Examples of unique variants are at· Technopaegnion 
3.9 infesta, 5.6 lex, 8.10 pias, 14.1 ride. 
26 
the Oratio and the Technopaegnion this. manuscript has been 
sadly neglected. We discuss its peculiarities at length 
in Chapter IV because it seems to offer in these selections 
what might be termed the closest link between the V and the 
z Families. 
The Ausoniana of Cantabrigiensis are arranged as follows: 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
65r-67v EEhemeris 3 4-7 331 7-11 
67v Techno- 9 ( v. 19- 136 1032 163-64 
paegnion 10 26) 137 11 (v.1-6) 165 
67v-68r 11 137-38 12 165 
68r-v 13 139 1433 167-68 
68v-69r 3 133 334 157-58 
31 ~n Ephemeris 3, verse one reads; OmniEotens quern 
mente colo Eater unice rerum. Verses 8-16 are ~ omitted 
as in the rest of the Z tradition. 
32In TechnoEaegnion 10, the order of verses is 1-13, 
15, 14, 16, 18-24, 17, 25-26. The order of 15 and 14 is 
unique to Cantabrigiensis. Before verse 19, a title: De 
Gentibus is introduced. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata oestro 
tranat mare cimmerium bos. Verse 26 read;;- Nota et Earu£-
rum cunis muliebre secus strix. 
33 In TechnoEaegnion 14, the order of verses is 1-2, 4, 
6, 9, 7, 8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. Verse 5 is omitted. Verse 3 
reads: .§.!. quod nonnumquam praesumit laetificum gau. Verse 
6 reads: Scire velim catalecta legens quid significet tau. 
The order of verses 9, 7, 8 is unique to Cantabrigiensis. 
Sections 12 and 14 are run together with no break in the 
continuity of the text. 
34This order of the sections of the TechnoEaegnion 
is unique to Cantabrigiensis. 
27 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
69r 4 ( v. 8-12) 134 5 159 
69v 5 134 6 159-60 
69v-70r 6 134-35 7 160 
7or 7 135 8 161 
70 r-v 8 135-36 9 162 
70 v _71 r 9 (v. 1-18) 136-37 1035 162-63 
35section 10 is broken into two parts. The first 18 
lines occur at the end of the Technopaegnion. cf. note 32, 





Saec. XIII, membr., 56 ff., 41-44 linn. 
In addition to the Oratio and other Ausonian poems, 
this manuscript contains the works of Fulgentius (ff. 1r-
22v), alleged correspondence between Paul and Seneca (ff.22v-
23r), selections from Martial's Xenia (ff. 23r-26v), Honorius 1 
~ philosophia ~~ (ff. 26v-54r), excerpts from juridical 
r r) tracts (ff. 54 -55 , further verses of Martial intermixed 
with medieval poems (ff. 56r-v). 
The works of Ausonius are introduced with these words: 
!E. ausonio. No subscription appears. The order of the 
writings of Ausonius follows that of the Z family. The 
two variants of the Oratio furnished by our evidence do not 
allow classification of the manuscript into any subgrouping 
Of the Z faml.ly. 36 N . . t t f th o unique varian s occur excep or e 
fact that verse 58 of the Oratio follows verse 78. 
The Ausoniana are arranged 37 as follows: 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
----
55r Epigrammata 7 197 30 322 
8 197 2 {v.7-8) 311 
9 197-98 3 311-12 
11 198-99 33 323-24 
36 Ephemeris 3.64 mala and 3.72 dij. Tobin (210-11) 
thought the manuscript to be allied to Magliabechanus I. £. 29 and the Editio Princeps. -
370ther descriptions can be found in the following 
sources: L~opold Delisle, "Inventaire des manuscrits 
latins de Notre Dame et de divers petits fonds conservds 
a la Bibliotheque Nationale sous les nos. 16719-18613 du 
fonds latin," Bibliothegue de l 1 ~cole des Chartes, XXXI 
(1870), 549; Schenkl, xxvi-xxvii; Peiper, lxxvii; 
Gradilone, 137-39; Tobin, 210-12. A microfilmed copy 
was furnished by the Bibliotheque National, Paris. 
29 
~ 30 
' Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
55r EEitaEhium 34 So 35 85 
EEigrammata 12 199 34 324 
. 
18 200-201 40 327 
21 202 14 316 
34 205 52 331 
EEitaEhia 31 79 32 {v.7-10) 84 
55v 29 78 28 (v.1-2) 82 
Mgrammata 68 214 24 319-20 
45 208 60 334 
82 218 90 345 
83 218 91 346 
84 218 15 316 
85 219 16 316 
86 219 17 317 
91 220 92 346 
93 220-21 94 (v.1-6) 346-47 
93 221 94 (v.7-8) 347 
94-95 221 22-23 318-19 
EEistula 14 173 10 ( v. 23-24) 236 
De Aerumnis 153-54 106-107 
Herculis 
v r 
_55 -56 Caesares 1 112-14 1-4 183-86 
56r ProtreEticus 2 36-37 (v.1-17, 261-62 
26-28) 
Psuedo- 9 417-18 
Ausoniana 10 418 
E12hemeris 3 6-7 3 (v.59- 10 
78,58) 
Ecloga 11 14 19 103 
L 
~agliabechianus Conv. Soppr. !· §_. !.2_ [M] 
Saec. XIV, membr., 142 ff., 40-43 linn. 
Dated from the mid-fourteenth century, this manuscript 
has ten gatherings of ten folios, followed by one gathering 
of seven, one of eight, two more of ten, one of six and a 
final folio. Because the works of Ennodius (ff. lr-116v) 
are incomplete at the center gatherings of seven and eight 
folios, Schenkl conjectured that the missing leaves contained 
the completion of the works of Ennodius and Ausoniana such 
as the Mosella and the epistle of Synimachus which appear in 
the apog~aph of this manuscript. 38 
The Ausoniana at present begin with an excerpt of 
the Caesares, which is later repeated on ff. i35r-v. The 
first excerpt of the Caesares is followed by several blank 
folios. This same condition with respect to the Caesares 
occurs a1so in Laurentianus i.!.· _!1 and Harleianus 2578. 
A forthcoming textual study of the ~~ will determine 
if this selection descends in the Z tradition along with 
the rest of the Ausoniana contained in the manuscript. 39 
On the folio 122r the works of Ausonius are introduced 
with these words: Quod compertum est ex libro magni 
Ausoni poete sequitur. 
The Technopaegnion ends abruptly at 12.6 with the 
end of the last gathering of six folios. The final folio 
which has the Bissula fails to offer the final couplet of 
38 Schenkl, xxi; Peiper, lxxi-lxxii. The apograph is 
Laurentianus .i!.· _!1. 
39A number of scholars beginning with Schenkl have 
conjectured that the manuscript carried two traditions, 
cf. Schenkl, xxi; Peiper Lxxii; Ricerche, 83; Creighton, 
20-22, 70-71. But cf., also, our discussion in Chapter 
IV, p. 191-94. 
31 
that selection. Greek phrases and sentences often omitted 
in other Z family sources are in evidence in Magliabechianus. 
1 f t t 132r-v and 133r. Two co umns o ex appear on 
The colophon reads: De hoc opere corrupto ut pluri-
mum nil ulterius repperi et ideo explicit. Below this, 
-
a sixteenth century hand needlessly informs us: Opus hoc 
_corruptum est et desunt mul ta f ragmenta. 
32 
The manuscript is the oldest extant source of the 
Bissula and the In notarium, a€t'-, it ~lso has interesting 
- 4 
relationships with other extant sources in the Technopaegnion. 
It transmits the usual Z tradition in this last selection, 
a phenomenon explicated in the notes to the description. 
b f . . t 41 There are a num er o unique varian s. 
The Ausoniana are arranged as follows: 42 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
r 117 Caesares 1 112-14 1-4 183-86 
117v-118v 2 114-18 1-19 (v.1-80) 187-92 
-~119r-121v [Blank] 
122r IWigrammata 1-343 194-96 26,25,27 320-Zl 
122r-v 4 196 28 321-22 
122v 6 196 29 322 
40
cf. Chapter IV, p. 186-87. 
41 Examples of unique variants are Technopaegnion 
2.10 dyaleticon; 8.10 ytalis; 9,4 spicca. 
42nescriptions occur in Schenkl, xxi; Peiper, lxxi-
lxxii; Gradilone, 162-66; Tobin, 46-53. A microfilmed 
copy was furnished by the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
of Florence. 
43 Ep ·igramma 2 omits vv. 1-5. 
r: 33 
Schenkl Peiper 
·folio No. Page No. Page 
122 v 7 197 30 322 
EEitaEhium 30 78-79 .31 83 
EEigrammata 8 197 2 311 
4 207 9 314 
De Fas tis 119 1 194 
123r 3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
EEigrammata 5 196 ·31 322-23 
9 197-98 3 311-12 
123 r-v 10 198 32 323 
123v 11 198-99 33 323-24 
EEitaEhium 34 So 35 85 
EEigrammata 12 199 34 324 
13 199 35 325 
124r 14+15 199-200 36+37 325-26 
16 200 38 326 
17 200 39 327 
18 200-201 40 327 
124r-v 19 201 41 327-28 
124v 20 201 42 328 
21 202 14 316 
22 202 43 328-29 
23 202 44 329 
24 202-203 45 329 
25 203 53 332 
124 v-125r 28 203 46 330 
125r 29+31+32 204 47+49+50 330-31 
33 204 51 ') ') 1 
34 205 52 . ~~\S 191W~~ 






~ 36 Schenkl Peiper 
1 folio No. Page No. Page 
97 222 96 {v.3-4) 348 
30 204 48 330 
98 222 97 348 
99 222 98 348 
100 223 99 348 
101 223 100 349 
102 223 101 349 
r-v 103+104 223 102+103 349-50 129 
129v 105 224 104 350 
106 225 105 350 
Versus 30-31 17-18 
Easchales 
129v-130r Epis- 8 166 4 225-26 
tulae 
130r-v 10 168-69 6 228-30 
130v 11(1.1-169 7 {1.1-25) 230-31 
16) 
Bissula47 3 125-26 2 115 
- v r 130 -131 EEi~- 11 (1.16- 169-70 7 {l.25-38) 231-32 
tulae 26) 
131r-v 19 179-80 23 266-68 
131v 18 178-79 13 243-44 
131v-132r 21 181-83 25 269-72 
132r-v 22 183-85 26 272-75 
132v133r 15 173-74 11 236-38 
133r-v 16 174-76 12 238-43 
133v-134r 12+13 170-72 8+9 232-35 
47N. B •; The poem, ad lect~ of the Bissula 
is inserted in this fashion into this letter to Paulinus 
in every source. 
~-----__,37 




134 Epistula 14 
134v-135r De aerumnis 
Herculis 
r-v 135 Caesares 1 
135v 2 
v r 135 -136 Epigr. 107 
136r Ecloga 11 
Epigram. 108-113 
In notarium 114 
136v-140~ Gratiarum 



























































vv. 53-76 of this section of the Caesares 
are offered at this point. 
49This delightful iambic trimeter poem, In notarium, 
is found only in the Z tradition. In every manuscript 
source, it follows a series of epigrams as here and precedes 
the Gratiarum Actio. Peiper removed it from its position 
and placed it between two incomplete poems of the Ephemeris. 







No. Page No. Page 
951 136 10 (v.1-18) 162-63 
9 137 10 (v.19-26) 163-64 
10 164-65 1152 164-65 
1153 137 12 (v.1-6) 165 
5lThis section of the Technopaegnion illustrates the 
z tradition. The order of verses is 1-13, 14, 16, 18, 
followed by a break in the continuity of the text, a new 
title: de gentibus, then verses 19-22, 17, 25-26. Verses 
15, 23, 24 are omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata oestro 
tranat ~ cimmerium bos. Verse 26 read;; Nota et paruorum 
cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
52 The final verse of this section of the Technopaegnion 
reads: ~ pelago uolitat mercator uestifluus ~· It 
appears in every Z family source as here, but is omitted in 
the V tradition, which includes instead another verse at 
10.24 with a similar reading. 
53At this point, the incomplete gathering of six folios 
ends. It is followed by one final folio which presumably is 
the only one remaining of the gathering of ten. Since at 
this same point, the apograph of Magliabechianus has the 
remaining parts of the Technopaegnion, the Griphus, the Cento, 
- two letters, the Oratio, excerpts of the Epicedion, the 
Protrepticon and the Cupido, we conjecture that the missing 
11 folios of the last two gatherings of the Magliabechianus 
contained all this material. This, we submit, is a reason-
able conjecture, conspicuous because of its absence in the 
studies of those philologists who would presume that the 
Caesares of this manuscript descends in a tradition other than 
z. All of the material we conjecture as present on the 11 
missing folios descends in a very obvious Z tradition which 
no one has ever denied. The assumptions these philologists 
have made with regard to the Caesares reveals the stigma they 
have attached to the Z tradition, carrying their dislike of 
it so far as to influence them to deny without textual 
evidence that Ausonius' better literary achievements could 
have a Z tradition. Creighton's study of the Mosella, 
however, seems to confirm a Z tradition for that composition, 
a possibility which had been everywhere denied. That denial 
was based in part on the presumption that the first excerpt 
38 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
142 
r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
2 125 1 115 
4+5 126 3+4 116 
654 126-27 5 117 
colophon 
of the Caesares in Magliabechianus descended in a tradition 
other than z. We now await the results of a textual study 
of the Caesares. 




Laurentianus Ashburnhamensis 1732 (1656) [A] 
Saec. XIV-XV, membr., 22.6 x 16.5 .£!!!·' 56 ff., 29 linn. 
In the early nineteenth century, this codex belonged 
to a Veronese nobleman, Giulio Saibante, whose library was 
sold at public auction in Paris in 1843. At that time it 
was acquired by Guglielmo Icilio Libri who in turn sold it 
to the Ashburnham Library. In the late nineteenth century, 
the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana received it along with 
other manuscripts in a purchase arranged between the English 
and Italian governments. 55 
The folios are unnumbered, a condition which led to 
their subsequent disarrangement. Tobin suggests the proper 
order for the misplaced folios and indicates the content of 
lost folios. 56 
A subscription appears on folio 52r: Expliciunt _£!! 
Ausonii fragmenta quae invida cuncta corrodens vetustas ad 
manus nostras venire permisit. Following this, on folios 
52v-53v, a sixteenth century hand added excerpts of the 
---Ordo Urbium. In addition to the Ausoniana, later hands 
also wrote verses of Ovid and Claudianus. 
Our evidence suggests that this manuscript is allied 
to the Editio Princeps of 1472. Schenkl on the basis of 
readings in the Gratiarum Actio established that it could 
not have been copied from the Editio Princeps and Tobin 
observed that it must descend from a source in common with 
th f . t d"t" 57 It h h . . t 58 e irs e i ion. as, owever, some unique varian s. 
55Tobin, 189-90 
56 . Tobin, 197-98. 
57cf. Chapter IV, p. ; Schenkl, xxiv; Tobin, 190. 
58Techn. 2.1 incertis; 8.9 Larimda; 9.1, 9.3, 9.7 
cybos; 12.3 Myrmilloni. 
~----------------------------------------------------4 ..... 1 
Greek phrases were added by a hand other than that which 
wrote the Latin text. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are ordered as 
follows: 59 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Pa~e 
14v Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
25r In notarium ~.114 226 E,ehem. 7 12-13 
33 v Techno12aegnion 2 132-33 2 156 
33 v-34r 3 133 3 157 
34r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
34r-v 5 134 6 159-60 
34v 6 134-35 7 160 
34v-35r 7 135 860 161 
35r 8 135-36 9 162 




58Techn. 2.1 incertis; 8.9 Larimda; 9.1, 9.3, 9.7 
cybos; 12.3 Myrmilloni. 
59complete descriptions can be found in Schenkl, 
xxiv; Peiper, lxxv; Tobin, 189-98. The last author 
was so complete in his description that we cite only 
the Ausoniana pertinent to our study. Only in these 
selections can we make any contribution. A micro-
filmed copy of the manuscript was furnished by the 
Biblioteca Medicea-Laurenziana at Florence. 
60 Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
61 Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et 
furiata oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
35v 9 137 1062 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17,25-26) 
10 137 1163 (v.1-6) 164-65 
35v-36r 11+13 137-39 12+1464 165-68 
v r 
44 -46 Ephemeris 3 4-7 3 
65 . 
7-11 
51r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
51v 2 125 1 115 
4 126 3 116 
5 126 4 116 
52r 6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
62 Techn. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
63Techn. 11.6, omitted in V, reads: Iam pelago 
volitat mercator vestifluus ser. 64 . -
Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The 
order of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 
20-22. Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnumquam praesumit 
laetificum gau. Verse 14.5 reads: Scire velim catalecta 
legens quid significet tau. 
65Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. Verse 3.1 reads: 
Omnipotens quern mente colo pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 
reads: Consona guem celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
42 
rr-------------------------43 
Vaticanus 1611 [v] 
Saec. XV, chart., 20.4 x 14.4 .£!!!•, 220 ff., 23 linn. 
This manuscript seems to be a conjunction of three 
separate codices because three different though contem-
porary hands have written the works of three authors. The 
first part (ff. 1r-100v) has the verses of Propertius; 
the second (ff. 101r-150r), Tibullus, and the last 
(ff. 151r-202r), Ausonius. The last part also contains 
epitaphs of Angelus, Aemilius and Porcius recorded in a 
more recent hand. The pagination in Arabic numerals of 
the third part also differs from that of the other parts. 
The Ausoniana are introduced on ·folio 151r with 
these words: Ausonii poetae viri consularis epigrammatum 
et aepistolarum fragmenta. There is no colophon. Greek 
phrases are omitted although space was left for them. 
At some time the folios became disordered. The proper 
order is suggested by Gradilone in his description. 66 
.. U . . t . th T h · 6 7 nique varian s occur in e ec nopaegnion. The 
-· Ausoniana pertinent to our study are cited on the following 
pages. 
66
complete descriptions can be found in Bartholo-
meus Nogara, Bibliothecae Apostolicae Vaticanae codices 
manuscripti recensiti iussu Pii X Pontificis Maximi 
praeside Card. Alfonso Capecelatro. Codices Vaticani 
Latini, III (Rome, 1912), 108-109; Schenkl, xxiv-xxv; 
Peiper, lxxv-lxxvi; Ueberlieferung, 202; __Gradilone, 
187-191; Tobin, 187,191. Since the last two authors 
are exhaustive in their descript~ons, we cite only 
the Ausoniana with which we are concerned in this study. 
A microfilmed.copy was obtained from the Vatican 
Library in Rome. 
67Techn., 2.9 laboravit, 3.1 agit for alit, 7.12 












































14, 16, 18) 
10 70 (v.19-22, 
17, 25-26) 














16 4-6 5 
165-68 
69 __ _ 
Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
~~ ~-
70 Tech n. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
7lTechn. 11.6 reads: lam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
72Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verse;-for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et guod nonnunguam praesumit laetificum 
gau. Verse 14.5 reads: Scire velim catalecta legens quid 
significet tau. 





























73 Ephemeris J.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the Ephemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens guem mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse J.84 reads: Consona quern 
celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
Vaticanus 3152 
Saec. XV, chart., 21.3 x 14.7 .,£!!!•, 81 ff., 31 linn. 
In addition to the Ausoniana, this manuscript also 
contains verses of Siculus (ff. 1-18v), Ciprianus (19r-
22v) and Lactantius (23r-25v). The Ausoniana are introduced 
on folio 31r with these words: Ausonii Pomponii liber primus 
incipit feliciter. The colophon on folio 81r reads: 
Explicit liber Ausonii Protreptici Porn. Greek phrases appear 
74 everywhere except for Epist. 8, 9 and 10 where the space 
left still awaits their insertion. 
Titles, initials and even some marginal glosses 
are in red. More elaborate decoration in red appears 
on some few initials. Corrections were added by a 
second hand, perhaps, from Magliabechianus !· 6 . .!2_. 
Many unique variants occur though none adds to the 
improvement of the text of our selections. 75 
The Ausoniana pertinent to our study are arranged 
76 
as follows: 
74we use Peiper's enumeration. 
75Techn. 2.1 Thenopegion, 3.1 ~for~' 3.3 sine 
nullo for nullo, 8.10 ~for~' 10.6 marte for mare. 
76
complete descriptions appear in Schenkl, xxiv; 
Peiper, lxxv; Ueberlieferung, 20; Gradilone, 192-95; 
Tobin, 123-31. A photographic copy of the handwritten 
seventeenth century Inventorium librorum latinorum Mss. 
Bib. Vat., IV, 3152-3155, was supplied by the Vatican 
Library, but this reference contained only a brief notice. 
The Vatican Library also furnished a microfilmed copy of 




folio No. Page No. Page 
44 
r-v Bissula 3 12 5-26 2 115 
54r In nota- .§.Eig. 114 226 Ephem. 7 12-13 
---
rium 
63r-v Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
paegnion 
63v-64r 3 133 3 157 
64r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
5 134 6 159-60 
64r-v 6 134-35 7 160 
7 135 877 161 
64 v-65r 8 135-36 9 162 
65r 9 136 78 10 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
65r-v 9 137 79 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17' 25-26) 
65v 10 137 80 11 (v.1-6) 164-65 
~ 65v-66r 11+13 137-39 12+1481 165-68 
77Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
78Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
-- --
79 Tech n. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
80Techn. 11.6 reads: lam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ~· This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
81 Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: ~ quod nonnunquam praesumit laetificum 





folio No. Page No. Page 
74r-75v Ephemeris 3 4-7 382 7-11 
80r-v Bissula 1 125 114-15 
80 v 2 12 5 1 115 
4 126 3 116 
5 126 4 116 
80v-81r 6 126-27 5 117 
81r 7 127 6 117 
82 Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the Ephemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens guem mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona guem 
celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
48 
~-------------------------------.49 
Vaticanus Urbinas 649 
Saec. XV, membr., 27 x 17.2 ~·' 177 ff., 30 linn. 
In the first half of this manuscript large golden initials 
decorated with various colors appear. Titles are in red. On 
'folio 2r an interesting depiction of four boys holding a laurel 
wreath frames the seal of one Count Frederick. Folios 120-129 
are twice numbered while folios lr-v and 177r are blank. Greek 
phrases were never inserted into the spaces left for them. 
In addition to the Ausoniana, the codex contains the Silvae 
of Statius on ff. 2r-70v and the Panegyricorum liber of 
Sidonius Apollinaris on ff. 123v-176v. 
The works of Ausonius are introduced on folio 71r with 
these words: Ausonii poetae liber primus incipit. No colophon 
S . . t . . d 83 appears. ome unique varian s are in evi ence. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are ordered as 
follows. 84 
83 Techno. 10.7 ambriadis for hamadryadis, 10.16 venerato 
for venenato, 11.4 favit for fluit, 14.14 ~for seps. 
Technopaegnion 7.9 is omitted. 
84
cosimo Stornajolo, Codices Urbinates Latini, II {Rome, 
1912), 164-66; Schenkl, xxv; Peiper, lxxvi; Gradilone, 183-86; 
Tobin, 88-96. A microfilmed copy was furnished by the Vatican 
Library. 
~ . . Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page N'o. Page 
84v Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
94r In .§Eig.114 226 Ephem. 7 12-13 
notarium 
104 v Techno-
paegnion 2 132-33 2 156 
v r 104 -105 3 133 3 157 
105 r-v 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
105v 5 134 6 159-60 
6 134-35 7 160 
105v-106~ 7 135 885 161 
106r 8 135-36 9 162 
106r-v 9 136 
86 . 
10 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
106v 9 137 87 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17' 25-26) 
10 137 88 11 (v.1-6) 164-65 
106v-107r 11+13 137-39 12+1489 165-68 
85Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
86Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
87Techn.~23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
88Techn. 11.6 reads: Iam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
89Tec~ 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam praesumit laetificum 





folio No. Page No. Page 
116r -117r EEhemeris 3 4-7 390 7-11 
122r Bissula 1 12 5 114-15 
122r-v 2 125 1 115 
122 v 4 126 3 116 
5 126 4 116 
6 126-27 5 117 
123r 7 127 6 117 
90EEhemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the EEhemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: OmniEotens quern mente colo 
Eater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 




Magliabechianus Cl. VII. ·315 (.Yf! . .§_. 315) 
~· XV, membr., 137 ff. 27 linn. 
Each side of every folio of this manuscript is 
assigned a consecutive Arabic number. The numbering 
for the 137 folios extends from 1 (beginning on f. lv) 
to 273 (appearing on f. 137r). Folio lr, pages 125-127, 
270-273 and folio 137v are blank. In our description 
we conform to the page numbers of the codex. 
Following the Ausoniana is the Panegyricorum 
Liber of Sidonius Apollinaris (pp. 129-269) which also 
appears in Urbinas 649. The Ausonian bpuscula begin 
[m] 
on page one with this erroneous inscription: Caii Solii 
Sidonii Apollinaris panagiricorum liber incipit, but, 
quite consistently, the scribe introduced the works of 
Sidonius Apollinaris with: Ausonii poetae liber foeliciter 
incipit. Near the end of the codex there appears an index 
for each of these two authors where again the titles have 
been reversed. 
Numerous unique variants occur, most of which can 
be explained as carelessness. 91 
92 The Ausoniana pertinent to our study are so ordered: 
91 Techn. 2.3 monosyllimis, 2.3 ~ for haec, 9.12 cum 
for cui. Bissula 5.2 ficte vincis alumna~ for ficte non. 
92 Guiseppe Mazzatinti, Inventori dei manoscritti 
delle biblioteche d'Italia, XIII (Forli, 1905-1906), 
62; Schenkl, xxv; Peiper, lxxvi; 
0
Gradilone, 167-71; 
Tobin, 106-114. The Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 
Florence, furnished a microfilmed copy of the manuscript. 
~ 
Schenk! Peiper 
folio No. fage No. Page 
31-32 Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
52-53 In notarium ~ 114 226 Ephem. 7 12-13 
77-78 Techno2aeg- -2 132-33 2 156 
nion 
78-79 3 133 3 157 
79-80 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
80 5 134 6 159-60 
80-81 6 134-35 7 160 
81 7 135 893 161 
81-82 8 135-36 9 162 
82 9 136 94 10 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
9 137 95 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17' 2 5-26) 
82-83 10 137 11 96 (1-6) 164-65 
83-84 11+13 137-39 12+1497 16 5-68 
93Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
94Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~
95Techn. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
96Techn. 11.6 reads: lam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
97Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunguam praesumit laetificum 




folio No. Page No. Page 
103-106 Ephemeris 3 4-7 398 7-11 
117-118 Bissula 1 125 114-15 
118 2 125 1 115 
4 126 3 116 
5 126 4 116 
119 6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
98Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the Ephemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens quern mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 
celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
54 
55 ~ __ _... ________________________________________________________________________ __, 
Laurentianus Plut. lJ.• .!...2. 
Saec. XV, chart., 66 ff., 25-26 !i!!.!!· 
As in many of the Z family manuscripts, so in 
Laurentianus lJ.· .!.2,, Greek phrases were never inserted 
into the spaces left for them. Titles, too, still 
[L] 
await their insertion. Folios 24v and 61r-v are blank. 
Epigrams 78, 83, 4, 22, and 68 are omitted. The scribe 
seems to have affected an archaic orthography, i.g., quoi, 
guom. He wrote, however, a very handsome humanistic script 
. h" h . . t 99 in w ic unique varian s occur. 
The manuscript is purely anthological, i.e., containing 
only excerpts of Ausonius' work. On folio 1r the following 
inscription appears: Ausonius Gallus Poeta, but no colophon 
is offered. 
Mariangelus Accursius used the manuscript. Nicolaus 
~ Heinsius collated its epigrams. Schenkl indicated a possible 
connection between this manuscript and another no longer 
. b . . . 100 
extant written y Giovanni Boccaccio. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are arranged 
101 
as follows: 
99Techn. 4.6 resipirent for resperent, 7.8 ~for 
~' 8.12 leucothonos for leuconotos, 9.8 gith for git. 
100 Schenkl, xxv, note 9; Sabbadini, .£E.· cit., I, 30. 
101 Angelo Maria Bandini Catalogus codicum latinorum 
Bibliothecae Mediceae Laurentianae sub auspices Petri 
Leopoldi, II (Florence, 1774), cols. 102-103; Schenkl, 
xxv; Peiper, lxxvi; Gradilone, 178-82; Tobin, 132-40. 
A microfilmed copy was supplied by the Biblioteca Medicea-
Laurenziana, Florence. 
~ 56 __________ ._. __________________________________________________________ __, 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
16v Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
r-v ~.114 28 In nota-
---
226. Ephem. 7 12-13 
rium 
v r 
39 -40 Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
Eaefil!ion 
40 r-v 3 133 3 157 
4ov 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
41r 5 134 6 159-60 
6 134-35 7 160 
41r-v 7 135 8102 161 
41v 8 135-36 9 162 
4lv-42r 9 136 10103 (v.l-13, 1.62-63 
14, 16, 18) 
42r 9 137 10104 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17' 2 5-26) 
42r-v 10 137 11105 (v.1-6) 164-6 5 
42v-43r 11+13 137-39 12+14106 16 5-68 
102 Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
103 Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
-- --
104Techn. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et Earvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
105 Techn. 11.6 reads: Iam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
106Te~. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: .§.:!;. quod nonnunguam praesumit laetificum gau. 




folio No. Page No. Page 
53r-54v EQhemeris 3 4-7 3107 7-11 
60r Bissula 1 12 5 114-15 
2 125 1 115 
60r-v 4 126 3 116 
60v 5 126 4 116 
6 126-27 5 117 
7 12 7 6 117 
lO~EQhemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the EQhemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of .the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omni2otens guem mente colo 
Qater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 





Laurentianus Plut . ..i!· .!1 
Saec. XV, membr., 201 ff., 34 linn. 
This manuscript, an apograph of Magliabechianus I. 
6. 29, has in addition to its Ausoniana, the works of 
Martianus Capella (ff. lr-149r). After several blank 
folios (149v-150v), the Ausonian selections begin with 
this inscription on folio 151r: Incipit fragmentum 
Ausonii poetae. The Mosella; a letter of Symmachus and 
excerpts of the Caesares, the latter, later on repeated, 
appear on folios 151r-160r. A colophon on folio 158r 
concludes the Mosella: Explicit Moysella Ausonii. A 
blank folio (160v) separates the above three Ausonian 
. . f th . d l08 Th d 1 d compositions rom e remain er. e co ex cone u es 
on folio 201v with this colophon: De.!:!££ opere corrupto 
ut plurimum nil ulterius repperi et ideo explicit. Alex-
antler Verrazanus escripsit MCCCCLXXXX. 
The hand of Alessandro da Verrazano was uniform and 
109 
neat. Initial letters of many sections are illuminated 
in gold. The insignia of the Medici family appearing at 
the beginning of the codex are decorated in a variety of 
colors, among which blue and gold are the most effective. 
Greek phrases were never inserted into the spaces left 
for them. 
108 These factors are cited as evidence by those 
who believe the Mosella and Caesares descend to us in a 
tradition other than z. cf. our discussion, p. 31-38. 
109Tommaro De Marinis, La biblioteca napolitano dei 
~ E!'Aragona, I (Milan, 1952), 87-89, 95-96; Sabbadini, 
.2.P.· cit., I, 144; B. L. Ullman, The Origin and Development 
of Humanistic Script (Rome, 1960), 123, 126. 
Unique variants occur throughout the manuscript. 110 
For those Ausonian selections or parts of selections which 
no longer appear in Magliabechianus, this manuscript is 
particularly valuable. It supplies us with the Oratio 
and sections 12.6-15 and 14 of the Technopaegnion, for 
instance, which are now missing in its source. We also 
believe that it furnished us with substantially the version 
of the Masella, the Griphus, the Cento, excerpts of the 
Epicedion, the Protrepticon, the Cupido and several letters 
which were contained in Magliabechianus in 1490 when Verrazano 
copied his manuscript from it. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are so arranged 
. th . t 111 in e manuscrip : 
l lOTechn. 5 ,• 2 ~ for ~' 12. 9 glix for glis, 
12.15 bos for bes, 14.14 Libere for Libyae. 
-
111Bandini, .2.P.· cit., II, cols. 534-35; Schenkl, 
xxi; Peiper, lxxii; Gradilone, 172-77; Tobin, 54-62; 
--Creighton, 70-79· Since the last three authors have 
been exhaustive in their descriptions, we cite only 
those parts of the manuscript with which we are con-
cerned. The Biblioteca Medicea-Laurenziana, Florence, 





folio No. Page 
172r Bissula 3 125-26 
18or In nota- ~.114 226 
---
rium 
186v Techno- 2 132-33 
Eaegnion 
186v-187r 3 133 
187r 4 133-34 
5 134 
187r-v 6 134-35 
187v 7 135 
8 135-36 
187v-188r 9 136 
188r 9 137 
10 137 
188r-v 11+13 137-39 
112 Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
113Techn. 10.15 is omitted. 













10113 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
10 114 ( v. 19- 2 2, 163-64 
17' 2 5-2 6) 
11 115 (v.1-6) 164-65 
12+14116 165-68 
Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
114 Tech n. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
115 Techn. 11.6 reads: Iam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
116 -
Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam praesumit laetificum gau. 
Verse 14.5 reads: Scire velim catalecta legens quid significet 
tau. 
117 . Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the Ephemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens quern mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona guem 
celebrat modulato ~rmine plebes. 
118
sissula 6 is omitted in this manuscript. 
61 
,,.-: ____________________________________________________ 6_,2 
--
Harleianus 2578 [h] 
Saec. XV, chart., 15.9 x 13.75 .£!!!·, 301 ff. 25 linn. 
In addition to the Ausoniana of this manuscript, 
there are also recorded the Works and Days of Hesiod in 
Latin translation (ff. 4r-24v), excerpts from Calpurnius 
Siculus (ff. 25r-41v), Nemesianus (ff. 42r-56r), Petrarch 
(ff. 57r-94r), the eclogues of Vergil and the Priapeia 
(ff. 127r-168v), the Centones of Proba Falconia (ff. 261r-
277r) and the epigrams and letters of Gregorius Tifernus 
(ff. 270~-300r). 
An index to the vocabulary of Ausonius appears on 
folios 169r-176v. Folio 177r is blank. On f~lio 177v is 
a table of contents which is followed by yet another index 
which now lists the Ausonian poems (ff. 178r-182r). Folio 
182v is blank. 
At last on folio 183r the Ausoniana begin with this 
inscription: Ausonii paeonii poetae disertissimi epigrammatum 
-~liber primus dimidiatus. On folio 248v the text is inter-
rupted with words to which many scholars have attached a 
great deal of importance: Haec sunt ~ fragmenta quae sunt 
scripta in codicibus impressis. quibus apposui alia quedam 
eiusdem guae legguntur in vetusto codice ex bibliothecae 
divi marci florentiae. Folios 249r-260v then present the 
Mosella, a letter of Symmachus and a second or repeated 
excerpt of the Caesares. Scholars have concluded from the 
inscription on folio 248v that the Mosella, the letter and 
the Caesares which follow it descend in a tradition other 
than the Z tradition in which the rest of the content of 
Harleianus descends. Schenk! first assumed that the 
~------------------------63 
' 
inscription meant that Harleianus was copied from 
Magliabechianus .!..:. ~· !2_, the only extant Florentine source 
h . h f . h d. "b"l"t 119 h f 11 d h" . w ic urnis e a possi i i y. Ot ers o owe im in 
the assumption, 120 which involved Magliabechianus and its 
apograph, Laurentianus .i!· 1J., in the theory of a double 
tradition, one for the Masella and the Caesares and a Z 
tradition for the remainder of their content. We are compelled 
to cite the following factors against this theory. (1) 
Magliabechianus could hardly have seemed old (vetustus) to 
the fifteenth century scribe of Harleianus. (2) Magliabechianus 
is not necessarily the manuscript loc~ted within the walls 
of St. Mark's at Florence to which the inscription refers. 
(3) The scribe of Harleianus might very well have duplicated 
the inscription along with the text from a source intermediary 
to the Florentine source once in the holdings of St. Mark's. 
(4) Only textual evidence from the compositions in question 
can determine whether they descend in a tradition other than 
the Z tradition, a possibility which now seems unlikely to 
121 
this author. 
The colophon of Harleianus on folio 260v reads: 
Ausonii fragmenta guae cuncta corrodens vetustas pervenire 
ad~ permisit. Imperfectum opus. 
ll9Schenkl, xxi. In defense of this editor, it must 
be noted that the corrector of Harleianus may have used 
Magliabechianus. cf. Tobin, 171! 
12 0p · 1 · · · R · h 83 C . ht 20 22 eiper, xx111; icerc e, ; reig on, - , 
70-71; Tobin, 171. 
121
cf. Creighton, 105, where the evidence proves the 
Masella to have a Z tradition. A forthcoming study will 
determine if the Caesares also has a Z tradition. 
~-------------------------.64 
The scribe of Harleianus wrote a very cursive 
humanistic hand, consistently omitting verses or lines 
which contained any Greek and rarely leaving space for 
its later insertion. In fact, no Greek presently appears 
in the manuscript. 
The scribe seems to have supplied a number of titles 
of his own devising for the poems of the Bissula and the 
Technopaegnion since his versions appear in no other extant 
0 h . f 1 122 source. t er unique eatures a so occur. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are arranged 
123 
as follows: 
122T h 2 9 h . 12 14 . . f ec n. . ~oricam, . equiparies or 
aeguipares, 14.3 letiferum for laetificum. 
123Robert Nares, A Catalogue of the Harleian Manu-
scripts!~ the British Museum, II (London, 1808), 701; 
Schenkl, xxi-xxii; Peiper, lxxiii-lxxiiii; Creighton, 
59-69; Tobin, 170-70. The British Museum supplied a 




folio No. Page No. Page 
200v Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
r-v In nota- .§Eig.114 213 
---
226 Ephem. 7 12-13 
rium 
226r Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
:eae~ion 
226r-v 3 133 3 157 
v r 226 -227 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
227r 5 134 6 159-60 
227r-v 6 134-35 7 160 
227v 7 135 8124 161 
277v-228r 8 135-36 9 162 
228r 9 136 10125 (v. i-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
228 r-v 9 137 
126 
10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17, 2 5-26) 
228v 10 137 127 11 (v.1-6) 164-65 
228v-229r 11+13 137-39 12+14128 165-68 
12 4Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
125Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
126Techn~.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nata 
et :earvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
127 . 
Techn. 11.6 reads: lam :eelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
128Te:;::. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quad nonnunquam :eraesumit laetificum 
gau. Verse 14.5 reads: Scire velim catalecta legens quid 
significet tau. 
65 
12 ~Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the Ephemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of ·the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens guem mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona guem 
celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
~--------.67 
~ 
Leidensis Vossianus ~ 107 (191) 
Saec. XV, chart., 22.7 x 15 ..£!!!·, 88 ff., 26 linn. 
In addition to its Ausoniana, this codex contains 
r v 
selections from Calpurnius Siculus (ff. 68 -82 ) and 
(ff 82 v-88v). Nemesianus . Since a folio seems to be 
lacking at the beginning of the codex, no inscription 
for the works of Ausonius can be cited. No colophon 
appears either. 
The principal scribe wrote a cursive humanistic 
script, apparently leaving no space for the insertion 
[T] 
of Greek verses sine~ two other scribes can be identified 
by their hands as having written the Greek in ·margins and 
on inserted leaves. Folios 58r-59v supply Greek verses by 
one hand while still another wrote the Greek on folios 
60r-63v •. Important titles and initials are in red. 
The manuscript, often referred to as the Tilianus 
from the fact that it was once owned by the sixteenth 
130 
century personality, Jean du Tillet, B1shop of Meaux, 
is reputed to be the most complete representative of the 
Z tradition. In actual fact, however, Harleianus 2578 
and Laurentianus .i!·.!l have a greater extent of extant 
Ausonian content in the Z tradition than Tilianus. 
Tilianus not only lacks the initial folio on which there 
supposedly were a number of epigrams, but has as an extra 
composition beyond the usual Z content only the Ordo Urbium, 
130
cf. Creighton, 81, note 106. In the seventeenth 
century, the manuscript was acquired by Isaac Vossius whose 
heirs sold it in 1690 along with the rest of the Vossiana 
to the Library of the University of Leiden. 
rr-· -------~68 
' 
a selection which also appears in Laurentianus Ashburnhamensis. 
The reputation of Tilianus actually rests on its superior 
readings. While it seems, in our evidence at least, to be 
related directly to no other extant source, still it shares 
the peculiarities of its family. Its unique variants within 
f k . t 131 that ramewor set it apar . 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are so ordered: 132 
131Techn. 2.3 steti ~odo for modo stetit, 10.7 sint 
for sine, 14.2 nequaguam for nequam guogue. 
l3 2Schenkl, xxix-xxi; Peiper, lxx-lxxi; 
Ueberlieferung, 197-200; Gradilone, 155-61; Tobin, 81-87; 
Creighton, 80-90. The library of the University of Leiden 
furnished a microfilmed copy. cf. also, Ricerche, 20-22. 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. fage No. Page 
15 
r-v Bissula 3 12 5-26 2 115 
25v-26r In nota- Epig_.114 
---
226 E_phem. 7 12-13 
rium 
37 
r-v Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
paeg_nion 
37v-38r 3 133 3 157 
38r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
38r-v 5 134 6 159-60 
38v 6 134-35 7 160 
38v-39r 7 135 3133 161 
39r 8 135-36 9 162 
39 r-v 9 136 134 10 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
39v 9 137 135 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17, 2 5-26) 
10 137 11 136 (v.1-6) 164-65 
39v-40 v 11+13 137-39 12+14137 165-68 
133Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
13 4Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
----- -- --
135 Tech n. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et 2arvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
136Techn. 11.6 reads: ~ pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
13 7Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6, and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam praesumit laetificum 





folio No. Page No. Page 
49v-51r Eehemeris 3 4-7 3138 7-11 
56v-57r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
57r 2 125 1 115 
57r-v 4 126 3 116 
57v 5 126 4 116 
6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
138Eehemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technoeaegnion, two verses of the Eehemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnieotens quern mente colo 
eater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona guem 







Guelferbytanus Augustanus .!Q·2 [g] 
~· XV, chart., 24 x 15.5 .£!!!.·, 59 ff., 25 linn. 
Relatively little Ausoniana appear in this manuscript. 
Only eight lines of the Bissula pertain to this study. 
Beside the Ausonian content, there are verses of many 
medieval and ancient authors. Among them, there are the 
Priapeia attributed to Vergil (ff. 47r-58r), a few epigrams 
of Martial (f. 32r) and two poems of Petrarch (ff. 23r-25r). 
The scribe introduced the Ausonian selections on folio 
36r with these words: Ausonii Theonii ~ omni opere 
fragmentum. The colophon on folio 46v reads: Finis. 
Ausonii poetae fragmenta expliciunt. However, following 
the Priapeia and a blank side of the last unnumbered folio, 
two more epigrams of Ausonius written by the same hand 
appear. 
This manuscript can be confidently placed in the Z 
family because it contains the opuscula and the order of 
opuscula as are found only in the Z tradition. Our evidence 
is inadequate to assign the manuscript to any subgroupings 
of the Z family, though the variant hinc for hanc at Bissula 
5.4 seems to indicate association with Gudianus 145 and S. 
Marcianus 4161 which share the same reading. 
The Ausoniana are so ordered: 139 
139A general description appears in Otto von Heinemann, 
Die Handschriften der Herzoglichen Bibliothek zu Wolfenbuttel, 
IV (Wolfenouttel: Julius Zwissler, 1900), 153-54; Schenkl, 
xxvii; Peiper, lxxviii-lxxix; Ueberlieferung, 276-77. Our 
description seems, at present, to represent the only attempt 
at precise documentation of the Ausoniana. The Herzoglichen 




., 39v-40r Cueido 1 121 109 
4or-41v 2 121-24 110-13 
41 v-42r Bissula 6 126-27 5 117 
~ 7 12 7 6 117 42r-46v Cento 140-46 206-19 
47r-58r Priaeeja Virgilii 
[59r] E;eigrammata 86 219 17 317 
85 219 16 316 
l 
Qllelferbytarius Gudianus 145 
~· XV, chart., 26 x 19.5 ..£!!!;•, 11 ff., 30 linn. 
On one of the unnumbered folios prefixed to the text 
of this manuscript, there is written: Ausonii poemata 
script. ~ 1445. The manuscript contains only Ausoniana. 
r v Folios 1 -9 seem to have been written by one hand while 
the final folio seems to have been the work of another. 
The hand of the first nine folios introduced the Ausoniana 
with this inscription: ~ sunt carmina que reperiuntur de 
~ opere Ausonij Theonij, and concluded on folio 9v with 
these words: Jadrae viiij Kl' Augusti 1445. Ego Baptista 
dedus Feltrensis dum cancellarius essem. M. Capitan Jadrae 
transscripsi. 
The opuscula and their very order, familiar in the Z 
tradition, place this manuscript in the Z family. Our 
evidence based on the eight lines of the Bissula it contains 
is inadequate for any furthur classification. We do point 
out, however, that at 5.1, it reads fucto with S. Marcianus, 
--·and at 5. 3, it has Sandux, a variant shared with Vossianus 
Q 107, S. Marcianus 4161, Kings Ms. l.! and Barberinus 135. 
Tobin, who collated the eclogue on the final folio, deter-
mined that that eclogue followed the tradition of the Harleian 
branch of the P family. 140 
The content of Gudianus is ordered as follows: 141 
140Tobin, 223-24. 
1 4 1otto von Heinemann, .2.E.· cit., IX, 162; Schenkl, 
xxvi; Peiper, lxxvii-lxxviii; Tobin, 223-25. The Herzo-
glichen Bibliothek, Wolfenbuttel, supplied a microfilmed 




folio No. Page No. Page 
r E,eigrammata 4 196 28 321-22 1 
6 196 29 322 
E,eita:ehium 30 78-79 31 83 
1 r-v 8 197 2 311 
lv 41 207 9 314 
De f astis 1 119 t 194 
E,eigrammata 9 197-98 3 311-12 
2r 10 198 ·32 323 
E,eita,ehium 34 80 35 85 
E,eigrammata 12 199 34 324 
2 r-v 18 200-201 40 327 
2v 19 201 41 32 7-28 
39 206 39 334 
51 210 63 335 




2 - 65+66 213-14 77+78 340-41 
3r 67 214 79 341 
78 217 86 344 
81 218 89 345 
3v 82 218 90 345 
83 218 91 346 
84 218 15 316 
88 219 19 317 
3v-4r E,eistula 10 168-69 6 228-30 
4 r-v Cu,eido 1 121 109 
4v-6r 2 121-24 110-13 
6r Bissula 6,7 126-27 5,6 117 
6r9v Cento 140-46 206-219 
lOr-v[Blank] 
r-v 11 Belo a 147-49 2 87-90 
r:=-----------------------~76 
f 
s. Marcianus 4161 (Appendice XII, classe ~) [s] 
~· XV, chart., 21.2 x 14.5 ..£!!!•, 100 ff. 24 linn. 
This large codex devotes only 10 folios to the works 
of Ausonius. Works of many medieval, renaissance, and 
ancient authors are recorded. Among them, there are excerpts 
r r · 
of Ovid's Amores (ff. 30 -68 ), excerpts of the twenty-third 
book of Pliny's Naturalis Historia (f. 11v), the Copa (f. 21r) 
and the Moretum (f. 24r) which are attributed to Vergil. 
On the first folio a coat of arms appears. It is wreathed 
in laurel and accompanied by the letters: NI DD. Before the 
codex was received into the collection of the Biblioteca 
Nazionale Marciana, it was numbered 714 in the library of 
SS. Giovani e Paolo. 
The Ausoniana are introduced on folio 93r with this 
inscription: Ausonii Theonii £Oetae praestantissimi carmina 
~ opere ~ deflorata. No colophon concludes the opuscula. 
Titles and initials are in red. 
The order and choice of Ausoniana place this manuscript 
in the Z family. Our evidence based on but eight lines of the 
· 1 d 11 f th 1 ·f· t· 142 Bissu a oes not a ow ur ur c ass1 1ca ion. 
The Ausoniana are so ordered: 143 
142For some variants shared with other sources, cf. 
our discussion on p. 74. 
l43In a letter of November 17, 1969, Mr. Giorgio E. 
Ferrari, Director of the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, 
gave physical and historical details. He also sent a 
photocopy of the handwritten catalog of this manuscript 
made by the late esteemed director, Pietro Zorzanello. 
Brief notices appear in Schenkl, xxvii-xxviii; Peiper, 
lxxviii; Ueberlieferung, 277. The Biblioteca Nazionale 
Marciana, Venice, supplied a microfilmed copy of those 
folios pertinent to this study. 

~ 78 Schenkl Peiper "f' 
folio No. Page No. Page 
96v 88 219 19 317 
Bissula 6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
EEigramma 40 207 7 313 
96v-97vEEistula 10 168-69 6 228-30 
97v Cento 141145 209 
98r EEigrammata 85 219 16 316 
86 219 17 317 
53 210 65 336 
55 211 67 337 
80 217-18 88 345 
100 223 99 348 
98v 101 223 100 349 
102 223 101 349 
71 215 80 342 
103 223 102 349 
105 224 104 350 
99r 104 223 103 350 
106 224 205 350 
45 208 60 334 
l45of the Cento, only vv. 1-2 of the Praefatio appear. 
~----------------------~79 
" 
Vratislaviensis IV F 36 [w] 
Saec. XV, membr., 30 x 21.5 .£!!!.·, 227 ff., 30 linn. 
This copious codex contains a bewildering variety of 
works and authors. Among those few better known are Plautus, 
Horace, Lactantius and Aeneas Silvius, fragments of whose 
works lie scattered in the many leaves. Some Pseudo-
Vergiliana are apparently also included. 
The manuscript was written at Cracow. In 1810, the 
date of secularization, it was transferred from the Dominican 
monastery in Wroclaw (Breslau) to the University Library of 
Wroclaw where it is presently housed. 
Though four hands seem to have produced different parts 
of the codex, all are dated either fifteenth or sixteenth 
146 
century. The only Ausonian selection, the Oratio, 
appears on folios 104r-105r (Schenkl, Ephemeris 3, p. 4-7; 
Peiper, Ephemeris 3, p. 7-11). This 85 line hexameter prayer 
is introduced with the words: Decii Magni Ausonii precatio 
.-,matutina ad omnipotentem ~. A bilingual colophon reads: 
telos: finis. As is usual for this poem in the Z tradition, 
verses 8-16 are omitted. The Z readings of verses one and 84 
are in evidence. 
l46Msgr. Jan Ozog, Deputy Director of the University 
Library of Wroclaw, supplied the information for our descrip-
tion in his letter of November 24, 1969. Brief notices appear 
in Schenkl, xxviii; Peiper, lxxx. Both editors dated the hand 
of the Oratio as fifteenth century. The Biblioteka Uniwersy~ 




Musei Britannici Regius, Kings Ms .J.! ~] 
~· XV, membr., 18.7 x 9 .£.!!);•, 52 ff., 35 linn. 
This extraordinarily small codex contains only Ausoniana. 
No other authors are represented. 
On folio lr an inscription reads: Ausonii poetae 
disertissimi liber foeliciter incipit. The wording and 
especially the use of the word, feliciter, are reminiscent 
of Vaticanus 3152, Magliabechianus Cl. VII. 315, and 
Valentianus 834. On folio 51v this colophon concludes the 
manuscript: Hydrae die xxi Martii 1475 complevi. 
Titles are in red. The Greek, except for certain 
verses of Epistulae 8, 9, 10 (Schenk!, 166-69) is present. 
A very cursive humanistic script is in evidence throughout. 
At times an archaic orthography is affected, i.e., quum for 
147 
cum. Many unique variants occur, but none improves our 
text. Most are errors. 
148 The Ausonian pertinent to this study are so ordered: 
147 Techn. 3.5 quoque for~; 9.7 dilluoetur for 
dilueretur; 9.11 liber for labor; 12.3 mirmilioni. 
l48cf. George Warner and Julius P. Gilson, A 
Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the Royal and King's 
Collections, III (London, 1921), 11; Schenk!, xxiii-xxiv; 
Peiper, lxxix; Tobin, 63-70. The British Museum supplied 
a microfilmed copy. 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
14v-15r Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
r-v In nota- .§.Eig. 114 226 Ephem. 7 24 12-13 
--
rium 
35r-v Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
Eaegnion 
35v 3 133 3 157 
35v-36r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
36r 5 134 6 159-60 
36r-v 6 134-35 7 160 
36v 7 135 8149 161 
8 135-36 9 162 
37r 9 136 10
150 (v.1.-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
9 137 151 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
(17, 25-26) 
10 137 11 152 (v.1-6) 164-65 
37r-v_ 11+13 137-39 12+14153 165-68 
l49Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
150Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium hos. 
~~ ~-
151 Tech n. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
~ parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
152 Techn. 11.6 reads:~ pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
153Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunguam praesumit laetificum gau. 
Verse 14.5 reads: Scire velim catalecta legens guid significet 
tau. 
81 
rr Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
46r-47v EEhemeris 3 4-7 3154 7-11 
51v-52r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
52r 2 125 1 115 
4 126 3 116 
5 126 4 116 
52r-v 6 126-27 5 117 
52 v 7 127 6 117 
154EEhemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the EEhemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens quern mente colo 
Eater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona g~ 
celebrat modulato carmine Elebes. 
82 
Patavinus C 64 
- --
Saec. XV, chart., 29.5 x 17.5 _£!!!•, 64 ff., 30 linn. 
Since the hand of this unsigned manuscript is the 
same as that of two other signed manuscripts (C 74 and 
C 75), Patavinus C 64 is believed to have been written by 
[p] 
a late fifteenth century scribe, Pietro Baroccio, who later 
became Bishop of Padua. That the scribe knew his Greek is 
clear from the fact that no Greek verses are omitted from 
Ausonius' work in this manuscript. The folios, however, are 
unnumbered. There is nei~her an inscription nor a subscrip-
tion. 
In addition to the Ausoniana, the codex also contains 
the elegies of Maximianus of Etruria (ff. lv-12v). 
A b f . . t 155 w t . th num er o unique varian s occur. e no e w1 
interest that a c~overleaf flourish appears after errori at 
Ephemeris 3.52. In 1524 Accursius corrected this reading 
from errori to errorique, basing his correction, as he says, 
on an old codex which is now no longer extant. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are arranged 
as follows: 156 
155 Techn. 3.3 sine for finita; 9.11 apud for apum; 
14.16 anni for Iove; 14.19 fronte for fronde. 
l56netails for our description were provided by 
Librarian D. Claudio Bellinari, Curia Vescovile di Padova, 
in a letter of January 26, 1970. cf. also Schenkl, xx111; 
Peiper, lxxv; Tobin 71-80. The Biblioteca Capitolare, 
Padua, furnished a microfilmed copy. 
83 
L 
157Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
158Techn. 10.15 1·s omi"tted. V 6 d Et f · t erse rea s: ~ uria a 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
-- --
159Techn. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
~ parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
160 Techn. 11.6 reads: Iam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
161 Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam praesumit laetificum gau. 








folio No. Page No. Page 
57v-58r EEhemeris 3 4-7 3162 7-11 
63v Bissula 1 125 114-15 
63v-64r 2 125 1 115 
64r 4 126 3 116 
5 126 4 116 
6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
162 EEhemeris 3.8-16 are omitted.· As with the five 
verses of the TechnoEaegnion, two verses of the EEhemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: OmniEotens quern mente colo 
Eater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 
celebrat modulato carmine Elebes. 
85 
rr=--------86 
f. Perusinus I. 102 [p 2 J 
Saec. XV, chart., 20.8 x 15.2 .£!!!·, 143 ff., 21 linn. 
The Ausoniana of this manuscript are succeeded by the 
letters and verses of Paulinus of Nola (ff. 89r-98r), the 
r-v 
verses of St. Peter of Perugia (ff. 12 ) and five anonymous 
eclogues (ff. 129r-143r). Blank.folios separate the works 
of the various authors. Before being received into the 
collection of the library at Perugia, the codex was once 
housed at St. Peter's monastery in the same city. 
The following inscription on folio lr introduces the 
works of ·Ausonius: Ausonii burdigalae vassatis medici ac 
poetae praeceptoris Gratiani imperatoris epigrammata et 
epistolae nonnullae incipiunt. Between what are now enumerated 
as the fifth and sixth folios, a folio was lost. 163 The 
original hand wrote in the Greek as well as some marginal 
. t u . . t 164 . 11 . varian s. nique varian s occur, especia y in respect 
to the unusual titles the scribe seems to have devised for 
some of the poems of the Technopaegnion. We also note with 
--interest the variant stride appearing at Technopaegnion 14.4. 
This variant occurs elsewhere only in the editions from 1490 
to 1517. 
. r 
On folio 81 a bilingual colophon reads: telos syn 
to theo ~ neaniskon tinos perousinou graphentos ~ te 
ouikentia. Finiunt ea Ausonii fragmenta quae invida cuncta 
corrodens vetustas ad manus nostras venire £ermisit. 
165 The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are so ordered: 
163T b" 1 o in, 99. 
164 . Techn. 2.3 nugis for rugis, 11.5 odor for honor. 
16 5Mazzatinti, Q£• cit., V, 179-80; Schenkl, xxiii; 
Peiper, lxxiv-lxxv; Tobin, 199-207. The Bib~ioteca 
Communale Augusta. Perugia, provided a microfilmed copy. 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
19v-20r Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
33v-34r In nota- .§Ei_g .114 
---
226 Ephem. 7 12-13 
rium 
52 
r~v Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
paegnion 
52v-53r 3 133 3 157 
53r-v 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
53v 5 134 6 159-60 
53v-54r 6 134-35 7 160 
54r 7 135 8166 161 
54v 8 135-36 9 162 
54v-55r 9 136 10167 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
55r 9 137 168 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17' 25-26) 
55r-v 10 137 11 169 (v.1-6) 164-65 
~ 55v-56r 11+13 137-39 12+14170 165-68 
166 Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
167 Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
168Techn~.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
169 Techn. 11.6 reads: Iam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
170Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunguam praesumit laetificum 




f·? Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
69v-71v Ephemeris 3 4-7 3171 7-11 
78v-79r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
79 
r-v 2 125 1 115 
79v 4 126 3 116 
79v-8or 5 126 4 116 
Sor 6 126-27 5 117 
7 12 7 6 117 
171 Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the EphemeFis 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens quern mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 
celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
88 
Escorialensis ~· III. ~ 
Saec. XV, membr., 20.3 x 12.7 .£!!!·, 85 ff., 20 linn. 
This manuscript, containing only Ausoniana, is 
exceptional for its beauty. The first initial (f. lr) 
is decorated in gold and blue with other colors. Other 
initials and capital letters are in blue. The first 
title is in gold and blue; the others are in red. 
On the first folio, the following inscription 
introduces the text: Ausonii Peonii poete disertissimi 
liber primus incipit. The Greek was never written into 
the spaces left for it. On folio 85v·the colophon reads: 
~~ invida cuncta corradens vetustas ad manus nostras 
. . . t v 1 s . . t 172 venire perm1s1 . ~· ome unique varian s occur. 




172 Techn. 4.1 et for ut; 10.3 flummeus for flumineus; 
__ 10.9 scythichas for scythicas; 10.22 phemineus for femineus. 
173P. Guillermo Antolfn, Catalogo de los codices 
latinos de la Real Biblioteca del Escorial, IV (Madrid: 
Imprenta--ifelenica, 1916), 76-7~Schenkl, xxvi; Peiper, 
lxxiv; Tobin, 180-88. The Real Biblioteca del Escorial 
provided a microfilmed copy of this manuscript. 
rr Schenkl Peiper if<• 
folio No. Page No. Page 
v r 22 -23 Bissula 3 12 5-26 2 115 
38v-39r In nota- ~-114 
---
226 Ephem. 7 12-13 
rium 
56v-57r Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
57r-v 
Eaegnion 
57 3 133 3 157 
57v-58r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
58r-v 5 134 6 159-60 
58v 6 134-35 7 160 
58v-59r 7 135 8174 161 
59 
r-v 8 135-36 9 162 
59v-6or 9 136 10175 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
60r 9 137 176 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17' 25-26) 
10 137 177 11 (v.1-6) 164-65 
6or-61r 111+13 137-39 12+14178 165-68 
174Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
175Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
176Techn~.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
177 Techn. 11.6 reads: Ia~ Eelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
178Te:;::-. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam praesumit laetificum 




folio No. Page No. Page 
r v 75 -76 E12hemeris 3 4-7 3179 7-11 
84 
r-v Bissula 1 125 114-15 
·v 
84 2 125 1 ' 115 
85r 4 126 3 116 
5 126 4 116 
85r-v 6 126-27 5 117 
85v 7 12 7 6 117 
179Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Techno12aegnion, two verses of the E12hemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omni12otens quern mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 
celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
91 
Barberinus 150 (1472) 
Saec. XV, membr., 32.1 x 21 ..£!!!·, 66 ff., 26 linn. 
In addition to the Ausoniana, this manuscript also 
contains 24 verses of De vita iusta et urbana of Claudian 
(f. 63v) and some anonymous verses by a more recent hand 
on the verso of the last unnumbered folio. 
Though the manuscript is unsigned, it was written 
by the same hand as Barberinus _!1 which has the signature 
M C. . 180 of I. • inicus. 
[b] 
Titles are in red. Initials are frequently recessed 
into elegant frames. The first initial (f. lr) is adorned 
with entwined foliated branches and. flowers colored in 
green, blue and red. 
The Ausoniana are introduced with these words: 
Ausonii Peonii poetae disertissimi epigrammaton liber 
primus. Only the word, Finis, serves as a colophon on 
folio 63r. The Greek was never inserted into the space 
left for it. In the opuscula of special interest to this 
t d . . ' . t . b d 181 s u y, unique varian s occur in a un ance. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are so 
182 
arranged: 
180Tammaro De Marinis, .2£· cit., I, 42-51. 
181Techn. 4.12 mihi for muli; 9.11 apium for apum; 
14.7 ditem for litem. 
182s d C d. B b . ' . L t. . esto Prete, e ., o ices ar eriniani a ini: 
Codices 1-150 (Rome: Bybliotheca Vaticana, 1968), 273-75; 
Tobin, 97-105; Schenkl, xxv; Peiper, lxxvi. The Vatican 








folio No .. Page No. Page 
16V-17r Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
r-v In nota- .§.e!g: • 11 4 226 EEhem. 7 12-13 29 
---
rium 
42r Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
Eaegnion 
42 v 3 133 3 157 
42v-43r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
43r 5 134 6 159-60 
43 
r-v 6 134-35 7 160 
43 v 7 135 8183 161 
43 v-44r 8 135-36 9 162 
44r 9 136 10 184 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
44 
r-v 
9 137 185 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17' 25-26) 
44v 10 137 11 186 {v.1-6) 164-65 
44 v-45r 11+13 137-39 12+14187 165-68 
183 Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
184 Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
185Techn~.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: ~ 
~ Earvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
186 Techn. 11.6 reads: Iam Eelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
187Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam Eraesumit laetificum 






i£lio No. Page No. Page 
55r-56v EEhemeris 3 4-7 3188 7-11 
62r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
62 v 2 125 1 115 
4 126 3 116 
5 126 4 116 
62 v-63r 6 126-27 5 117 
63r 7 127 6 117 
188EEhemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the TechnoEaegnion, two verses of the EEhemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: OmniEotens quern mente colo 
eater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 
celebrat modulato carmine Elebes. 
94 
Valentianus 834 (141) 
Saec. XV, membr., 32.9 x 20 .£!!!•, 65 ff., 24 ~· 
Only Ausoniana in excerpted form are contained in 
this manuscript. An inscription on folio lr introduces 
the text as follows: Ausonii Pomponii liber primus 
foeliciter incipit. Like Barberinus 150, just the word, 
finis, serves as a colophon on folio 66v. 
The pagination, since the number 28 is not used, 
is incorrect. However, in this description we use the 
numbering of the manuscript without correction. 
The Greek was consistently omitted in the text. 
The scribe left no space for its later insertion. 




The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are arranged 
follows: 190 
189 Techn. 3.2 laboris for labans, 7.6 inerit for 
inserit, 10.12 Ibitus for Ibycus. 
190Marcelino Gutierrez del Cano, Catalogo de los 
manuscritos existentes en la Biblioteca Universitaria de 
Valencia, I (Valencia, 1913), 49-50; Tobin, 115-22; 
Schenkl, xxvi; Peiper, lxxvi. The Biblioteca Universi-
taria, Valencia, supplied a microfilmed copy of the 










In nota- ~-114 
rium 















































14, 16, 18) 
10193 (v.19-22, 
17, 25-26) 
















192Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
-- --
193Techn. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
l94Techn. 11.6 reads: Iam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
195Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2,_ 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14,3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam praesumit laetificum 






folio No. Page No. Page 
58r-59v Ephemeris 3 4-7 3196 7-11 
65v-66r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
66r 2 125 1 115 
4 126 3 116 
66r-v 5 126 4 116 
66v 6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
l96 Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the Ephemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens quern mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 
celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
97 
Ravennas 120 (134 H. ~) 
Saec. XV, chart., 21 x 14 _£!!!•, 170 ff., 30-36 linn. 
In addition to the Ausoniana, this manuscript has 
the Astronomicon of Basinius Parmensis (ff. 1r-21v), 
the Works and Days of Hesiod in Latin translation (ff. 
v r 21 -34 ), a Latin translation of some unidentified Greek 
source on the third year of the Trojan War (ff. 37r-50v), 
the verses of Claudian (ff. 51r-107r), the In Ausonium 
Tetrastycon of Bartholomeus Girardinus (ff. 155r) and 
the poems of P. Gregorius Tifernius (ff. 155v-170r). 
Subjoined after folio 170 is another manuscript of 
[r] 
slightly smaller dimensions containing 33 folios of Hesiod's 
Theogony in Greek. 
Some eight folios are misnumbered at different points 
in the codex so that the pagination is untrustworthy after 
34r. Tobin disentangled the disorder of the numbers by 
the invention of a new system which we follow in our 
•t t" 197 ci a ion. 
The Ausoniana are introduced on folio 108r with 
these words: Ausonii Peonii poetae lepidissimi atque 
festivi epigrammaton dimidiatus liber. The colophon 
on folio 155r reads: Ausonii peonii poetae clarissimi 
fragmenta expliciunt quae ad aetatem usque nostram 
fortuna pervenire permisit. Cetera desyderantur. 
197T b" o in, 161. 
r;:-· -----------------------.99 
The Greek; omitted by the first hand, was later inserted 
198 by another. Unique variants occur. We note that at 
Bissula 4.3 Ravennas 120 has the variant tenerae for terrae. 
Since Avantius in his edition of 1507 claims tenerae as a 
correction of his own, there may be an association between 
the edition of 1507 and Ravennas not hitherto suspected. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to this study are arranged 
as follows: 199 
198Techn. 4 has the unique title: ad eundem. Techn. 
4.6 resiperet for resiperent; 8.12 leuconothos for leuconotos; 
10.11 achonita for aconita. 
l99cf. Mazzatinti, £2.· cit., IV (Forli, 1894), 172-73; 
Tobin, 161-69; Schenkl, xxvi; Peiper, lxxiv. A microfilmed 




folio No. Page No. Page 
r Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 121 
130 
r In Epig.114 226 Ephem. 7 12-13 
notarium 
138v Techno-
Eaegnion 2 132-33 2 156 
138v139r 3 133 3 157 
139r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
139 r-v 5 134 6 159-60 
139v 6 134-35 7 160 
7 13 5 8200 161 
139v-140r 8 135-36 9 162 
140r 9 136 10
201 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
140r-v 9 137 
202 10 (v.19-22, 163-64 
17' 25-26) 
140v 10 137 11 203 (v.1-6) 164-65 
14ov-141r 11+13 137-39 12+14204 16 5-68 
200 Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
201 Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
-- --
202Techn. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
203 Techn. 11.6 reads: Iam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
204Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8~ 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam praesumit laetificum 





folio No. Page No. Page 
148v-149v Ephemeris 3 4-7 3205 7-11 
154r-v Bissula 1 125 114-15 
154v 2 125 1 115 
4 126 3 116 
154v-155r 5 126 4 116 
155r 6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
20 5Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the Ephemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens quern mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 




Ambrosianus F. 12, sup. [f] 
Saec. XV, chart., 22 x 14 ..£!!!•, 140 ff., 24 linn. 
Of Ausonius' work only the Oratio is found in this 
codex which contains chiefly the works of well-known 
Christian writers such as Ambrose (ff. 5r-39v, 45r-49v, 
73r-80v, 83v-85v), Augustine (ff. 39v-41v, 57r-59r, 67r-68r), 
v v v v Eusebius (ff. 85 -87 ), Jerome (ff. 87 -89 ), Cassiodorus 
(ff. 49r-54r), and Lactantius (f. 106v). Portions of the 
New Testament, especially, the Gospel of St. Luke, are 
written into the codex and interrupted with explications 
by various charchmen. 
The Oratio is introduced with these words: Ausonii 
oratio ad Omnipotentem Deum, and concluded with a pious amen. 
The 85 line hexameter prayer is found on folios 81r-82r 
(Schenkl, Ephemeris 3, p. 4-7; Peiper, Ephemeris 3, p. 7-11). 
In the Z tradition, verses 8-16 are omitted. The doublets 
f f . d 84 . "d 206 o Z or verses one an are in evi ence. 
206
cf. Schenkl, xxviii; Peiper, lxxx. The Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana furnished a microfilmed copy both of the hand-
written description from Volume 17 of the Inventorio Ceruti 
and of folios 81r-82r of the manuscript, itself. 
~-----------.103 
[c] 
Saec. XV, 22 x 15 .£!!!·, 85 ff., 20 ~· 
This manuscript, written in careful humanistic script, con-
tains only the works of Ausonius. The first folio of the text 
has an elegant illumination of the initial of the first epigram. 
Within the opening of the initial, the artist seems to represent 
Ausonius himself in medieval dress, pointing to the words of an 
open codex which he holds in one hand. The borders of the first 
folio are decorated with entwined branches and flowers colored 
in red, blue, green and gold. The lower border shows cupids 
holding a shield. 
On the folios prefixed to the text, the signatures of 
Josephi Varesij and Antonio Francisco da Silva appear. The 
Ausoniana are so introduced: Ausonii peonii poete disertissimi 
epigrammaton lib. The colophon on the final folio reads: telos. 
Eplicata ~ ~ Ausonfj fragmenta que invida cuncta corrodens 
vetustas ad manus nostras venire permisit. The Greek was 
-~pitten into the codex by a hand other than that of the scribe 
who wrote the Latin. 
use of quum for ~· 
An archaic orthography is revealed in the 
207 Very few unique variants occur, a 
tribute to the accuracy and care of the scribe. 
Since the codex is unnumbered, we cite the Ausoniana 
beginning with the first folio on which the text appears. That 
. . r 208 folio we call folio 1 • 
20 7Ephemeris 3.47 mistum for mixtum; In notarium 7 




we follow the system of Tobin for citing manuscripts 
either not paginated or mispaginated. 
rr . The Ausoniana are arranged 209 as follows: 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
r-v 1 Epigrammata 1 194-9S 26 320-21 
1v 2210 19S 2S 320 
v 2r 1 - 3 19S-96 27 321 
2r 4 196 28 321-22 
6 196 29 322 
2v 7 197 30 322 
Epitaphium 30 78-79 31 83 
Epigrammata 8 197 2 311 
3r 41 207 9 314 
De f astis 1 119 1 194 
3 
r-v 3 120 3 19S 
3v 4 120 4 19S 
Epigrammata s 196 31 322-23 
3v-4r 9 197-98 3 311-12 
4r 10 198 32 323 
r-v 
--· 4 11 198-99 33 323-24 
v Sr . h. 4 - Epitap ium 34 80 3S 8S 
Sr Epigrammata 12 199 34 324-2S 
13 199 3S 32S 
s r-v 14+1s 199-200 36+37 32S-26 
5v-6r 16 200 38 326 
6r 17 200 39 327 
20 9In a letter of November 7, 1969, Mariana Amelia 
Machado Santos, Director of the Biblioteca da Ajuda, dated 
Cota to the end of the fifteenth century. This description 
was made from.photographic reproductions of the folios 
provrded by the Biblioteca da Ajuda, Lisbon. 




folio No. Page No. Page 
18 200-201 40 327 
19 201 41 327-28 
20 201 42 328 
21 202 14 316 
22 202 43 328-29 
23 202 44 329 
24 202-203 45 329 
25 203 53 332 
28+29 203-204 46+47 330 
31 204 49 331 
32 204 50 331 
33 204 51 331 
34 205 52 331 
8r-v 35 205 1 310-11 
8v Epitaphium 31 79 32 84 
8v r . -9 Epigrammata 26 203 54 332 
9r 27 203 55 332 
36 205-206 56 332-33 
37211 206 57{v.1) 333 
37 206 57{v.2-6) 333 
39 206 59 334 
40 207 7 313 
42 207 12 315 
. 43 207 13 315 
211 bl · 9v-10r d We were una e to examine since repro uctions 
of .them were not included with the others sent to us. 
However, since the mirror image of the last words of Epigramma 
. v 43, vv. 1-2 can be made out on the photo of folio 10 , we 
are sure that 9~10r exist. Also, since the content of~ 
in other respects parallels that of the Editio Princeps, we 
are able to cite what is probably present on these folios. 
r-: 106 
Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
44 208 8 314 
46 208 61 334-35 
47 208 10 314-15 
48 209 11 315] 
10 v EEitaEhia 35 80 EEig.62 335 
29 78 EEit.28 82 
EEigramrnata 50212 209 EEit.30 83 
11 r 51 210 63 335 
52 210 64 336 
·53 210 65 336 
54 210 66 336 
11 v 55 211 67 337 
56 211 68 337-38 
57 211 69 338 
llr-12r 58 212 70 338 
r 12 -, 59 212 71 338 
60 212 72 339 
61 212 73 339 
12r-v 63 212 75 339 
12 v 62 212 74 339 
12v-13r 64 213 76 340 
13r 65 213 77 340-41 
66 214 78 341 
13 v 67 214 79 341 
68 214 24 319-20 
13v-14r 69 215 80 342 
14r 70 215 81 342 
14r-v 71 215 4 312 
212 . EEigramrna 50 omits vv. 3-6. 
rr 107 Schenkl Peiper 1: 
folio No. Page No. Page 
v 74+75 216 82+83 343 14 
v r 14 -15 76+77 216-17 84+85 343 
15r 78 217 86 344 
79 217 87 344 
15 r-v 45 208 60 334 
15v 80 217-18 88 345 
81 218 89 345 
15v-16r 82 218 90 345 
16r 83 218 91 346 
84 218 15 316 
85 219 16 316 
86 219 17 317 
87 219 18 317 
88 219 19 317 
16v 89 220 20 317 
90 220 21 318 
91 220 92 346 
92 220 93 346 
16 v-17r 93 220-21 94{v.1-6) 346-47 
17r 93213 221 94{v.7-8) 347 
17r-v 94+95 221 22+23 318-19 
17v 38 206 58 333 
17v-18r 96 222 95 347 
18r 97 222 96 348 
18r-v 30 204 48 330 
18v 98 222 97 348 
99 222 98 348 
213 Verses 7-8 of Eeigr. 93 are entitled: Quod erit 
exercitium iuvenum lascivientium in senectute. 

rr Schenkl Peiper I·· . folio No. Page N'o. Page 
38v Ecloga 11 14 19 103 
.§Eigram- 108-113 214 225 107-112 351-52 
mat a 
r-v In nota- .§E!.g .114 226 Ephem. 7 12-13 39 
---
rium 
39v-56v Gratiarum 19-30 353-76 
Actio 
56v-57r Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
paegnion 
57r-v 3 133 3 157-
57v-58r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
58r-v 
·5 134 6 159-60 
58v 6 134-35 7 160 
)8 V:_ 59r 7 135 8215 161 
_ r-v 
59 8 135-36 9 162 
59v-6or 9 136 10
216 {v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
6or 9 137 
217 10 {v.19-22, i63::..64 
17, 25-26) 
10 137 11 218 (v.1-6) 164-65 
r -
-214 Verse 2 of Epigr. 109 and v. · 1 of Epigr. 110 are 
omitted. 
21 5Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
216Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
-- --
217Techn. 10.23-24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: Nota 
et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 




folio No. Page No. Page 
60r-61r 11+13 137-39 12+14
219 
165-68 
61r-63r GriEhus 1 12 7-2 9 196-200 
63r-65r 2 129-32 200-205 
65v-72r Cento 140-46 206-219 
72r-74v EEistulae 4 159-62 14220 245-49 
74v 20 181 24 268-69 
75r-76v EEhemeris 3 4-7 3221 7-11 
76v-78r EEicedion 2 33-34 4222 21-24 
78r ProtreEt- 1 36 
__ , _, 
259-61 
ti con 
78v-81r 2 36-39 261-66 
81 r-v CuEido 1 121 109 
81 v-84r 2 121-24 110-13 
84r-v Bissula 1 125 114-15 
84v-85r 2 125 1 115 
85r 4 126 3 116 
85r-v 5 126 4 116 
85v 6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
21 9Techn, 12, 12; 14,4,. 6 and 9 are omitted. The order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: ~ guod nonnumquam praesumit laetificum 
gau. Verse 14.5 reads: Scire velim catalecta legens quid 
significet tau. 
220EEist. 14 omits vv. 69 and 87. 
221 EEhemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. The Z tradition 
readings of verses one and 84 are in evidence. 
222In the Epicedion, the prose preface, vv. 13-16, 
19-26, 29-34, and 43 are omitted. 
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l 
Barberinus 135 (815) 
Saec. XV, chart., 29 x 21.7 ,.£!!!•, 32 ff., 32-36 linn. 
This codex seems to be the combination of two manu-
scripts. The first 18 folios, written in the fourteenth 
century, contain the Achilleid of Statius. The second part 
not only has the Ausoniana (ff. 19r-30r) but also the 
Priapeia (ff. 30r-32r), fragments of Aulus Gellius (f. 32r), 
Macrobius (f. 32r), and Vegetius (f. 32v). 
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The Ausoniana have neither inscription nor subscription. 
Titles when present are in red. The opuscula in choice and 
order seem to be in the Z tradition. ·since our evidence 
is based on the one folio whereon the Bissula is contained, 
we cannot furthur classify the manuscript. We find it, 
however, in agreement with Kings Ms .J.! at Bissula J.1 where 
they share the variant, ~ for prosata. We note with 
interest, too, that at Bissula 1.1 our source has mearum for 
~' a ·variant found in no other manuscript source. Avantius 
takes credit in his edition of 1507 for mearum as an emenda-
tion to the text. There may then be a connection between 
this manuscript and the edition of 1507. 
The Ausoniana are so ordered: 223 
22 3 f S P d d" b . . . L t• . c • esto rete, e ., Co ices Bar eriniani a ini: 
Codices 1-150 (Vatican City: Bybliotheca Vaticana, 1968), 
245-47; Schenkl, xxvii; Peiper, lxxvii. The last two authors 
dated the Ausoniana as sixteenth century. The Vatican Library 
provided a microfilmed copy. 
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Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
r r 19 -22 Cento 140-46 206-19 
22r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
2 12 5 1 115 
22r-v 4 126 3 116 
22v 5 126 4 116 
6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
22v-23v GriEhus 1 127-29 196-200 
23v-24v 2 129-32 200-205 
25r E_eigrammata .1-3 194-96 
. 224 
26+25+27 320-21 
25 r-v 4 196 28 321-22 
25v 6 196 29 322 
7 197 30 322 
EEitaEhium 30 78-79 31 83 
E.eigramma 8 197 2 311 
25v-26r De f astis 1 119 1 194 
26r 3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
E2igrammata 5 196 31 322-23 
26r-v 9 197-98 3 311-12 
26v 11 198-99 33 323-24 
12 199 34 324-25 
26v-27r 16 200 38 326 
27r 17 200 39 327 
18 200-201 40 327 
27r-v 19 201 41 32 7-28 
27v E.eita.ehium 34 80 35 85 
224 . EE1gr. 25 ( 2) omits vv. 1-5. 
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Schenkl Peiper 
folio No. Page No. Page 
27v E:eigrammata 41 207 9 314 
40 207 7 313 
42+43 207 12+13 315 
44 208 8 314 
46 208 61 334-35 
27v-28r 47 208 10 314 
28r 48 209 11 315 
51 210 63 335 
34 205 52 331 
52 210 64 336 
53 210 65 336 
54 210 66 336 
28 r-v 55 211 67 337 
28v 56 211 68 337-38 
57 211 69 338 
58 212 70 338 
59 212 71 338 
60 212 72 339 
61 212 73 339 
62 212 74 339 
28v-29r 63 212 75 339 
29r 30 204 48 330 
10 198 32 323 
102 223 101 349 
100 223 99 348 
101 223 100 349 
98 222 97 348 




folio No. Page No. 
v 103+104 223 102+103 29 
105 224 104 
106 224 105 
67 214 7922.5 
68 214 24 
v r 29 -30 21 202 14 
30r 39 206 59 
93 220-21 94226 
45 208 60 
80 217-18 88 
82 218 90 
22 5Epigr, 79 (67) omits v. 5° 
















Saec. XVI, chart., 31.2 x 21.8 .£!.!!·' 302 ff., 33-45 linn. 
Only two Ausonian poems are found in this huge codex, 
which is largely devoted to the works of various humanistic 
authors. Copious line drawings illustrate many of their 
tract3. Among the authors represented are Sedulius Scotus 
and Petrus Riga. 
Several long inscriptions (ff. lr, 4v, 148r, 166v, 
171v, 223v, 249r, 300r) inform us that the manuscript was 
produced by several hands at the cathedral in Cracow between 
the years 1523-1527. 227 
Tobin, who collated the eclogtie on ff. 263v-264r, 
f d h . t . 1 b . h d" . 
228 h . oun is ma er1a to e in t e P tra 1t1on. T e Orat10 
which appears on ff. 261v-262r (Schenkl, Ephemeris 3, p. 4-7; 
Peiper, Ephemeris 3, p. 7-11) we find in the Z tradition 
because it omits verses 8-16 and has the Z readings for 
verses one and 84. This inscription introduces the prayer: 
ad deum omnipotentem precatio. The colophon reads: Hee 
Decius Magnus Ausonius dixit. 
227Andreas Wilmart, Codices Reginenses Latini (Vatican 
City: Biblioteca Vaticana, 1937), 73-80. The Vatican 
Library supplied a microfilmed copy of the manuscript for 
this study. cf. Schenkl, xxvii; Peiper, lxxx. 
228Tobin, 230. 
5. Marcianus 4736 (Appendice XIV, classe 230) 
Saec. XVI, membr., 22.2 x 15.5 .£!!!·, 272 ff., 20 linn. 
Like Vratislaviensis and Reginensis discussed above, 
this codex, too, contains but a few Ausonian verses set 
into the midst of a miscellany of authors and works 
dating from ancient times to the sixteenth century. Of 
the ancient authors, Cicero, Demosthenes, Ovid, Pliny the 
; Elder and the Pseudo-Virgil are represented. 229 
The Oratio appears on folios lr-2v (Schenkl, Ephem-
eris 3, p. 4-7; Peiper, Ephemeris 3, p. 7-11). Since it 
omits verses 8-16 and has the Z readirtgs for lines one 
and 84, we find it in the Z tradition. The prayer is 
introduced with this inscription: Ausonii Poetae oratio 
matutina. 
22 9we note the following poems attributed to Vergil 
but sometimes edited with the Ausoniana: De Rosis (ff. 
v r) . v) - ( r) 21 -22 , De V1ro Bono (f. 22 , and Est et~ f. 23 . 
Mr. Giorgio E. Ferrari, Director, Biblioteca Nazionale 
Marciana, provided the physical details in a letter of 
November 17, 1969. He also sent a photocopy of the hand-
written description of the manuscript made by the former 
director, Pietro Zorzanello. cf. Schenkl, xxvii; Peiper, 
lxxx. The Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice, provided 
a microfilmed copy of the appropriate folios of this 
manuscript for our study. 
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l 
Editio Princeps [E] 
The first edition of Ausonius' work was printed in 
December of 1472 at Venice. It has a total of 106 folios, 
measuring 26.5 
page of text. 
106v are blank. 
x 18.4 cm. About 25 lines occupy a full 
Folios lr, 7r-v, 54r-v, 63r-v, 90v and 
In addition to the Ausoniana, the works of Ovid 
(ff. 55r-62v), Proba (ff. 64r-74v), Calpurnius Siculus 
(ff. 75r-90r) and P. Gregorius Tifernus (ff. 9lr-106r) 
are presented. 
After six folios devoted to prefaces and a table of 
contents, the Ausoniana are introduced on folio Sr with 
this title: Ausonii peonii poetae disertissimi epigramma-
ton liber primus. The colophon on folio 53r reads: 
Expliciunt ~ Ausonii fragmenta quae invidia cuncta 
corrodens vetustas ad manus nostras venire permisit. 
telos. Bartholomeus Girardinus. It is followed by the 
Tetrastichon in Ausonium. The Greek, except for some 
parts of Epistula 12 (Schenkl, p. 170-72), is present. 
The Ausoniana pertinent to our study are so ordered. 230 
230
cf. Creighton, 115-123; Gradilone, 11-23; Tobin, 
151-60. A microfilmed copy was furnished by the Butler 
Library of Columbia University. We include the Editio 
Princeps in our manuscript descriptions because two of 
our manuscript sources seem to be derived from it and 




folio No. Page No. Page 
21r Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
29 v-30r In nota- .§Ei.g .114 
---
226 Ephem. 7 12-13 
rium 
38r Techno- 2 132-33 2 156 
paegnion 
38v 3 133 3 157 
38v-39r 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
39r 5 134 6 159-60 
6 134-35 7 160 
39 r-v 7 135 8231 161 
39v 8 135-36 9 162 
9 136 10232 (v.1-13, 162-63 
14, 16, 18) 
4or 9 137 10233 ( v .19-22, 163-64 
17' 2 5-26) 
10 137 11 234 (v.1-6) 164-65 
40r-v __ 11+13 137-39 12+14235 165-68 
231 Techn. 8.4 is omitted. 
232 Techn. 10.15 is omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata 
oestro tranat mare cimmerium bos. 
-~- ~-~ -- --
233 Tech n. 10.23 and 24 are omitted. Verse 26 reads: 
Nota et parvorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
23 4Techn. 11.6 reads: lam pelago volitat mercator 
vestifluus ser. This verse is omitted in the V tradition. 
235Techn. 12.12; 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The 
order of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 
20-22. Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunquam praesumit 
laetificum gau. Verse 14.5 reads: Scire velim catalecta 








folio No. Page No. Page 
v r 
47 -48 Ephemeris 3 4-7 3236 7-11 
53r Bissula 1 125 114-15 
2 125 1 115 
53 
r-v 4 126 3 116 
53 v 5 126 4 116 
6 126-27 5 117 
7 127 6 117 
236 Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. As with the five 
verses of the Technopaegnion, two verses of the Ephemeris 
likewise have readings different from that of the V 
tradition. Verse 3.1 reads: Omnipotens g~ mente colo 
pater unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona quern 
celebrat modulato carmine plebes. 
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CHAPTER III. THREE SIXTEENTH CENTURY EDITIONS 
The Establishment of the V Tradition 
The text-transmission of Ausonius abounds in very diffi-
cult problems. As we have pointed out in the first chapter, 
one of the most interesting and unusual problems concerns the 
existence of two manuscript traditions for many of the 
Ausonian opuscula. The Oratio and the Technopaegnion happen 
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to be among those opuscula in which both traditions manifest 
themselves. These selections descend to us via a Z tradition, 
well exemplified in the manuscript, Tilianus, and a V tradi-
tion, which is represented almost exclusively by the manuscript, 
Vossianus 111. 1 Of the two, the Z tradition is the more 
abridged and, perhaps, interpolated. 
For a better understanding of the nature of the two 
traditions in the minor opuscula which are the special 
concern of this study, we set forth briefly the major 
characteristics of Z in each. In the Oratio the Z tradition 
omits verses 8-16 and has a simpler rendition of verses one 
and 84. In the Technopaegnion, Z lacks two whole sections, 
i.e., one and 13, omits eight verses, transposes three verses 
1For descriptions of Tilianus, cf. Ricerche, 20-22; 
Gradilone, 155-161; Creighton, 80-90; Tobin 81-87. For 
descriptions of Vossianus, cf. Ricerche, 17-19; Gradilone, 
142-48; Creighton, 24-42; Tobin 4-15. 
2 
and offers a simpler rendition of five verses. A break occurs 
in section 10 which is given its own title and sections 12 and 
14 are written together as if one. 
The texts published by the two different sixteenth century 
editors examined in this chapter offer a traceable history of 
the gradual expansion and improvement of the texts of the 
Oratio and the Technopaegnion as the editors themselves became 
increasingly aware of the elements of the V tradition. 
When Hieronymus Avantius, for example,. published his 
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second edition of the Ausonian corpus in 1517 under the auspices 
of the Aldine press at Venice, all the characteristics of Z 
were present in the texts of the Oratio and the Technopaegnion. 
Except for a few conjectural readings, none of the improvements 
that the V tradition was to afford later editors appeared in 
the edition of 1517. Between the publication of the Editio 
Princeps of 1472 and this edition some thirty-five years later, 
very little advance in the texts of our opuscula had taken 
place. Very little, in fact, was to take place for another 
_thirty-five years. 
For this reason, the edition of 1517 is described in the 
pages which follow and compared to the critical editions of the 
nineteenth century editors, Schenkl and Peiper. We do not mean 
to impugn the reputation of Avantius, a scholar who contributed 
significantly to classical studies. Indeed, the edition of 
1517 is remarkable for the improvements Avantius was able to 
. 3 
make with regard to the text of the Mosella, but we wish to 
illustrate the textual status of -our two minor opuscula in which 
few important improvement occured until after 1550. 
2More detailed information can be found in Chapter IV, µili& 
3Gradilone, 36-37; Creighton, 104; Peiper, lxxxviii-
lxxxviiii. 
Evidence for the existence of another tradition of the 
Oratio and Technopaegnion first appeared in the early 
sixteenth century when the humanist, Jacopo Sannazaro, 4 on 
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a trip to France obtained access to the V tradition by copying 
with his own hand extracts of the manuscript, Vossianus. 
Sannazaro's extracts were in turn copied by others. One of 
these copies came into the hands of Mariangelus Accursius 
who published in 1524 some elements of the V tradition in his 
important monog~aph, the Diatribae. 5 These elements specifi-
cally included verses 8-16 of the Oratio and the more difficult 
renditions of verses one and 84 of V. For the Technopaegnion, 
6 Accursius supplied the missing sections one and 13 and three 
of the eight verses omitted in the Z tradition. His informa-
tion, apparently, did not make him aware of the verse trans-
positions or the alternate renditions of other verses, but 
he was able to give improved readings from V for certain words 
and phrases in the following verses: 3.5, 5.2, 12.2, 14.6 
and 8. 7 
When in 1551 Elias Vinet published at Paris the first 
of his editions of the Ausonian corpus, he had at hand the 
work of Accursius. His application of it is rather interesting. 
First of all, to Vinet must go the credit for infusing some 
40 new lines of material into the printed tradition because 
4Gradilone, 63. For more information on historical 
aspects of the printed tradition of the corpus as a whole 
during the sixteenth century, cf. Gradilone, 36-91. 
5cf. Gradilone, 38-49. In the Diatribae, itself, the 
Technopaegnion is commented upon in folios 31 -34v; the 
r-v Oratio, folios 40 • 
6Technopaegnion 8.4, 10.15 and 12.12. 
7cf. critical apparatus for the Technopaegnion in 
Chapter V. 
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' .. MAR.IAN~ •. Accva. .:··; . ..-.. ;1 
l . ' . .. ,, l .. ~ ~ 
/11 Pa~routfiudcatlaborhicmcus 1 cltoopcricTu~~ . . · ;:: , "~,'~ 
Tcchnopegnion de Monofylfabis non Paulino nuncupatum ~ , . ' ' 
' ((!J Drcpanio Pac:uo ( quod en obfcru:itionc dignum) hie l<V I . 
cusoncndit. Qui prxtcrcundusab hisctiam non uidcbatur('.ni ' · 
fuiff'cntimpctiti) qui in partcopcriscimcma, PA CAT I no1. 
men: bolcnt~ 1 Paulini fupcrfcripfcrunt. lam cnim ica lcgitur, 
Indulge Pauline bonus 1 dodus, facilis uir 1 
Totum opus hoc_fparC:.1m,crinis udut AntiphiJ:e, pax • 
Oircrum,in pcructcri codicis fiagmcnco, qui pcncs Hicronymum 
Alcandrum en, non ca fol um inucnimus,qux hanc diutius am, 
bi gen di moram, crrorisuc adminiculum cxcutiant. ucrum ctiam 
. dcfidcracam hadcnus in iifdcm monofyllabis prxfatiuncul:im • 
& corum ucrfus pl urimos, ind igno uel ut ab cxil io,in pocta: fa mi"' 
liam rcuoccnt. Siquidcm in prxfationis cius locum, qure prior 
Paulini cicul'! nunc ex rat, alia prxponicur • Cui us cxemplum 
hoc cfi. · 
AV'sONlVS • PACATO. PROCONSVLI 
CIO mihiapudaliosprofaborismodulofaudcm non 
s poricprxccdcrc. Quam camcnli tuindu!fcris (utaic 
. . Afraniusin Th1idcm )maiorcm I:mdcm ~ laborcm fo, 
ucnio. Q.ux lcdurus cs Monofyllab1 funr,quafi qua:dam puncb 
fcrmonum. Jn quibusnullus facundi~locuscn, fcnfuumnuf1r:1 
conccptio, propofitio, rcddirio~condulio)afiaqJ fophi!l:ica,qu:c in 
uno ucrru dfc non poff unc. Scd coherent ita,ut drculi cathcnaru 
feparati. Ee fimul ludicrii opurcutu tcxui,ordiri maiufcuia fo!itus• 
Scd in tcnui bbor,at no ccnuisg?oria. Si probatur,tu facics ut !int 
aliquid. Nam rinctcMonoCyllab1crunr,ucl Ci quid minus. In 
quibus ego, quod ad ufum pcrtinct1 luti. quod ad moiclHa, Iaba... 
raui. Libcllo Tcchnopcgnii nomcn dcdi •.Ne aut Iudum labor& 
ti, auc artcm credercs dcfuiffc l udcnti. 
NcqJucro:dHmadmn ell, hac prxfatione Drepanium,ma Paufi.; 
· num, niicupationcgcminaquadvcpdign:uos, Ficri ergo potuit, 
ut cum prxfationum akera ad ucrfus pcrtincat,monofyllaois ca:" 
ptos iifdcq; ccrminacos,1Itcra ucro ad rdiquos qui fine no ira • tcr,, 
tfa h~c,qua nos primi dedimus,!imul omnibus pr~ponatur. I pfr 
. p~rro fcx & uisinti ucr f~, in fine c~tcrorum rcponcndi •hi func , 
' . I 
i 
Plate I.--Comme~tary on Technopaegnion 5.2; 14.21-22 and 
the introductory letter to Pacatus as printed on folio F1r 
of the Diatribae of Mariangelus Accursius. 
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he added to his text verses 8-16 of the Oratio, sections one 
!'. and 13 and three verses of the Technopaegnion which had been 
~; 
in the Diatribae. Since his source, however, kept him unaware 
of the alternate renditions of five lines and the three verse 
transpositions, he was unable to include these features of the 
V tradition in the edition of 1551. Still, Vinet eliminated 
the break and title of Z in section 10. Uncertain as yet of 
the proper position for section 13, he placed it at the end of 
the Technopaegnion. But he showed conservatism in rejecting 
the V renditions of verses one and 84 of the Oratio and in 
selecting only one of the improved readings of the Techno-
paegnion 8 furnished by Accursius. 
In addition to special features of V relative to the 
Oratio and Technopaegnion, Vinet also added to the printed 
t.radition the texts of the De Herediolo (Peiper, 16-17), 
eclogues 4 and 5 (Peiper, 93-94) and epitaph 14 (Peiper, 77) . 9 
Unfortunately, the nineteenth century critical editors, 
Schenkl and Peiper overlooked the contributions of Vinet. 10 
Therefore, in this chapter, in an effort to honor this 
classical scholar, we offer a description of the edition of 




lOH. de la Vi"lle de M" t "t I 24 38 d 56 irmon , .212.· £2:.._•, , - an , 
notes 3, 4, 5. Some discrimination must be used in reading 
this author who in recounting the achievements of Vinet and 
his contemporaries seems to be excessively prejudiced in 
favor of Vinet. 
l 
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A description of Vinet's second edition of 1575 is also 
presented to demonstrate not only the improvements which accrue 
to the Oratio and Technopaegnion but also the tremendous expan-
sion of the Ausonian corpus during the sixteenth century after 
the Vossianus, the most complete representative manuscript of 
the V tradition, had become available. As in the case of the 
scholar's use of the work of Accursius, we find that we have to 
wait once more for another publication to make him aware of 
the location of the V tradition. 
In 1558 at Lyons an edition of Ausonius 1 works was 
published by Etienne Charpin who had had opportunity to study 
the Vossianus. Charpin's edition offered in general the same 
content as had appeared in Vinet's edition of 1551, but with 
the difference that this content was succeeded by all the new 
material gathered from the Vossianus. The Oratio was set into 
the framework of the entire Ephemeris for the first time in 
the printed tradition. The V rendition of the first line, 
rejected by Vinet, was now admitted although the V version of 
verse 84 still remained unknown. With regard to the 
Technopaegnion Charpin was able to make many definitive 
changes, too. He admits sections one and 13, but although 
he must have had access to information for the proper position 
of section 13, he imitates Vinet by placing it at the end of 
the Technopaegnion. Not just three, but now five of the eight 
11 lines omitted in the Z tradition are accepted. One verse is 
transposed to its location in v, 12 and two of the five v 
llT h . 8 4 10 15 12 12 14 4 5 6 ec nopaegnion . , . , . , • , - are 
admitted. 
12Technopaegnion 14.3 was moved from its position in Z 
after 14.19. 
r-- 126 rr _______ __, 
122 AYoo\111. 
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l6AltJ 
Plate II.--Technopaegnion 14.16-22; 13.1-17 as printed 
on page 122 of Charpin 1 s edition of 1558. 
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13 
renditions of the paired verses are favored. Aside from the 
opuscula of our special interest, Charpin was almost able to 
double the quantity of Ausoniana formerly in print by the 
addition of new material he had gained from the Vossianus. His 
edition of 1558 represented another considerable advance for 
. t d. 14 Ausonian s u 1es. 
After Vinet became aware of the existence and location of 
the Vossianus, he, too, studied it. His edition of 1575 
published at Bordeaux shows the result of his research. First, 
he attempted to give a better order to the arrangement of 
opuscula than Charpin had. As a glance at our description of 
the edition of 1575 will prove, he seemed to insert most of 
the new material from the Vossianus into the center between two 
parts of the old format he had used in 1551. The Oratio takes 
its place within the framework of the Ephemeris as in Charpin's 
edition, and all of Charpin's improvements for this selection 
are retained. The V rendition of verse 84, however, is still 
rejected. Nevertheless, in his edition of the same year, 
Joseph Scaliger accepted it so that the V version of the Oratio 
became definitively established in 1575. 
Vinet also placed section 13 of the Technopaegnion into 
its correct position between sections 12 and 14 and he added 
the title to 14. Of the eight missing verses, he chose to add 
two more than Charpin had. 15 Of the paired verses, he accepted 
13Technopaegnion 14.3 and 14.5-6 are accepted instead of 
the Z versions of the same verses. 
14For a description of this edition, cf. Creighton, 
136-56. 
l5Vinet .added Technopaegnion 10.23 and 14.9 in 1575. 
Poelmann had added 10.24 in 1568, but it was not established 
until after Tollius in 1669-71. 
r 128 r r:ne more of the V renditions. 16 He retiiined the transposition 
· discovered by Charpin, but apparently declined to shift the 
other two verses from their positions in z. 1 7 
From this evidence Vinet's respect for the Z tradition is 
apparent. He chose not to include in the edition of 1575 six 
characteristic elements of the V version of the Oratio and 
Technopaegnion. He also retained many individual variant 
readings of the Z tradition. In his commentary published in 
1580, he gave the reasons for some of his decisions, but these 
matters are beyond the scope of the present study. We wish onl 
to state that the V tradition of the Technopaegnion was almost 
completely established in the printed tradition of the 
Ausonian corpus during the sixteenth century. 
On the following pages we present a description of 
Avantius 1 edition of 1517 to represent the Z tradition as it 
appeared in the Oratio and Technopaegnion in the early years of 
the sixteenth century. Next, in chronological order, we offer 
a description of Vinet's edition of 1551 to show the infusion 
of new material from the V tradition into the printed tradition 
of the Ausoniana. Then, finally, a description of the edition 
of 1575 is offered to exemplify both the expansion of the corpu 
as well as to illustrate the rema.rkable improvements Vinet was 
able to make after he had obtained the complete V version of th 
opuscula in the Vossianus. 
16vinet accepted the V version of Technopaegnion 10.6 in 
1575. Poelmann had rejected 11.6 in favor of 10.24 in 1568, but 
the change was not established until after Tollius in 1669-71. 
Schenkl accepted 10.26 instead of the Z version of the same line 
in his edition of 1883. 
l7Poelmann had rejected the Z verse 11.6 in favor of the 
V verse 10.24, but the change was not established until after 
Tollius, who also moved 10.17 from its position in Z after 
10.25, in his edition of 1669-71. 
THE ALDINE EDITION OF 1517 
[Avantius, H. Ausonius. Venice: Aldus, 1517.] 18 
AVSONIVS. Deinde sequitur symbolum quasi ancora 
juxta quam additur ALDVS. 
MARCO CORNELIO CARDINALI // HIERONYMVS AVANCIVSVE 
II RONENSIS. ~- P. D. 
EX LIBRO QVINTO PETRI CRINI//TI DE POETIS 
LATINIS AV//SONII GALLI VITA.~~ 
18Titles of material on the initial and final pages of 
these edition de3criptions are given verbatim with some 
indication of content where necessary. 
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Where the Ausonian text is described, the data appear 
in the following order: (1) the page of the edition described, 
{2)the title of the Ausonian selection, (3) the number of this 
selection in the edition of Schenkl, (4) the page of Schenkl's 
--.edition on which the selection can be found, (5) the number of 
the selection in the edition of Peiper, (6) the page of 
Peiper 1 s edition. 
The abbreviation {App) indicates that the opusculum 
cited was not considered authentic by Schenkl and/or Peiper. 
Since Peiper and Schenkl differ in their methods of 
citation, a correspondence between the pages and numbers of 
selections found in their editions has been provided in the 
Appendix of this study. 
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Plate III.--The final lines of the Gratiarum Actio and the Techno-
paegnion 2, 3, 4.1-8 as printed on folios 60v-61t of the Aldus 








































































































9 [r-v] 22 202 43 328-29 
[9V] 23 202 44 329 
24 202-203 45 329 
25 203 53 332 
[9v]-10[r] 28 203 46 330 
lO[r] 29 204 47 330 
31 204 49 331 
32 204 50 331 
33 204 51 331 
34 205 52 331 
10[r-v] 35. 205 1 310-11 
[10v] E,eita,ehium 31 79 32 84 
E,eigrammata 26 203 54 332 
27 203 55 332 
ll[r] 36 205-206 56 332-33 
37 206 57 333 
39 206 59 334 
40 207 7 313 
42 207 12 315 
[llv] 43 207 13 315 
44 208 8 314 
46 208 61 334-35 
47 208 10 314-15 
48 209 11 315 
E,eita,ehia 35 80 ~· 42 33 5 
12[r] 29 78 Epit. 28 82 
(App) 36 436 
E,eigramma 51 210 63 335 
(App) 26 260 27 433 
- 12[r-v] E,eigrammata 52 210 64 336 
r--- 133 
~· ,-------------1 




























































































































82 218 90 345 
83 218 91 346 
84 218 15 316 
85 219 16 316 
16[r] 86 219 17 317 
Eeigramma (App) 36 436 
(App) 30 261 31 434 
Eeigrammata 88 219 19 317 
89 220 20 317 
90 220 21 318 
91 220 92 346 
16[r-v] 92 220 93 346 
[16v] 93 220-21 94 346-47 
94 221 22 318 
[16v]-17[r] 95 221 23 318-19 
17[r] 38 206 58 333 
96 222 95 347 
97 222 96 348 
-~ [r-v] 17 30 204 48 330 
[17v] 98 .222 97 348 
99 222 98 348 
100 223 99 348 
101 223 100 349 
102 223 101 349 
103 223 102 349 
[17v}-18[r J 104 223 103 350 
18[r] 105 224 104 350 
106 224 105 350 
(App) 31 261 32 434 
(App) 32 261 33 434-35 
rr=18[r-v] . 
135 
(App) 8 254-55 8 423 
r. [18VJ-19[rJ EEigrammata 107 224 106 350 
· 19[rJ 108-113 225 107-112 3 51-52 
19[r-vJ Versus Paschales 30-31 17-19 
20[rJ EEistulae 8 166 4 225-26 
2o[rJ_21[rJ 10 168-69 6 228-30 
21 [r-v J 11 169 7 230-32 
[21 VJ 
(11. 1-16) (11. 1-25) 
Bissula 3 125-26 2 115 
EEistulae 11 169-70 7 231-32 
22[r-v] (11. 16-26) (11. 25-38) 19 179-80 23 266-68 
[22 v]-23 [r J 18 178-79 13 243-44 
[23 V-24 VJ 21 181-83 25 269-72 
[24v]-26[r] 22 183-85 26 272-75 
26[r-v] 23 186-87 28 282-84 
[26v-28v] 25 190-94 27 2 76-82 
[28v]-30[r] 31 292-96 
." 30[r J-31 [r J (vv.19-102) 24 187-90 29 284-89 
31[rJ_32[r] 15 173-74 11 236-38 
_,32[r]_34[r] 16 174-76 12 238-43 
34[r]_[35v] 12 170-72 8 232-34 
[35v-45vJ Periochae Homeri 22 7-43 337-405 
46[r]_47[r] SeEtem Sapientium Sententiae 246-50 406-409 
47[r] De Aerumnis Herculis 153- 54 106-107 
47[r-v] De Fastis 1 119 1 194 
47[v] 
.3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
[47vJ-49[r] Caesares 1 112-14 1-4 183-86 
49[r]_[50v] 2 116-17 13-18 190-92 
(vv.53-76) 
[50v] Ecloga 11 14 19 103 
136 
De Si~is 412-13 
[r-v J EEigramma 114 226 EEhem.7 12-13 51 
[51v-6ovJ Gratia rum Actio 19-30 353-76 
[60 VJ Techno,eaegnion 2 132-33 2 156 
61[rJ 3 133 3 157 
61[r-vJ 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
[61 VJ 5 134 6 159-60 
[61vJ-62[rJ 6 134-35 7 160 
62[rJ 7 135 820 161 
62[r-vJ 8 13 5-36 9 162 
[62 VJ 9 136 1021 162-64 
[62vJ-63[rJ 10 137 1122 164-65 
63[r-vJ 11+13 137-39 12+142i65-68 
[63v-64vJ Gri,ehus 1 127-29 196-200 
[64VJ-66[rJ 2 129-32 200-205 
66[rJ Cento· 140-46 206-219 
70[r J...;.71 [r J EEistulae 4 159-62 14 245-49 
71[rJ 20 181 24 268-69 
20Techno,eaegnion 8.4 is omitted. 
21
rn Technopaegnion 10, the order of verses is 1-13, 14, 
16, 18, followed by a break in the continuity of the 
title: De quibusdam fabulis, then, 19-22, 17, 25-26. 
23, 24 are omitted. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata oestro 
text, a new 
Verses 15, 
tranat 
~ cimmerium bos. Verse 26 reads: ~ et ,earvorum cunis 
muliebre scelus strix. 
22 Techno,eaegnion 11. 6 reads;·. lam voli tat mercator vesti-
fluus ser. 
2 3 < 6 . d h Techno,eaegnion 12.12, 14.2, , 9 are omitte . Te order 
of verses for section 14 is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. 
Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod nonnunguam ,eraesumit laetificum gau. 



















































































24 Ephemeris 3.8-16 are omitted. Verse one reads: 
Omnipotens quern mente cola pater unice rerum. Verse 84 reads: 
Consona quern celebrat modulate carmine plebes. 
2 5The p~ose preface of the Epicedion, vv. 13-16, 19-26, 
29-34, 39-40, 43 are omitted. · 
26Ausonii Carmen Imperfectum. inc.: Immortale nihil 
mundi compage tenetur. des.: Ergo~~ sanctificus adsit mihi 
carminis author. 
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[r] 98[r] 106-108 4 173-75 97 -
98[r] 108 5 176 
98[r-v] 108-109 6 176-77 
[98v]-99[r] 109-110 7 177-79 
[r-v] 110-111 9 180 99 
[99v] 111 10 i81-82 " 
1oo[r] Ordo Urbium 98 1 144 
98 2-3 144-45 
lOO[r-v] 98-99 4-5 145-46 
[100v] 99 6 146 
[100 v]-101 [r J 99 7 146-47 
101[r] 99-100 8 147 
lOl[r-v] 100 9 148 
[101v] 100 10 148 
100 11-14 149 
[101v]-1~2[r] 101 15 149 
102[r] 101 16-17 149-50 
101 18 150 
--~ l02 [r-v J 101-102 19 150-51 
[102v]-103[r] 102-103 20 152-54 
[103v-104v] De Musis 413-16 
[104v] (App) 19 257 19 428 
(App) 1 252 1 419 
[104~]-105[r] (App) 16 256 16 426 
105[r] (App) 9 255 9 424 
(App) 4 253 4 422 
105[r-v] (App) 2 252-3 2 420-21 
[105v] (App) 13 255 13 425 
(App) 20 257 20 428 
(App) 21 258' 21 429 
L 
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[105v]-106[r] (App) 22 258 22 429-30 
106[r] (App) 5 254 5 422 
(App) 6 254 6 422 
(App) 7 254 7 423 
(App) 14 256 14 425 
(App) 15 256 15 426 
106[r-v] (App) 23 259 24 430-31 
[106v] (App) 3 253 3 421 
[106v]-107[r] (App) 24 259 25 431-32 
107[r] (App) 26 260 27 426-27 
(App) 25 260 26 432 
(App) 9 255 9 424 
(App) 10 255 10 424 
(App) 12 255 12 425 
(App) 18 257 18 427 
[107v] VENETIIS IN AEDIBUS ALDI// ET ANDREAE SOCERI//MENSE 
NOVEMBRI II~ D. XVII. 
108[r] [Pagina vacua] 
-~[ 108v] Symbolum quasi ancora sequitur: ALDVS 
,,.........- 140 r ,----------.---. 
~=· 
THE VINETUS EDITION OF 1551 







~~MAGNI// AVSONII// PAEONII ~-// DEGALENSIS// 
POETAE.AV-// GUSTORUM PRAECEPTORIS// VIRIQUE 
CONSULARIS// Opera// Diligent.ius iterum castigata, // 
et in meliorem ordinem restituta.//Douterou phron-
tides sophot~rou // PARISIIS// Apud Iacob. · 
Kerver via Iacobaea// ~// Cum privilegio Regio. 
[Pagina vacua] 
Extraict du Privelege. inc.: HENRY par la grace 
de Dieu . • • des.: et de nostre regne le 
cinquiesme. Par le Conseil. Hennequin. 
Illustris et doctisS.R. E. //CARDINALI D. !· BEL-// 
laio Iacobus Gopylus S. inc.: Ausonii Poemata, 
ampliss// ~ praestantiss 
praestare. Vale. 
des.: quam debeo 
1 EIS TON .a AIDES IMOT ATON [epigramma sex versuum 
dedicata ad Cardinalem Bellaium.J I -inc. : Pidridon 
,_ 
Ioph:i.mo des. : I C I despota rysamenos . 
BENEDICT! THOCRE-//NI, EPISCOPI GRASSEN-//sis, 
Regis Francisci liberorum praeceptoris, de// 
Decii. Ausonii poetae Galli laudibus, ad~-// 
hem Burdegalam Apostrophe. inc.: 0 salve Ausonii 
mater •.. des.: extremo gloria vestra loco. 
rr----.:___ __ __.=.141 
Z D· Y L L I y M· X y I. 
Q3odl"cquit~r inrc~ Auroniuiarco. 
pent Mu~n;;chu • 
_Plate IV.--Technopaegnion 12.10-15; 14.1-2, 
10-19, 3, 20-22; 13.1-11, 13-22 as printed 









18-19 EEigrammata 5028 209 EEit.30 83 
19 51 210 63 335 
(App) 26 260 27 433 
EEigrammata 53 210 65 336 
20 54 210 66 336 
55 211 67 337 
56 211 68 337-38 
20-21 57 211 69 338 
21 58 212 70 338 
(App) 27 260 28 433 
(App) 28 260 29 433 
(App) Z9 261 30 434 
EEigrammata 59 212 71 338 
22 60 212 72 339 
61 212 73 339 
62 212 74 339 
63 212 75 339 
22-23 64 213 76 340 
__ ..._,. 
23 65 213 77 340-41 
67 214 79 341 
68 214 24 319-20 
23-24 69 215 80 342 
25 70 215 81 342 
71 215 4 312 
25-26 80 217-18 88 345 
26 81 218 89 345 
82 218 90 345 
83 218 91 346 
28! . n EE1gramma 50, vv. 4-6 are omitted. 

~ 146 
34-35 108-113 225 107-112 351-52 
35 (App) 19 257 19 428 
(App) 1 252 1 419 
(App) 16 256 16 426 
35-36 (App) 4 253 4 422 
36 (App) 2 2 52-53 2 420 
36-37 EEigrammata 39 206 59 334 
37 66 214 78 341 
(App) 13 255 13 425 
(App) 20 257 20 428 
37-38 EEigrammata 74 216 82 343 
38 76 216 84 343 
77 217 85 343 
78 217 86 344 
38-39 79 217 87 344 
39 (App) 21 258 21 429 
39-40 (App) 22 258 22 429-30 
40 Epigramma 92 220 93 346 
(App) 5 254 5 422 
40-41 (App) 6 254 6 422 
41 (App) 14 256 14 425 
41-42 (App) 23 259 24 430-31 
42 (App) 15 256 15 426 
(App) 3 253 3 421 
42-43 (App) 24 259 25 431-32 
43 (App) 17 256 17 426-27 
(App) 25 260 26 432 
(App) 9 255 9 424 
(App) 10 255 10 424 





44 (App) 18 257 18 427 ~ 
De Fas tis 1 119 1 194 
44-45 4 120 4 195 
45 3 120 3 195 
De Aerumnis Herculis 153-54 106-107 
45-46 Ecloga 11 14 19 103 
46 (App) 4 412-13 
46-48 EEigramma 114 226 EEhem.7 12-13 
48 E:eita;ehium 15 75 14 77 
49 Ordo Urbium 98 1-3 144-45 
49-50 98-99 4-5 145-46 
50 99 6 146 
50-51 99 7 145-47 
51-52 99-100 8 147 
52 100 9 148 
100 10 148 
52-53 - 100 11-14 149 
53 101 15 149 
101 16-17 149-50 
53-54 101 18 150 
54 101-102 19 150-51 
55-56 102-103 20 152-54 
57-58 Ludus Se;etem Sa;eientium 104 1 169-70 
58-59 104-105 2 170-71 
59-60 105-106 3 172-73 
60-62 106-108 4 173-75 
62-63 108 5 176 
63 108-109 6 176-77 
64-65 109-110· 7 177-79 






































































































29 Ephemeris 3.1 reads: Omnipotens quern~~ colo pater 
unice rerum. Verse 3.84 reads: Consona guem celebrat modulato 
carmine plebes. 
30rn th~ Epicedion, the prose preface, vv. 13-16, 19-26, 

























31 Techn. 10.23 and 24 are omitted. The order of verses 
is 1-16, 18-22, 17, 25-26. Verse 6 reads: Et furiata oestro 
tranat mare Cimmerium bos. Verse 26 reads: Nota et parvorum 
cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
32Techn. 14.4, 6 and 9 are omitted. The order of verses 
is 1-2, 5, 7-8, 10-19, 3, 20-22. Verse 14.3 reads: Et quod 
.!!.£!! nunguam praesumit laetificum gau. Verse 14.5 reads: Scire 
velim catalecta legens guid significet tau. 






































































































De Musis 413-16 
Index rerum memorabiliorum, quae his Ausonii 
scriptis continentur. 
Excudebat Parisiis. Guil. Morelius sibi ac 





THE VINETUS EDITION OF 1575 
[Vinetus, Elias. Ausonii ... Opera. Bordeaux, 1575.] 
AVSONIIll BURDIGALENSIS,11 ~ CONSULARIS, OMNIA, 
QVAE AD II HUC INVETERIBUS BIBLIOTHECIS II INVENIRE 
POTVERVNT, OPERA, II ADHAEC, II SYMMACHI, et Pontii 
Paulini littera ad Ausonium scriptae: tum CiceroniE 
Sul-llpiciae, aliorumque guorundam veterum carmina 
nonnulla,ll cuncta ad varia, vetera, novaque ~­
plaria emendata, commentariisque II illustrata per 
ELIAM VINETVM Santonem. if INDICES PRAEFATIVM TRES 
Scriptorumll hie contentorum, rerum, et verborum. 
Deinde, sequitur pictura quadrata in qua portae 
urbis demonstratae sunt cinctae corona quae a 
duobus arietibus sustinetur. Postea additur: 
Burdigalae,ll Apud Simonem Millangium Typographum 
Regium. II Cum Privilegio Regis. 
SENATV, P • .2• BVRDIGALEN. II AVCTORE. AC AVSPICE, 
AVSO-llNII BVRDIGALEN. VIRI CONSV-/ILAR. SCRIPTA 
AB ELIA VINE-llTO SANT. EMENDATA, COMMEN-llTARIISQ. 
ILLUSTRATA, SIMON II MILLANG. LEMOVIX. CLARISSI-11 
MAE CIVITAT TYPOGRAPHVSll AC CIVIS, SVIS COEPIT 
FORMISll EDERE, VII. ID. FEBR. AN. CHR. II M. D. 
. LXXV. 
aa2[r]_[aa3r~LIAE VINETI II SANTONIS PRAEFATIO II IN SVA 
COMMENTARIA II IN AVSONII BVRDIGALENSIS II SCRIPTA. 
inc.: Quod in aliis quibusdam vetustis scriptoribuE 







~~ ~ A N E um cLrum reflr11t fa11ejlrtt1. ' 
L 11tm Jlrepitni~iJrvigJax~irsmdo •. 
~ I ·?,, Tu, rvel~t pr1m~mrn:awn'lue noflem. 
• _ .i-•• ~ . P_11rm_moaor~. · _ . . · 
' .... -_. 'Dorm1untghrt1b~mlll!/trl111Jlt», ... 
Stde1hop4mmt.titi~11ut,fom11~ • < .. ~ :. _-,_) . ....._ 
Qdult1t'juod;ot1U:111m14'JUtllmlii' _. ·'.,., . < \. 
O.Jolefagi11am. .'-:· ;,";. .•. } :< 
Imlenu JlextU {on111 i11trat Aures: . · --: ;.:-;.;. .·. _ :., , .. · 
Etlocu!iunentis fopor11lt1u'tlrg1t •.. :. ---~~,~.-:~~ ·~- : 
~ccoruft11ntiJ o~ulos laujfimt . _-: ..:. <. · · · 
f1t/g1md11ci.r. · · .:··:.;.,_ . 
tAnnmtm 1p1ond.im i11umi 'luiutm _ .• · ·~.~-
NoEliJ,@f luriJ rviritm manmttm1 ._ '. ·•.:· ·. 
F11h11l.t Jingunt :cui Lu111t {omnos ... ·,, -
(ontinuarit. ___ .. , .. --~ ~ '.; · 
Sur,gtnugatori.turandervirgi.r. -· ;~-~~~<::c7":·-/'. 
S11rgt: 11elong1u 11ti {om111u,•;md1 
No1J tm:u,tle111r. rape mtmDl4tnoUi 
.. ~ ~ 
. ,,·. ,, -·· ~-
Parmtnolcllo. •..; · •.. ·· .. 
Fors&kcfomnumtiti t1mtileu· ,. "·-.-··_. :~'.·~-:-·· 
S•PJhico fu.tdtt 111odul4f1trverfo. 
1.tJ~ij JtjtU~ moJum quietir>- · 





,_ l .-: 
Plate V.--The first poem of the Ephemeris as printed 
on folio e 3r of Vinet 1 s edition of 1575. 
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a~a4 = [aa4r] - [ee2r] AVSONII VITA. inc.: In iis autem 
[ee2v] 
guae consideranda ... des.: aulae delicias et 
licentiam resipit. 
INDEX SCRIPTORVM AVSONII ET// ALIORVM HIC CONTENT-
ORVM. 
[ee3r-uulv] INDEX RERVM ET VERBORVM QVAM //in Ausonii 
aliorumq. scriptis,~ // simul in Commentariis 
continentur. Eius numeri, ho-//~ utrorumg., 
numeris quibus subductam videbis // lineam, ..££!!-
veniunt et eos indicant. Quae ~-//tern littera 
Italica, fuerint; ~in solis // invenies commentar 
iis. 
[uulv-uu2r] VERBA NOVA // _!li HIS AVCTO-//RIBUS ET QVAE // 
vetera Latinaque // ~ sunt rari-//oris. 
[uu2 v] [Pagi~a vacua] 
154 
Schenk! Peiper 
No. Page No. Page 
a[lr] Theodosius Ausonio 1 1 3 3 
[alv] Ausonius Theodosio 2 1-2 4 4 
a2[r] Epigrammata 1 194-95 26 320-21 
a2[r-v] 234 195 25 320 
[a2 VJ 3 195-96 27 321 
4 196 28 321-22 
6 196 29 322 
7 197 30 322 
a3[r] (App) 25 262 7 417 
Epigrammata 8 197 2 311 
5 196 31 322-23 
[a3r-v] 9 197-98 3 311-12 
[a3v] 10 198 32 .323 
11 198-99 33 323-24 
v r] [a3 -a4 12 199 34 324-25 
[a4r] 13 199 35 325 
14 199 36 325 
[a4r-v] 16 200 38 326 
[a4v] 17 200 39 327 
18 200-201 40 327 
19· 201 41 327-28 
b[lr] 20 201 42 328 
(App) 11 255 11 424 
Epigrammata 21 202 14 316 
22 202 43 328-29 
341 E . n pigramma 25 vv. 1-5 are omitted. 
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23 202 44 329 
b[lr-v] 24 202-203 45 329 
[blv] 28 203-204 46 330 
29 204 47 330 
31 204 49 331 
[blv]-b2[r] 30 204 48 330 
b2[r] 32 204 50 331 
33 204 51 331 
34 205 52 331 
35 205 1 310-11 
b2[r-v] EEitaEhium 31. 79 32 84 
[b2v] EEigrammata 26 203 54 332 
25 203 53 332 
27 203 55 332 
[b2v]-b3[r] 36 205-206 56 332-33 
b3[r] 37 206 57 333 
38 206 58 333 
52 210 64 336 
40 207 7 313 
[b3v] 41 207 9 314 
42 207 12 315 
43 207 13 315 
44 208 8 314 
45 208 60 334 
46 208 61 334-35 
47 208 10 314-15 
[b4r] 48 209 11 315 
49 209 EEit. 29 82 
50 209 EEit. 30 83 
rr 156 
53 210 65 336 
54 210 66 336 
55 211 67 337 
[b4r-vJ 56 211 68 33 7-38 
[b4 VJ 57 211 69 338 
58 212 70 338 
(App) 27 260 28 433 
(App) 28 260 29 433 
(App) 29 261 30 434 
c[lrJ E,eigrammata 59 212 71 338 
60 212 72 339 
61 212 73 339 
62 212 74 339 
63 212 75 339 
t[lr-vJ 64 213 76 340 
-- [cl VJ 65 213 77 340-41 
67 214 79 341 
_,c2[rJ 68 214 24 319-20 
69 215 80 342 
70 215 81 342 
71 215 4 312 
[c2 VJ 72 216 5 313 
80 217-18 88 345 
81 218 89 345 
82 218 90 345 
83 218 91 346 
c3[rJ 84 218 15 316 
85 219 16 316 
86 219 17 317 
rr 
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873'5 219 18 317 
(App) 30 261 31 434 
EEigrammata 88 219 19 317 
89 220 20 317 
[c3 VJ 90 220 21 318 
91 220 92 346 
93 220 94 346-47 
94 221 22 318 
95 221 23 318-19 
[c4r] 96 222 95 347 
97 222 96 348 
98 222 97 348 
99 222 98 348 
[c4v] 100 223 99 348 
101 223 100 349 
'102 223 101 349 
- 103 223 102 349 
104 223 103 350 
. 105 224 104 350 
106 224 105 350 
d[lr] (App) 31 261 32 434 
tApp) 32 261 33 434-35 
(App) 8 254 8 423 
(App) 34 262 6 417 
d[lr-v] EEig;rammata 107 224 106 350 
[dlv] 108-113 225 107-112 351-52 
d2[r] (App) 19 257 19 428 
35In Epigramma 87' vv. 3-6 are omitted. 
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(App) 16 256 16 426 
-· 
(App) 4 253 4 422 
(App) 2 252-53 2 420 
[d2v] EEigrammata 39 206 59 334 
66 214 78 341 
I . 
r (App) 13 255 13 425 
EEigrammata 74 216 82 343 
76 216 84 343 
77 217 85 343 
d3[r] 78 217 86 344 
79 217 87 344 
(App) 21 258 21 429 
d3 [r-v J (App) 22 258 22 429-30 
[d3 VJ EEigramma 92 220 93 346 
(App) 5 254 5 422 
(App) 6 254 6 422 
(App) 14 256 14 425 
·-
-- -[d4r] (App) 15 256 15 426 
(App) 3 253 3 421 
EEigramma 73 216 6 313 
(App) 24 259 25 431-32 
[d4r-v] (App) 17 256 17 426-27 
[d4v] (App) 25 260 26 432 
(App) 9 255 9 424 
(App) 10 255 10 424 
[d4v] (App) 12 255 12 425 
(App) 18 257 18 427 
[d4v]-e[lr] In notarium (EQigr.) 114 226EEhem. 7 12-13 
el[r-v] De Musis 251-52 412 
159 
[el VJ De Aerumnis Herculis 153-54 106-10 
e2[rJ De f astis 1 119 1 194 
2 119 2 194 
4 120 4 195 
3 120 3 195 
[e2 VJ (App) 23 259 24 430-31 
e3[rJ Ephemeris 1 3-4 1 5-6 
[e3 VJ 2 4 2 6-7 
[e3 vJ-f[l rJ 3 4-7 336 7-11 
f[lrJ 4 7 4 11 
5 7 5 11-12 
6 8 6 12 
[flvJ-f2[rJ 7 8-9 8 14-15 
[f2 vJ-f3[r J Parentalia 1 41 28 
f3[rJ 2 41 28-29 
3 41-42 1 29-30 
f3[r-vJ 4 42 2 30 
--
_"[f3 VJ 5 42-43 3 30-31 
[f3v-f4rJ 6 43-44 4 31-32 
[f4r-vJ 7 44 5 32-33 
[f4vJ 8 44 6 33 
9 45 7 33-34 
g[lrJ 10 45-46 8 34-35 
g[lr-vJ 11 46 9 35-36 
[glvJ 12 47 10 36 
[glvJ-g2[rJ 13 47 11 36-37 
g2 [r J 14 47-48 12 37 
36E h . p emeris 3.84 reads: Consona guem .celebrat modulato 
carmine plebes. 
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g2 [r-v J lS 48 13 38 
[g2vJ 16 48 14 38-39 
17 49 lS 39 
g3[rJ 18 49 16 39-40 
g3 [r-v J 19 so 17 40-41 
[g3vJ 20 so 18 41 
21 Sl 19 41-42 
[g4rJ 22 Sl 20 42 
[g4r-vJ 23 Sl 21 42-43 
[g4 VJ 24 S2 22 43 
[g4vJ-h[lrJ 2S S2-S3 23 43-44 
h[lrJ 26 S3 24 44-4S 
-27 S3 2S 4S 
h[lr-vJ 28 S4 26 46 
[hlvJ 29 S4 27 46 
30 S4 28 46 
31 S4-SS 29 46-47 
32 SS 30 47 
h2[rJ Professores 1 SS 48 
h2 [r-v J 2 SS-S6 1 48-SO 
[h2vJ-h3[rJ 3 S7 2 SO-Sl 
h3[r-vJ 4 S7-S8 3 Sl 
[h3 VJ s S8 4 S2 
[h3v-h4r] 6 S9 s S3-S4 
[h4r] 7 60-61 6 S4-S6 
[h4r]-i[lr] 8 61 7 S6-S7 
i[lr-v] 9 62 8 S7 
[ilvJ 10 62 9 S8 
[ilv]-i2[r] 11 63-64 10 S8-61 
l 
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i2[r] 12 64 11 61 
13 64 12 61 
i2[ r-v J 14 65 13 62 
[i2v] 15 65 14 62 
[i2v]-i3[r] 16 65-66 15 63 
i3[r] 17 66 16 63-64 
[i3v] 18 66-67 17 64-65 
[i3v-i4r] 19 67 18 65 
[i4r] 20 67-68 19 65-66 
21 68 20 66 
[i4v] 22 68-69 21 67-68 
[i4r]-k[lr] 23 69-70 22 68-69 
k[l r-v] 
-24 70 23 69 
[klv] 25 70-71 24 70 
[klv]-k2CrJ 26 71 25 70-71 
k2[r] 27 71 26 71 
[k2v] E2itaEhia 1 72 72 
2 72 1 73 
[k2v]-k3[r] 3 72 2 73 
k3[r] 4 72-73 3 73-74 
5 73 4 74 
6 73 5 74 
7 73 6 74-75 
8 73 7 75 
[k3v] 9 74 8 75 
10 74 9 75-76 
11 74 10 76 
12 74 11 76 
[k3 v-k4 r] 13 74-75 12 76-77 
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[k4r] 14 75 13 77 
15 75 14 77 
16 75 15 77 
17 75 16 78 
18 .76 17 78 
19 76 18 78 
[k4v] 20 76 19 78 
21 76 20 79 
22 76 21 79 
23 77 22 79 
24 77 23 80 
l[lr] 25 77 24 80 
26 77 25 80 
27 77 26 81 
l[lr-v] 28 78 27 81 
, [11 VJ Epigramma 51 210 63 335 
(App) 26 260 27 433 
(App) 36 262 8 417 
Epitaphia 29 78 38 82 
34 80 35 85 
12[r] 35 80 Epigr. 62 335 
(App) 33 262 34 435 
Epitaphia 32 79 33 84 
12[r-v] 30 78-79 31 83 
[12v] 33 80 34 85 
(App) 1 252 1 419 
13[r-mlv] Caesares 112-119 183-93 
m2[r] Clarae Urbes 98 1 144 
98 2-3 144-45 
163 
m2[r-vJ 98-99 4-5 145-46 
~ [m2 VJ 99 6 146 ,. 
: 99 7 146-47 
[m2vJ-m3[rJ 99-100 8 147 
b 
m3[rJ 100 9 148 
~ 
i 100 10 148 : 
100 11-14 149 
[m3 VJ 101 15 149 
101 16-17 149-50 
101 18 150 
[m4rJ 101-102 19 150-51 
[m4r-vJ 102-103 20 152-54 
n[lrJ Ludus 104 1 169-70 
n[lr-vJ 104-105 2 170-71 
[nlvJ-n2[rJ 105-106 3 172-73 
n2[rJ_n3[rJ 106-108 4 173-75 
n3[rJ 108 5 176 
-~n3[r-vJ 108-109 6 176-77 
[n3v-n4rJ 109-110 7 177-79 
[n4rJ 110 8 179 
[n4rJ 110-11 9 180 
[n4vJ 111 10 181-82 
[n4v-olvJ Septem Sap~ntium Sententiae 246-50 406-40 
o2[r-vJ Versus Paschales 30-31 17-19 
[o2vJ Cu,eido 1 121 109 
[o2v-o4rJ 2 121-24 110-13 
[o4vJ-q3[rJ Mosel la 2 82-97 118-41 
[q3v-q4rJ Gri,ehus 1 127 196-20 
[q4r-rlvJ 2 129-32 200-20 
rr 
164 
[rlvJ TechnoEaegnion 1 132 1 155-56 
r2[rJ 2 132-33 2 156 
3 133 3 157 
[r2 VJ 4 133-34 4+5 158-59 
5 .134 6 159-60 
[r2vJ-r3[rJ 6 134-35 7 160 
r3[rJ 7 135 8 16i 
8 135-36 9 162 
[r3 VJ 9 136-37 1037 162-64 
10 137 11 164-65 
(v.1-6) 
[r4rJ 11 137-38 12 165 
[ r4r-vJ 12 138 13 166-67 
[r4vJ 13 139 14 167-68 
s[lr-vJ De Rosis 243-45 409-11 
[slv-s2vJ Eclogae 147-49 2 87-90 
[s2 vl:..s3 [r J 149-50 3 90-91 
s3[r-vJ 150-52 4 91-92 
[s3 VJ 152-53 5+6 93-94 
[s4rJ 154-55 7 94-95 
[s4rJ-t[lrJ 155-56 8 95-97 
t[lr-vJ De Signis 412-13 
[tlvJ-t2[rJ Eclogae 8 12 16 101 
t2[rJ 1 9 9 97 
[t2 VJ 11 14 19 103 
2 10 10 98 
37Techn. 10.24 is omitted. The order of verses is 1-16, 
18-23, 17, 25-26. Verse 26 reads: Nota et parvorum cunis 
muliebre secus strix. 
38Franciscus Buecheler and Alexander Riese, Anthologia 
Latina (Amsterdam, 1894), Vol. I, Part I, No. 394. This 
reference is hereinafter cited as A. L. 
39 A. L., I.l, No. 395. 
40The order of verses in Eclogae 14 and 15 is: 14.1-3, 
5; 15.1; 14.4; 15.2-6. 
~--·---------------------------------------------1-.66 
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2 72-7 5 
276-82 
rr---------------------167 
[Fl v-F2 vJ 
















Symmachi Viri Clarissimi, 
ad Ausonium. 
S h A . 41 ymmac us usonio 
S h A . 42 ymmac us usonio 
Symmachus Ausonio 
Symmachus Ausonio 
S h A . 43 ymmac us usonio 















Pontii Paulini epistolae tres ad Ausonium 
rescriptae. 








Quaedam veterum quorundam poetarum carmina quae 
inter Ausoniana ad hue servata sunt. 
4lQ_. Aurelii SYE!machi Quae Supersunt, ed. Otto Seeck, 
Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Tomi VI, Pars Prior (Berlin: 
Weidmann, 1883), Book I, Epist.~ P-:- l~ 
42 Ibid.,. Book III, Epist. 25 (to Marinianus), p. 79. 
43 Ibid., Book I, Epist. 33, p. 18. 




[v J C. . 45 ersus 1ceron1s. 
Ecloga 17 16-17 26 107-108 
K2[r-v] De Musis 413-16 
[K2 VJ C;y:therii Sidonii oratoris e,eigramma. 46 
Hadriani Im,eeratoris.e,eigramma 47 
E,eigramma 22 258 22 428 
Sul,eicii Lu,eerci Sebastiani . . 48 Iun1or1s 
[K2 v -K3r] Eiusdem49 
[K3r] Ecloga 19 27 17 108 
Ausonius Lectori 2-3 (v.1-38) 1-2 
[K3v] Ausonius S;y:ag:rio 3 3 
[K4r] Errata 
45A. 1 ·' I. 1, #268. 
46~. L.' I . 2, #393. 
.. 47 A. ! . ' I. 1, #392. 
48A. L. ' I. 2, #648. 
49A. L.' I. 2, #649. 
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f 
CHAPTER IV. THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF THE MANUSCRIPTS 
OF THE TECHNOPAEGNION 
Each of the 23 manuscripts investigated in this study 
contains unique variants as has been demonstrated in their 
respective descriptions. Since each stands as a special 
witness to the text, none can be eliminated from consideration. 
All, too, are anthological. None contains the Technopaegnion 
in its entirety. The most complete representative is V which 
lacks only the introductory letter to Paulinus. While bearing 
witness to the same content as V, the sixteenth century manu-
script d. omits many lines or has but words and phrases of 
verses. It does have sections 1 and 13 in full, however. 0 
has sections 3, 5 and 6. Q has sections 1 and 3 through 10. 
C has 3, 5 through 12 and 14 in an altogether unique order. 
-,The remaining 16 witnesses to the text lack the letter to 
Pacatus, section 13 on the alphabet and eight verses found in 
V, Q and ~, i . e. , 8. 4, 10. 15, 2 3, 2 4, 12 . 12, 14. 4, 5, 6 and 9, 
though M ceases to transmit the text after 12.6. 
The interrelationships of all the witnesses can best be 
observed where all share material in common. Sections 3, 5 and 
6, totaling just 31 verses, ·afford the ideal conditions for 
examination. Even here, though, allowance must be made for the 
vagaries of the writer of d. Still, five interesting variants 
from these sections show a distinct opposition between the 
readings of V Q Q ~ on the one hand and those of C M-T K-r c E 
on the other. 
~---------------------------------------------------------1-7~0 
TABLE 2 
SOURCES OF THE TECHNOPAEGNION 
V Family z Family 
v 0 Q. d c M Z (=A-T K-_£ .£ §.) 
- - - -
1 v Q d 
2 M z 
3 v 0 Q d c1 M z 
4 v Q d M z 
5 v 0 Q d c M z 
6 v 0 Q d c M z 
"-
7 v Q d c M z 
8 v Q d c M z 
9 v Q d c M z 
10 v Q d c M z 
11 v d c M z 
12 v d c M2 z 
13 v d 
14 v d c z 
1 C has among its various peculiarities an unique order 
of presentation. It begins at 10.19 giving the verses to the 
end of section 14. After section 14, it offers sections 3 
through 10.18. 
2M ceases to transmit at 12.6. 
i 
l 
3.5 obitura uicem y 0 Q d sortita uices C M-T K-r c 
3.16 tantum V 0 Q. uerum C M-T K-r c E om d 
-------5.2 ludus v Q 2. d labor hie C M-T K-r c E 
-------5.4 f ando v 0 2. f andi C M-T K-r c E om d 
- - - - -6.4 Et durum V 0 Q. E durum C M-T K-r c E om d 
Substantial evidence for the same conclusion appears in 
sections 7 through 10, though 0 ceases to transmit the text 
after section 6. Examples of the divergence in variants 









coniugiis V 2. d coniugibus £ M-! K-£ £ E 
uox V Q. dos C M-T ~-£ £ E om d 
distituens V Q destituens C ~-! ~-£ £ E om d 
libicum V 2. lybicum d ~estro C ~-! K-£ £ ~ 
freta y Q. d tranat C-~ L-! K-£ £ E tyanat m 
sicca y 2. saeua C M-! ~-£ £ E om d 
index V 2. ~ uindex C ~-T ~-£ £ E 
nuribus V 2. d cunis C M-T ~-£ £ E 
E 
···That V 0 2. d form one group while C M-T K-r c E form an-
other group seems a safe conclusion from the evidence the text 
presents. For convenience, we label the gouping V 0 Q. d as the 
V family and the grouping C M-T K-£ £ ~ as the Z family. 
The relationships of the witnesses within their respective 
families, however, must be demonstrated. Within the V family, 
readings sho~ that none of the four manuscripts acts as the 
immediate source of any of the others. Even d, generally 
considered an apograph of V, cannot be directly or singly 
dependent on V, the earliest and most complete representative 
of its grouping, because at 4.6-7 both. V and 2. omit hiulca •• 
haberent while ~ not only has these words but offers the 
variants, hiulcula, which it shares with the editions from 
171 
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1496 to 1517, and et inserted before haberent which it shares 
2 
with M, L and h. Since V and Q close the space, disguising 
the omissio~ the writer of d must have had another source for 
the text at this point. At 3.15 .Q. and d have et, omitted 
entirely by v and o, while the z family reads ac. At 10.6 and 
10.26 d can be seen to have readings closer to the v family 
than to the z family, but at 10.6 in the word, Threcium, it 
sides with .Q. against V. On·:. chronological grounds we must accep 
that d is not the source of V 0 .Q. and because of its variant 
readings, d cannot be derived from y 0 .Q.· 
Titles to the various sections offer a clue as to the 
manipulations of the writer of d. The title of section 5, for 
instance, appears as Prefatio Versibus in 0 and .Q., as ~ 
Prefatio earum Monosillabarum Versus in V, but as Exordio 
Libero in d, which reappears with additional words in the titles 
of A h £ £ E and the editions from Girardinus in 1472 to 
Pulmannus in 1568. Although the title of section 13 in dis 
_ substantially the same as in V, this clause is added: quae 
carmina in codicibus impressis !!Q!! habentur. To the title of 
section 3, the following is again appended in d: guae ~ 
emendata ~ aliter scripta inueniantur quam impressis. In 
these last two instances, the writer of ~ makes quite clear 
that printed books are being compared with a manuscript source. 
Contamination of the text of d with the editions seems likely. 
In the description of d, it was noted that other internal 
evidence showed d to be a copy of an apograph of V. We suggest 
then that d descends directly from a source, S , no longer 
extant, and that it was contaminated by some fifteenth or 
sixteenth century edition. 
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There are unfortunately just 31 verses in which to 
observe the interaction of 0 with V Q d. Still, two deviations 
from the readings of the other members of its grouping occur 
which seem to indicate that it is not dependent upon V or Q· 
3.2 -que 0 C M-T K-r c E om v 2. 
3.16 et 0 C M-T K-r 
- - -
c E a v Q d 
Q was shown at 3.15, quoted above, to agree with d against 
V and O, but at 3.16, quoted immediately above, it agrees with 
V and d against O. In the title of section 3, it shares 
Incipit Technopaegnion Textus with 0 against V. Its independ-
ence is clearly shown at 3.4. 
3.4 mergit caligine quam V 0 d 
K-r c E 
- - - -
mergi nequam Q C M-! 
where the writer of Q obviously did not have the text of V or 0 
before him or he could have completed the verb and filled in 
the missing letters of caligine. His source at this point was 
probably mutilated in the same way as was the source of the 
--~ Z family. 
To explain the interrelationships of these four witnesses, 
then, it seems necessary to postulate a source for each since 
no1manuscript exists to be named as their source. Descending 
in direct line from the archetype, we envision the hyparchytype 
~ an ancestor containing all the material we know as present in 
the Technopaegnion. V 0 Q anthologized from B, V eliminating 
the letter to Paulinus, 0 selecting sections 3, 5 and 6, and 
Q, sections 1, 3 through 10. The Sannazarius apograph of V, 
as history records, was copied from V, Sannazarius noting 
only those lines, phrases or sections which he happened to see 
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differing from a fifteenth or sixteenth century edition which 
he had at hand. His edition was allied to the Z family as 
were all the editions until Vinet 1 s in 1551 when the impact of 
y through this apograph can be seen. d, one of the copies of 
the apograph, not only reflects the contamination of its source, 
but adds errors and contamination of its own. 1 
That B, however, could be the direct source of 0 and Q as 
well as Vis denied by the variants at 3.2, 3.16 and 3.4 and 
others quoted above, where 0 and Q are out of harmony with 
each oth~r and with v. For 0 and Q we suggest separate sources 
subordinate to B, which can account for their peculiar variants. 
For 0 the source,~, is postulated; for Q the source,¥. 
Where 0 or Q agree with the Z family against V,V is assumed to 
have either preserved the archetype or deviated from it, a 
subjective judgement which has to be made on the basis of the 
context in which the item in question is found. 
Although problems of another nature complicate the 
investigation of relationships within the grouping C M~T K-r 
£ E, all fortunately have sections 3 and 5 through 12.6 in 
common providing more than 90 lines of text for examination. 
C does not have the prose sections 2 and 4. M lacks 12.6 to 
12.15 and all of 14. None of these manuscripts contains 
sections 1 or 13. 
C is especially intriguing because it has five verses 
found in y and ~ but omitted by all other members of the Z 
family. For these five verses, then, the readings of the 
1 
cf. description of Vindobonensis 3261 in Chapter II 1 p. 
22-24. 
~ family can be checked by those of the one member of the Z 
family available, and, in fact, the comparison of readings in 
these verses results in two distinct improvements for the text, 
readings in which f seems to preserve the archetype. At 10.15, 
for instance, C has opima, a reading much to be preferred to 
picna of V or pugna of Q· In C the verse at 10.15 is reversed 
in order with 10.14. Since the order of verses in C unique 
among all the manuscripts of the Technopaegnion, its order 
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ought not to be trusted above that of .other witnesses unless 
very clear stylistic reasons support it. The verses of this 
passage, as in much of the Technopaegnion as a whole, are 
disconnected in thought, one from the other. No advantage comes 
from reversing the order of verses 14 and 15, although the order 
of V Q and d is not really better. Still, the order of V and Q 
should be preferred to that of C since nothing can be gained 
from following C. 
Verses 10.23 and 24, 14.4 and 14.9 are also omitted by the 
Z family except for C, but contained in the V family text. The 
V reading of fallaces ligures at 10.23 is better than audaces 
licii which Chas. At 14.4 coquat of V is better than coquit 
of C. On the other hand, f corrects quo of V to quod at 14.9, 
certainly the intention of Ausonius. While 8.11 is found in 
all manuscripts, C alone has pias, a variant superior to piat. 
Peiper first adopted pias in his edition of 1886. Therefore, 
although the order of verses in C may be suspected, its variants 
must be taken seriously. 
The writer of C very generously offers a choice not just 
of words and phrases but even of whole verses, for he gives 
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both 10.24 and 11.6. V Q and d have only 10.24 while the rest 
of the Z family has only 11.6. These verses read 
10.24 Vellera depectit nemoralia vestifluus Ser. 
11.6 Iam pelago volitat mercator vestifluus Ser. 
One of these two verses ought to be .rejected because no 
where does Ausonius repeat the last two feet of an hexameter. 
Even reuse of monosyllabic terminals is fairly rare. Also, 
all witnesses except for C omit the one or the other of the 
two verses. Arguments from sense or style are necessarily 
weak in determining which verse is preferable because of the 
playful and disconnected nature of this selection, a criticism 
which even the poet, himself, acknowledges. The verse at 
10.24, however, is loosely allied to the theme of nationalities 
discussed in this section, and 11.6 is tied to the theme of 
Spring in its poem by the word, iam. The verse at 10.24 
could be utilized sensibly enough in either position, but iam 
prohibits moving 11.6 into the position of 10.24. The verse 
-- _at 11 • 6 has the furthur disadvantage of sharing at. least one 
word, pelago, with the verse at 12.13. 
12.13 Quid fluitat pelago quod non natat in fluvio? Pix. 
This situation which for convenience we term paired verses 
occurs at other places in the Ausonian corpus, i.e., Ephemeris 
3.1, 84; Technopaegnion 10.6, 26; 14, 3, 5-6; Caesares 2.63; 
~ fastis 1.9; Epicedion 2.38; Epigramma 23.13; and Epistula 
14.70. In these instances, the verses as found in V and allied 
manuscripts represents the lectio difficilior, so to speak, 
and is regula~ly better in sense and style. Applying this 
principle to the pair at 10.24 and 11.6, we find that 10.24, 
found in y, might be considered the more difficult of the two, 
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not on the basis of grammar, but on the basis of content. 
Carding woodland fleeces, whether the reference be to the 
gathering of silk from the mulberry or hair of goats from 
twigs and brambles, is a lesser known Oriental activity than 
springtime sailing for trade purposes. And, in fact, it better 
characterizes the nationality of the Ser because merchants of 
any nationality could be expected to ship their goods. 
All editors since Tollius in the seventeenth century have 
rejected 11.6 in favor of 10.24 though their reasons, if ever 
set forth, were unavailable to this author. Pulmannus in his 
edition of 1568 also rejected 11.6, but moved 10.24 to the 
end of its poem~ influenced perhaps by the position of 11.6 
at the close of its section. No advantage in the flow of the 
verses is gained from this change. Therefore, we.too, reject 
11.6 and retain 10.24 in the position accorded in V C Q and d. 
Another verse pair appears at 14.3 where V alone has 
Ennius ut memorat, replea[t] te laetificum gau. 
__ but after 14.19 the Z family including C have 
Et quod nonnumquam praesumit laetificum gau. 
The choice is much simpler in this case because 14.3 fits 
easily into the mood Ausonius sets in the first four verses 
where he mocks the dour grammarian. The Z family manuscripts 
omit 14.4, too. A scribe following the Z family tradition, 
left with only Ennius 1 name and the words laetificum gau 
would be inclined to work this into a position after 19 
because 17 through 19 deal with Ennius 1 peculiar usages. The 
third and fourth verse are more learned in content and diffi-
cult in style than the Z family verse after 14.19. 
The same generalization can be made for 14.5 and 6 which 
are found in V and d. They are 
Die, quid significent Catalepta Maroni ? In his al 
Celtarum posuit. Sequitur non lucidius tau. 
The Z family including C combine elements of the two verses 
into one, reading 
Scire velim Catalecta legens quid significet tau. 
Professor Prete has suggested that a scribe, on seeing 14.5-6, 
annotated the margin with "i.e., scire velim, catalecta legens, 
guid significent al~·" The word, al, was subsequently elim-
inated from the note in an attempt to obtain an hexameter. 
The note, then, worked its way into the text in place of the 
2 
original two verses. 
Drawing on Professor Prete's observations, one might 
imagine that recalling verse 3 at 19, a medieval reader might 
have jotted down in the margin: ~ quod nonnumquam praesumit 
laetificum gau, which, like the Z family reading at 14.5, also 
worked its way into the text, an especially understandable 
error if 14.3 and 4 were missing. 
But Professor Prete implies that the Z family readings 
were derivative of V. The Z family, he says, lost or excluded 
verses because it developed anthologically and it perhaps 
eliminated the more difficult ones. 3 If he is right, other p 
pairs at 10.6 and 10.26 have to be so explained. At 10.6 
2 
. h 54 Ricerc e, . 
311 La famiglia Z ~ interpolata e dipende da V, le cui 
lezione non sempre sono state rettamente interprete. 
Z volvera essere, molto probabilmente, un 1 anthologia di opere 
ausoniane ed offre una redazione piu breve di non poche di 




V Q and d have 
Threicium Libycum freta Cimmeriumque secat bos. 
while the Z family has 
Et furiata oestro tranat mare Cimmerium bos. 
And at 10.26 V Q and d have 
Nota Caledoniis nuribus muliebre decus strix. 
but the Z family has 
Nota et paruorum cunis muliebre scelus strix. 
That the V family verses are somewhat more difficult is true. 
The critical apparatus shows how hard the place names at 10.6 
were to preserve and maybe the Z family reading at 10.26 
explains the strix as a kind of vampire preying on infants, 
a bit of information helpful even to the modern student. But 
are we to explain every verse pair in terms of glosses? For 
the Technopaegnion alone the explanation would have to be 
called up at least six times. Not even mentioned yet is the 
verse at 10.17 which is transferred intact by the Z family into 
a position before 25 where the two preceding verses have been 
omitted. Of course, once again, we can say the transference 
is the result of the selective procedure and interpolation 
characteristic of the Z family. 
From an aesthetic point of view, 
the whole Z family tradition from V! 
how satisfying to derive 
Not only does V have the 
most complete version of the Technopaegnion but its readings 
very often represent the lectio difficilior. Besides, V is 
the oldest extant manuscript, antedating by five or more 
centuries all the members of the Z family, except for C which 
rests on the bridge between the ninth and tenth centuries. 
V was even written in Southern France where Ausonius was born 
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and apparently spent much of his life. Since Accursius pub-
lished his Diatribae in 1524, making generally available the 
additional material in V as well as many of the variant reading~ 
editors have preferred the versions of V to those of the Z 
family. In the problem of the paired verses, once V, itself, 
became avsilable in the sixteenth century, every editor since 
Tollius retained the V version and rejected the Z family 
version. Regardless of the pretensions of some nineteenth 
century scholars to favor the order of content and the readings 
of the Z family, no modern editor has in practice ever deviated 
in any but the most minor consideration from the text of V. 
Schenkl and Peiper almost seem to think of V as the archetype, 
itself, if their reproductions of the peculiar dialectal 
spellings of V are any indication. 4 
But if the Z family is to be derived from V, we must be 
prepared to explain every anomaly as a derivation. Some can 
be. The mutilations of the unfamiliar proverbs at 4.1 and 
-~4.12 can be understood as corruptions of the readings in V. 
Probably, the reading sine fine at 3.3 comes from finita of V 
through the apocopy and the confusion between the initial 
letters which can be seen in the sine of £ and fine of M. At 
4schenkl and Peiper are confusingly inconsistent in 
reproducing the peculiarities of V. They sometimes duplicate 
the unassimilated forms of V such as at Ephemeris 3.5 conplecti, 
3.12 inlustraret, 3.36 inplicat, but elsewhere use assimilated 
forms. At 7.21 where V has accumbo, Peiper writes adcumbo. 
An interesting example is the editors' use of have for~' 
though V has habe at 4.5. Peiper even duplicates aeuuam of V 
for Evam at 3.33. Throughout the text where Vis available, 
the editors use set for aput, though V has an abbreviation 
that could be interpreted to give sed and apud and actually 
spells these words with "d 11 in some_ instances. 
~i4.21 V reads: Indulge, Pacate, bonus, doctus, facilis vir. 
All the Z family members have Pauline for Pacate. As Accursius 
pointed out, Pacate is obviously correct once the letter 
dedicating the Technopaegnion to Drepanius Pacatus available in 
V was made known. Without this letter, one wonders why Pacatus 
appears at all at 5.2 and even more why the writers of the Z 
family manuscripts did not "correct" this reference as they did 
the one at 14.21. And how does sortita derive from obitura at 
3.5; uerum from tantum at 3.16; posset uideri from~ possent 
at 4.4-5; inamoenam from inepta at 4.7; labor hie from ludus 
at 5.2; nitet from manet at 7.12; seruus from pellax at 10.22; 
saeua from sicca at 10.9? Or in the case of the Oratio, how 
does aetas derive from olim at Ephemeris 3.35; Christe from 
nate at 3.80 or plebes from Dauid at 3.84? As in the case of 
the paired verses, Professor Prete's marginalia explanation 
has to be dusted off and put to work again. To explain all 
these problems which are really but a sampling, we would have 
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to suppose not just that the writers of the Z family manuscripts 
were addicted to glosses but that they were even very clever with 
them. One feels a lack in the variety of explanation, too. In 
sum, the trouble with deriving C and the Z family from V -- or 
vice versa as some have tried to suggest -- lies in explaining 
logically and convincingly how it could have happened without 
pressing or suppressing any facts. Since this writer cannot do 
5 it and since it has not been done by anyone else, the two 
5we have referred to Professor Prete's demonstration at 
Technopaegnion 14.5-6 (cf. Ricerche, 54), which we accept as 
proof that Z depends on V in that instance. We also accept 
Professor Jachmann's demonstration for Epicedion 2.39 (2£.· cit., 
63ff. and also Ricerche, 73-77) where again Z depends on V. 
Our reservations concern the fact that these are two isolated 
cases within the total corpus and that the demonstrations, 
l 
families must be considered independent of one another and not 
dependent except in so far as they both may proceed from one 
archetype. Ironically enough, even the concept of one common 
archetype for the Ausonian corpus has been questioned, but for 
this study, at least, we will suppose the existence of one 
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themselves, constitute brilliant intuitions: a poor befuddled 
scribe mistook a simpler bit of marginalia for the difficult 
original text. We believe that the dependence of Z on V remains 
an hypothesis until more extensive and less intuitive proofs can 
be offered. 
In Ricerche, a definitive monograph for the anthological 
theory, other points of contact between V and Z are discussed, 
but the demonstrations do not relate to the dependence of Z on 
V. In the case of Technopaegnion 5.2 and 14.21, i. e., the 
allusions to Pacatus (Ricerche, 55), the dependence of Von Z 
is refuted. We can easily accept that V does not depend on Z 
without at all being convinced that Z depends on V. One state-
ment fails to prove the other. Where the Oratio is examined 
(Ricerche, 77-80), the anthological nature of the sources is 
clarified, but not the dependence of any source on any other. 
Two other philologists also study the Oratio (cf. F. Leo, 
"Zurn Briefwechsel des Ausonius und Paulinus, 11 Nachrichten der 
Konigl-~ Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften ~ Gottingen ( 18 96r:-
253-64; and G. Vignuolo, "Notes on the Text-Transmission of 
·· Ausonius 1 Oratio, 11 The Classical World, LIV, No. 8 (May, 1961), 
248-50. Both these studies, like Ricerche, attack and demolish 
the supposition of Seeck that Ausonius revised the poem three 
times. All three articles admirably and convincingly establish 
the anthological theory with its corollary that one archetype 
existed, but none proves that in the Oratio Z depends on V. 
Vignuolo mistakenly asserts (cf. 249) that verses 8-16 of this 
prayer are found only in V. They quite patently exist in 
Parisinus 7558 and in Cantabrigiensis 2076. The latter manu-
script not only contains the verses in question but is the 
oldest Z family source extant. Any proof that Z depends on V 
in the Oratio or the Technopaegnion must take Cantabrigiensis 
into consideration. It is cruci~l to the matter. However, no 
one has treated it. Since it alone of the Z family contains 
five verses of.the Technopaegnion which appear in V, we have 
tried to deal with it in our discussion. But as we point out, 
we find too many difficulties to allow the derivation of Z from 
V. Thus far, only the possibility that Z could depend on V 
has been demonstrated. 
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archetype for the Technopaegnion. 6 We 'believe that one final 
complete edition of Ausonius 1 works was published, po~thumously 
perhaps, in the fourth century and hope that our text reflects 
that edition. 
But the problems that C offers have by no means been 
exhausted. The order of verses 14.7, 8 and 9 is called into 
question. V and d read: 
Imperium, litem, venerem, cur una notat res? 
Estne peregrini uox nominis an Latii sil 
et quod germano mixtum male letiferum min? 
The Z family eliminated the last verse quoted above but other-
retained the order of V. C, however, reads: 
Et quod germano mixtum male letiferum min? 
Imperium, litem, venerum, cur una notat res? 
Sitne peregrini uox nominis an Latii sil? 
Schenk! posits a new order which he claims was partially 
attempted by Scaliger, but whatever Scaliger 1 s arrangement, 
he failed to use it in his editions of 1575 or 1595. Schenk! 
has: 
Estne peregrini uox nominis an Latii sil? 
et quod germano mixtum male letiferum min? 
Imperium, litem, venerem, cur una notat res? 
Peiper follows Schenkl 1 s order. Neither gives a reason for 
their change. The verses on Vergil's usages which precede 
6
we rest on work on the anthological theory as set forth 
by Sesto Prete (Ricerche, 95 and passim) . But note also the 
reservations with regard to the corollary of the theory, i. e., 
that Z depends on V, in the note immediately above. 
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these three lines and the verse on boats and bridges which 
follows them in no way control the order. They do not lead 
into or out of 7, 8, and 9. The order of V and the Z family 
is sensible, but C's transference of the verse about deadly 
red lead to the head of the seri~s is definitely inferior. 
This line with its conjunction naturally follows the question 
concerning ~' the pigment found in silver mines. Schenkl 
seems to gain nothing from moving the verse about res to the 
end of the series. In any case, the.order of C ought not to 
be trusted. Since the other witnesses agree in this matter, 
y being quite reliable, and since their order is not objection-
able, we retain it in preference to what appears in C or in 
Schenkl. 
If one accepts C as a member of the Z family, a proposi-
tion supported by the evidence earlier presented to contrast 
the V and Z families, he must accept on chronological grounds 
" 
that C derives from no other member of the Z family. The 
.remaining 18 manuscripts do not directly derive from C either. 
In its description, its numerous peculiar variants shared by 
no other manuscript have been noted. The five extra verses 
found in none of the rest of the Z family have been discussed 
at length here. Its unique order of sections and, intermit-
tently, of lines within the sections also set it apart. 
Still, it must have a source in common with its family. Let 
us postulate a hyparchetype z. In this hyparchetype, some 
of the selection and interpolation characteristic of the Z 
family, if we may revert to Professor Prete's words, had not 
yet taken place. Presumably, it did not have sections 1 
and 13 of the Technopaegnion, found nowhere in the family, 
but it must have had verses 8.4, 10.15, 23, 24, 12.12, 14.4 
and 9 because C transmits them. Of the paired verses it had 
already lost the V forms except for 10.24. 
In C we may have the paired verse situation caught as 
if photographed at a moment in time. If the Z versions should 
really prove to be derivative of V, at 10.24 and 11.6, both 
retained by C and therefore in some form present in the 
hyparchetype, we are confronted with an intermediary step in 
the process of interpolation and selection. Not yet has 
10.24 been lost, but 11.o has found its way into the text. 
Also, 10.15:artd 14.9 must have been about ready to drop out 
because their order is disturbed in C. More than 400 years 
must pass before the situation can be observed in A where the 
process has been completed. The seven verses of C are gone 
and 11.6 established. 
The hyparchetype Z must also have had a considerable 
amount of the total corpus. Besides the Technopaegnion, it 
has to have had all the material in T, the most complete 
representative of the Z family, as well as the Masella 
transmitted by L2 and h. By comparing the supposed content 
of Z to V, the anthological nature of V becomes apparent. 
The writer of V, if he had access to the corpus as we know 
it, was certainly selective about the epigrams he chose to 
include. He avoided the Masella, the Cento, the Cupido, the 
Bissula, the Gratiarum Actio and numerous letters. The 
writers of the Z family are not alone in their propensity for 
selection. 
Like C, many peculiar variants also appear in T. In the 
Technopaegnion, one of them has improved the text while 
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another has been the source of much conjecture. At 2.8 
only ! furnishes est, which Schenkl utilized to smooth a jagged 
sentence. At 14.2 for nequam quogue, T has nequaguam preferred 
by the editors from Tollius to Corpet, the basis, also, of 
Mommsen's conjecture, nequiquam and Schenkl 1 s nequam quia. 
The critical apparatus everywhere shows that the abundant 
peculiarities of T, which surpass in number the peculiarities 
special to the Z family, are not reproduced in any other 
manuscript. No other manuscripts fall into a consistent 
pattern of special variants with T. In addition, T is the 
most complete representative of its family, transmitting more 
of the Ausonian corpus than any other Z family witness. To 
account for these facts, we suppose T to depend upon a 
hypothetical source, N which in turn depends upon the source 
of the Z family, hyparchetype z. 
The fourteenth century production M, as the second 
earliest manuscript, stands out among the members of its family, 
too. Like V, £and T, there are numerous variants special to 
M. Though these variants contribute little to the text of the 
Technopaegnion, the manuscript is of great value because of 
its relationships with eight other manuscripts about to be 
treated. M can be shown to depend on no other extant source, 
but it seems to have been the text from which the fifteenth 







inertis] inerti2~ L2 
otii] socii ~ L 2 
uara] narai M L 
indicat] ind~~a~t M L2 
lis] lix M L 
praepolle~s] 
10.1 flos] fles ~ 





2 f alx] flax M 1 2 
aconita] anconita M L 
stirps] strips M LZ -
Therefore, after M ceases to transmit at 12.6, we may look to 
12 to provide substantially what might have been present in M. 
The ravages of time have deprived M of a number of folios. 
Not only is the latter part of the Technopaegnion missing 
but also parts of the Bissula and the entire Mosella. This 
material is fortunately furnished in L2 which was copied in 
the fifteenth century when M was apparently still intact. 
In his book, Textual Criticism, Paul Maas says that no 
manuscript ought to be eliminated from consideration unless 
it depends exclusively on a surviving exemplar. He admits 
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that obedience to such a rule would in the case of some authors 
result in an enormous amount of labor which would produce no 
improvement for the text. 7 This study is a case in point. 
Because of the limited nature of the material, every available 
manuscript was treated, but the remaining 14 Z family 
--manuscripts yielded no improvements for the text. A very good 
text could be constructed without them. For this reason, 
Schenk! and Peiper subsumed them under one siglum and ignored 
their individual unique variants. But, perhaps, because the 
Z family has been the source of so much controversy, we ought 
to examine the interaction of these lesser Z family manuscripts 
in order to find out as much as possible about their 
peculiarities. Though no solutions will be here offered for 
7Paul Maas, Textual Criticism, translated by Barbara 
Flower (Oxford: University Press, 1958), 27. 
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the existence or the development of Z or its extant descend-
ents, still some facts and hypotheses we can present may 
provoke discussion and lead to solutions on the part of others. 
The evidence of the Technopaegnion alone is insufficient to 
draw firm conclusions about the stemmati~ relationships of the 
14 manuscripts we are about to treat. We must draw upon the 
research of Schenkl, Peiper, Prete, Tobin and Creighton in 
many cases. In others, we await forthcoming studies on other 
areas of the corpus. Since direct sources cannot be postulated 
for many of these manuscripts, we must be content for the 
present to demonstrate affinities. 
At this point, it may be well to review the peculiarities 
all these manuscripts share in the Technopaegnion. First, 
they are very selective in their choice of material. All lack 
the introductory letter to Pacatus, the second last section 
, on the alphabet and eight verses found in V, i. e., 8.4, 10.15, 
23, 24, 12.12, 14.4, 5, 6 and 9. They contain what we have 
-.termed the other member of a pair for five verses found in 
V, i. e., for 10.6, 24, 14.3 and 5-6. Three lines or their 
equivalents have been shifted to positions different from that 
in V, i. e., 10.24 to 11.6; 10.17 to before 10.25 and 14.3 
to after 14.19. They break section 10 into two parts by 
inserting a title before verse 19, but run sections 12 and 
14 together indicating no break. As a group, they offer the 
only source for the introductory letter to Paulinus, not 
found in v. Every member of the Z family has these peculiar-
ities except for C which has most of them and M which ceases 
to transmit at 12.6. With three exceptions, the Z family is 
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represented by witnesses of the fifteenth century or later. 
Of the major Z family manuscripts discussed above, C is the 
oldest dated ninth or tenth century; M, fourteenth; T, the 
2 
major representative, and L, the apograph of M, both 
fifteenth. A may be a little earlier. o and r are probably 
sixteenth century. One other fact of some interest: the 
Z family manuscripts outnumber the V by eight to one in the 
Technopaegnion. 
In his study of more than 130 manuscripts of the eclogues, 
Tobin was able to define three distinct classifications within 
8 the Z family: the M branch, the E branch and the T branch. 
A source classified within a branch is not to be considered a 
direct descendent of the manuscript or edition having the 
same designation as the branch. For instance, we have already 
seen that L2 as an apograph of M has a direct stemmatic 
relationship to M, but L2 is an unusual case. T, as the most 
complete representative of the Z family, has some affinity 
-~to all the members of its family, but it has no direct 
progenitor-filial relationship with any one manuscript in the 
family. Manuscripts of the T branch are not, then, directly 
descended from T. For this reason, Tobin's name for the T 
branch is misleading. However, if we keep in mind that only 
affinities among the various manuscripts within the three 
branches are being demonstrated, the actual names of the 
branches, themselves, are unimportant. It may be taken for 
granted that the classifications of manuscripts intn these· 
8Tobin, 45-212. 
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three branches in this study agrees with Tobin unless otherwise 
stated. Tobin, for example, also classifies L2 in the M 
branch along with M. 9 
The manuscripts of the E branch do not all have assignable 
sources, but the following readings seem to establish the 
affinity of Ah~££ to the first edition of 1472, i. e., E. 
12.6 Cos] cho Ah er c E 
14.16 Iove] cur_A_h_e_r~-E 
In other examples, too, the peculiar variants of E are 
reproduced in several, though not all of these five manuscripts. 
2.12 quod] quid ~ £ £ E 
4.7 venerem] veterem e r c E 
7.2 mas] mos h e c E 
8.12 libs] lins h r c E 
12.2 quid] quis .!! e r c E 
14.11 saepes] spes h e c E 
Since evidence from elsewhere in the corpus as yet does not 
forbid it, and since chronological considerations help to 
confirm it, we claim on the basis of the evidence in the 
Technopaegnion that c and r are copies of the first edition 
10 
of 1472. However, evidence from other studies does deny the 
possibility for A h and e. First, readings in the Gratiarum 
Actio suggest that A and~ cannot be copies of E. 11 Tobin 
whose readings in the eclogues showed the same affinity of A 
and e to E, conjectured that they derived from the same source 
9Tobin, 54-55. 
lOTobin was unable to collate £, but did derive r from 
E. cf. 162. 
11 . Schenkl, xxiv; xxvi; Peiper, lxxv. 
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as E. Two other characteristics of A tend to confirm his 
suggestion. Possibly A is too early to be copied from E. It 
may be late fourteenth or early fifteenth century whereas E 
was printed in 1472. Secondly, A transmits the Ordo Urbium 
not found in E. This is a fairly important consideration 
because we may be sure that if Girardinus had access to this 
Ausonian poem, he would have printed it in his edition. 13 
To account for the peculiar textual variants A and e share 
with E we must admit with Tobin that they derive from the 
same source as E. We postulate hyparchetype,~ as the common 
source of the E branch. This hyparchetype must have carried 
the Ordo Urbium as well as the rest of the material held in 
common in A h e r c E. We suppose that~ received the Ordo 
Urbium from the ancestor of the Z family, hyparchetype z. 
Only T, the major representative, also transmits the Ordo 
Urbium which we conjecture descends in a Z version similar to 
the Z version of the Technopaegnion. No direct relationship 
has as yet been found to link A and T in any other way, but 
under the anthological theory, any manuscript can be expected 
to select any piece of Ausoniana. Since A and T share this 
selection, we can imagine they received it ultimately from 
hyparchetype Z which included everything found in any member 
of the family. Confirmation of these assumptions awaits a 
forthcoming study of the interaction of the sources of the 
Ordo Urbium. Textual evidence from the Gratiarum Actio 
perhaps will clarify the relationship of A and e to E. 
12Tobin, 180-81; 189-90. 
13
cf. Creighton, p. 5, n. 7 and p. 113 where he points 
out how eager the early editors were to augment their texts. 
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h also transmits a long Ausonian poem not found in E, 
but in this case, we are very fortunate to have Creighton's 
study of the interrelationships of the Mosella at hand. It 
is very interesting that h which has been allied to the E 
branch and ! 2 of the M branch transmit the Mosella in a Z 
version. Creighton was the first to collate h and t 2 with 
. -
respect to the text of the Mosella14 and, therefore, the 
first to be able to show that Ausonius 1 finest literary 
achievement descends in a Z tradition as well as an Excerpta 
tradition. This information strengthens the assumptions 
about the Ordo Urbium. Before Creighton's evidence was 
available, there was some question as to whether the Mosella 
could have a Z version. Probably, scholars hesitated to 
admit that the best of Ausonius' work could have been subjected 
to the treatment of the abominable Z family. At any rate, 
the speculation seemed to be that h and L2 carried two 
traditions: an Excerpta tradition in their Mosella texts and 
--a Z tradition for the rest of their content. Excerpts of the 
Caesares unusual to Z, blank folios and vague subscriptions 
2 found in h and L were marshalled as evidence for this 
conclusion, 15 but no one before Creighton had applied the 
2 
anthological theory or submitted h and L to serious textual 
study. The anthological theory, by citing the selective and 
miscellaneous character of the manuscripts can account for 
any piece of Ausoniana that may seem out of place in the Z 
tradition. The Oratio, for instance, is quite obviously and 
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the Z family. Yet no one has ever concluded that all the Z 
family manuscripts which transmit the Oratio carry two 
d •t• 16 . tra i ions. In seeming out of context in the Z tradition, 
the Masella is hardly alone. As Professor Prete has shown, 
almost every other Ausonian selection al~o seems out of place.17 
But Creighton's textual evidence proves that the Masella has 
a Z tradition because he found that h and 12 had numerous 
peculiar variants in common as opposed to the Excerpta sources. 
They omitted certain lines and transposed others. He named 
for them and their allied manuscripts and editions a 
hyparchetype of their own. 18 In the Masella hand 1 2 interact 
in the same way as they have been shown to do in the 
Technopaegnion. Further, Creighton found that h and 12 do 
Q2! derive from the same immediate source. The readings of the 
Masella reveal that h "happen[s] to conform to a tradition 
~prior to that of l[ 2J. 1119 Tobin's evidence in the eclogues 
16In the Oratio, the same general situation as in the 
-·Masella exists. M is lacking, but L2 and h are present 
interacting with V and other Z family manuscripts. Interest-
ingly enough, the only positions in which h and 12 are 
found together are the very ones in which 12 agr;es with the 
Editio Princeps and its allied manuscripts. cf. the variants 
for the title, the colophon and verse 26: letifer. 
l7S. Prete, "The Vossianus 111 and the Arrangement of 
the Works of Ausonius, 11 Didascaliae: Studies in Honor of 
Anselm M. Albareda (New York, 1961), 353-66; R~erche, P:- 64-65. 
18~reighton, 104-107. 
l9Ibid., 105. Creighton corrects the ill-founded 2 impression of Schenkl (xxii) and Peiper (lxxiii) that l and 
h derived the Masella from M and, also, that h was more poorly 
- 2 copied than l . His textual study shows that the opposite 
is true. 
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and the evidence of the Technopaegnion that h is allied to E 
and that L2 is a copy of M is not at all denied by the inter-
action of h and L2 in the Mosella. Instead, it seems thereby 
to be confirmed. ~' as it presently exists, does not carry 
the Mosella. However, the fact that h and L2 transmit a Z 
version of the Mosella establishes a close connection between 
them that tends to bring their parent and sibling manuscripts. 
into a closer relationship than was hitherto thought probable. 
Since E does not have the Mosella, it cannot be the 
direct source of h, but h, like A and ~' might very well have 
a source in common with E. In fact, to explain the textual 
variants h and E share, they both must ultimately be derived 
from the same source. We conjecture that their parent is the 
previously proposed hyparchetype of the E branch~. 
2 Though M does not carry the Mosella today, still L has 
been shown to be its copy, not only in the eclogues and the 
Technopaegnion, but in the rest of its content, too. 20 It is 
-~only reasonable to assume that the Mosella of M was copied by 
the writer of L2 at a time when M was intact. But if M, L2 
and h transmitted a Z version of the Mosella, they all had to 
receive it from the same ultimate Z family source. Creighton 
has shown that hand t 2 , at least, did derive from the same 
ultimate source. 21 We are compelled to think that M and L2 
derive from_P-- along with h and the E branch. Both the M branch 
and the E branch have a common ancestor i~. 





Two very interesting readings from the Technopaegnion 
also tend to establish a closer relationship between the M 
branch and the E branch which make the supposition of 
as a common ancestor for them more likely. 
4.1 vibiam] ubi iam M A L2 h K £ £2 e r c E 
12.3 Thrax] thres ~AL~ h ! ~ £ ~ r c E 
We have yet to speak of K, £ or £2 which appear in these 
readings, but the rest of the manuscripts are all of them 
either of the M branch or the E branch. In the paragraphs 
which follow, we will be able to see that various members of 
the two branches intermingle in other readings of the 
Technopaegnion, although these two conglomerate readings at 
4.1 and 12.3 are unique. 
Perhaps the evidence is slender for firm convictions, 
still, we suggest tentatively that M and E and their respective-
ly allied manuscripts derive from ft, and that all these 
sources have a closer kinship with each other than with the 
other members of the Z family. We assume, too, that fe derives 
all its content, which would include the Mosella, the Ordo 
Urbium and certain excerpts of the Caesares, ultimately from 
the hyparchetype of the Z family containing the complete fund 
of Ausoniana found in the Z tradition. Textual evidence from 
the Gratiarum Actio, the Ordo Urbium and the Caesares is 
awaited in eager expectation so that it may be able to confirm 
or deny the proposal. 
2 But K £ and £ which appeared in the conglomerate 
readings above have not yet been discussed. In the following 








mensas] mensa M L K 2 liquor iste] liquoris tz L K 
periurum] periurium M2L K generata] generat M L 2~ incestam] ingestam M L K 
Iove] cui ue L2K - - -





Thressa] cressa h K e c E 
iocus] locus A h_K_e_r_c_E 
an Latii] anni h T K £2_e_r £ E 
In his work on the total corpus Peiper found K closer to M 
22 
than to T. In order to make this statement, of course, 
Peiper had to find K in agreement at one time with M and at 
another with T just as we have found in the Technopaegnion. 
Tobin put K into the M branch on the basis of readings in the 
23 
eclogues. But its readings in agreement with both M and E 
can be explained if it like them descends from a common 
ancestor of both the M and the E branch. In fact, the behavior 
of K tends to confirm the existence of ft- . 
In the following readings £ 2 agrees with the M and the 
E branch manuscripts. 
2 2 4.7 et.£!:!! M L £ 2 
8 · J · M L2 K n c 9. aequiperans aequiparans ~ 
10.21 incestam] incaestam T £2 e r 
12.14 quis] quid £2 £ 
Peiper found that readings in the Gratiarum Actio denied that 
£ 2 was a copy of E. 24 Tobin classified £ 2 with the E branch, 25 
22 . 1 . Peiper, xxiv. 
23Tobin, ·63-64 





but conjectured that it was derived from a source in common 
with E. Until more evidence is available, we, also, suggest 
that E2 derives from the common ancestor of M and ], the 
hyparchetype ft . 





Threcium] mare cimmerium h E ~ £ c E 
clipeis] clypeis A L2 E ~ £ £ E 
memores] memor es A L T E E2 ~ E E 
It shares a reading of the colophon for the Technopaegnion 
with h e c E as opposed to all other sources, but it appears 






conf ecta v v v m L E b n 
an tu~~~ v3 m L-£-b n- -
Tobin put it tentatively into the M branch thereby adding to 
our confusion. 26 Because it seems to have agreement with 
manuscripts of all three branches, it defies-classification. 
Perhaps, evidence from studies elsewhere in the corpus will 
clarify its relationship. 
Finally, having been able to establish the affinity of 
2 2 M A h 1, K E ~ £ ..£ E to the hyparchetype fr , we are ready to 
turn to the remaining seven manuscripts. All seven very 
conveniently fall into one group which Tobin labeled the T 
branch, although they are not derived from T. These variants 
demonstn~te their relationship. 
4 1 "b" ] b" . t 2 3 L b . vi iam u 1 iam es v v v m n 
6.5 teres] tere v v2 v3 ; L b n - - -
7.8 urbibus] omnib;s ~ v~ ~3-m-L b n 




They also appeared together in the readings with£ at 7.7 
and 14.8. The titles of section 10 and 11 are identical in 
these seven manuscripts as opposed to the titles found in the 
others. They must be derived, then, from a common source for 
which we propose I . 
Within this group, b and n form a special subgrouping 
because of their numerous peculiar variants shared against 







regit] dirigit b n 
omniparens] omnip~tens b n 
erit] est b n 
Consi] int~n;i b n 
Turibula] Thursib~la b n 
The evidence of the Technopaegnion does not allow the 
derivation of b from n or vice versa. Neither does it allow 
correlation of b and n with any one manuscript of the T branch 
or what we have termed the J_ group. We forebear to name 
another hypothetical ancestor because it would only add to an 
already quite complex situation. We merely point out the 
affinity of b and g within this group, hoping that forthcoming 
studies of the Z family will determine these matters more 
clearly than we have been able to do. 
For V and its twice-removed descendent, &, and for those 
Z family manuscripts whose relationships we have been able to 




STEMMATIC DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS 
OF SELECTED SOURCES OF THE TECHNOPAEGNION 
Saec. IV x 
Saec. IX - v 
Saec. XIV 
Saec. XV E T 
/\ 
Saec .- XVI s c r 
I 
d - - - - - Editio? 
, 
CHAPTER V 
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CONSPECTUS SIGLORUM 
V Leidensis Vossianus F 111, saec. IX 
P Parisinus 7558, saec. IX 
0 Parisinus 2772, saec. IX 
C Cantabrigiensis 2076 (~. 2· 34), saec. IX-X 
Q Leidensis Vossianus 2 33, saec. IX-X 
D Parisinus 18275, saec. XIII 
M Magliabechianus Conv. Soppr. ~· 2· !2_, saec. XIV 





Vaticanus 1611, saec. XV 
Vaticanus 3152, saec. XV 
Vaticanus Urbinas 649, saec. XV 
m Magliabechianus .£!• Y!!.• 315 (VII. ~· 315), saec. XV 
Laurentianus Plut. 33 • .!.2., saec. XV 
Laurentianus Plut. i!.• .!J, saec. 
h .. Harleianus 2578, saec. XV 
· T Leidensis Vossianus 2 107, saec. 








§• Marcianus 4161 (!E£ • .!!.!, .£!• ~), saec. 
Vratislaviensis IV. f 36, saec. XV 
xv 
K Musei Britannici Regius, Kings ~ 1!, saec. XV 
p Patavinus C 64, saec. XV 
p 2 Perusinus I. !Ql (~. 15922), saec. XV 
e Escorialensis S. III. 25, saec. XV 
b Barberinus 150 (1472), saec. XV 




Ravennas 120 (134. ~ 1), saec. XV 
Ambrosianus f 36 sup., saec. XV 
Cota 52. XII. 27 (52. VII. ,4..ZJ, saec. XV 
Barberinus 135 (.§.!.i), saec. XVI 
Vindobonensis 3261 (Philol. 335), ·saec. XVI 
Reginensis 29 1 saec. XVI 
s. Marcianus 4736 (!E.£. !!,Y, cl. 230) 1 saec. XVI 
consensus 
EDITIONES ET COMMENTARIA 
E [Bartholomaei Girardini] (Venetiis, 1472). 

















Iulii Aemilii Ferrarii (apud Tacuinum, Venetiis, 
1494). 
Iulii Aemilii Ferrarii-Hieronymi Avantii (apud 
Tacuinum, Venetiis, 1496). 
Thadaei Ugoleti (apud Angelum Ugoletum, Parmae, 
1499). 
Thadaei Ugoleti (Venetiis, 1501). 
Hieronymi Avantii (apud TacuinWn, Venetiis, 1507). 
Hieronymi Aleandri (apud Aseensium, Parisiis, 
1511). 
Hieronymi Aleandri (apud Ascensium, Parisiis, 
1513). 
Hieronymi Aleandri {apud Ascensium, Parisiis, 
1517). 
Iuntina (Florentiae, 1517). 
Hieronymi Avantii (apud Aldum Manutium, Venetiis, 
1517). 
Mariangeli Aecursii, Diatribae (apud Marcellum 
Argenteum, Romae, 1524). 
Eliae Vineti {apud Kerver, Parisiis, 1551). 
Stephani Charpini (apud Ioannem Tornaesium, 
Lugduni, 1558). 
Theodori Pulmanni {apud Plantinum, Antverpiae, 
1568). 












Iosephi Scaligeri (apud Gryphium, Lugduni, 1575). 
Eliae Vineti, Commentarii (apud Millangium, 
Burdigalae, 1580). 
Iosephi Scaligeri-Eliae Vineti (apud Iacobum 
Stoerum, Genevae, 1595). 
Iacobi Tolli (apud Blaeu, Amstelodami, 1669 et 1671). 
Iuliani Floridi-Ioannis Souchay (apud Guerin, 
Parisiis, 1730). 
Societatis Literatae (Mannhemii, 1782). 
Societatis Bipontinae (Biponti, 1785). 
E.- F. Corpet (apud Panckoucke, Parisiis, 1843). 
Caroli Schenk! (apud Weidmannos, Berolini, 1883). 
Rudolfi Peiper (apud Teubner, Lipsiae, 1886). 
[Omnes editiones in apparatu critico plerumque 
memorantur. Brevitatis tamen causa aliquando per modum 
204 
_ unius nonnullae notantur: Fer = Fer11 21 3; Ase = Asc 11 2' 3; 
Vin= Vin11 21 3; Seal= Sea1112.] 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE CRITICAL APPARATUS 
.!!!s! additum, addit, addunt 
ante antea 
alt altera littera 
£f confer 
.£2.!!!. coniecit, conieci 
.£2!:£ correctum, correxit, correxi 
~ erasum, erasit 
£.!.!! f inem 
lin lineae 
~
lit litter a 
marg margine dextera 
om omittit, omittunt 
post postea 
posu posuit, posuerunt 









!!! plurimis locis habet aut habent supplendum ~· 
SYMBOLS USED IN THE TEXT AND THE CRITICAL APPARATUS 
* An asterisk indicates an altogether illegible 
letter or one completely deleted. 
• 
• • • 
A point beneath a letter indicates that the 
letter was partially deleted in the source, 
but still legible. 
Three points in the apparatus criticus indicate 
that words were omitted by the editor but can 
be easily supplied by the reader. A series 
of points in the text indicates that the sources 
furnished no text. 
] A word before the closing bracket is cited 
from the text ab9ve the apparatus criticus. 
[ ] Words enclosed in brackets in the text are 




Mane iam clarum reserat fenestras. 
Iam strepit nidis vigilax hirundo. 
Tu velut primam mediamque noctem, 
Parmeno1 dormis. 
Dormiunt glires hiemem perennem 5 
sed cibo parcunt. Tibi causa somni 
multa quod potas nimiaque tendis 
mole saginam. 
Inde nee f lexas sonus intrat aures 
et locum mentis sopor altus urget 10 
nee coruscantis oculos lacessunt 
fulgura lucis. 
Annuam quondam iuveni quietem 
noctis et lucis vicibus manentem 
fabulae fingunt cui Luna somnos 15 
continuarit. 
V Lugd-Peip Markland 
Incipit EPhEMERIS ID EST TOTiuS DIE! NEGOTIU ! EPHEMERIS 
id est Totius Diei Negotium Lugd-Peip 
2 irundo V 1 ~ .4. in ~ versu V 4 parmino V ~ .£2.£!. 
Lugd quern seq f.!!!-Peip 
p[er]ennem m in ras V 
. ---
quern seq Schen Peip 
5 hiemem] hyemem 12.!-~ 
7 tendis] caedis .£2!!! ,!2.! apud Peip 
12 lucis] solis .£2.!!.! Markland apud 
Sch en u -13 q onda q ~ c ~~et u suprascr ~ ~ V 
iuueni 
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Surge, nugator, lacerande virgis! 
Surge ne longus tibi somnus unde 
non times detur! Rape membra molli, 
Parmeno, lecto! 
Fors et haec somnum tibi cantilena 
sapphico suadet modulata versu? 
Lesbiae depelle modum quietis, 
acer iambe! 
2. PARECBASIS 
Puer, eia, surge et calceos 
et linteam da sindonem. 
Da quidquid est amictui 
quod iam parasti ut prodeam. 
Da rore f ontano abluam 
manus et os et lumina. 
Pateatque f ac sacrarium 
nullo paratu extrinsecus. 
Pia verba, vota innoxia 
rei divinae copia est. 
Nee tus cremandum postulo 
nee liba crusti mellei 




--· ·20 parmino V sed £2..!:!: Lugd quern seq Pul-Peip 22 saffico V 
23 lesbii V Lugd-Vin2-3 ~ed £2..!:!: Sca11 quern seq Tol-Peip 
J Lu pellas Pul modum modum Lu suprascr alia ~ V modulum 
Lugd sed .£2.!.!.: Pul 
alia manu V 
---
lesbos insula urbis methina~ in marg 
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2. IT PARECBASIS SAFFICO AD DIMITRUM V 
Corp et item .2!!! Schen Peip 
Item Parecbasis Lu~d-
1 MTR iambico quaternario in marg alia manu V 
a ex e V 6 hos V 9 verba] uerua V 
13 c~espitis a eras spatio relicto ! sed corr 
seq Schen Peip 
5 f ontano 
11 thus Lugd-Pul 
2 ~ quem 
vanis relinquo altaribus. 
Deus precandus est mihi 
ac filius summi Dei, 
maiestas unius modi, 
sociata sacro spiritu. 
Et ecce iam vota ordior 
et cogitatio numinis 




Omnipotens, solo mentis mihi cognite cultu, 
ignorate malis et nulli ignote piorum, 
principio extremoque carens, antiquior aevo, 
y P C Q ~-T ~-£ ~-~2. ~-Peip 
15 mici V 16 hac in ras V 18 spiritui V Lugd-~ Corp 
£Q£.£ Vin3 quern seq Tol-Mann Schen Peip 21 Pau****·)(-**e quam 
spes fides 1:,!! marg ~ ~ y Pavetne me quam spes fides Vin3 
Paves nequicquam spes fides Seal Pavetne quidquam spes fides 





ORATIO y ~2-Peip ~ .!!!. ~arg iuxta -:!.. i2, ubi incipit poema 
Oratio ad deum b Ad deum oratio ~ Oratio Paulini Episcopi 
d Incipit oratio sci ausoni P oratio matutina ausonii ad 
deum omnipotentem C Ausonii ;oetae oratio matutina ~2 Item L2 
incipit A L2 h e c-E-Av Decii Magni Ausonii w praecatio 
matutina-a~ o~nipot:n;:;m deum ~-:!.. 1 2-T ~-£ £ ~-~ ad 
omnipotentem deum matutina precatio incipit £ 2 Ad deum omni-
potentem precatio r 2 Precatio v 2 v3 Precatus m ad nepotem 
-:Y,.
3 m Precatio ma~uenna ad ne;on~em -:Y..2 nullum lemma L 
1 versus duplex Omnipotens 
~ .f ~ d !2£ Lugd-Peip 
• • • cultu] y R, et in marg 2.lli 
mici V cult~ P Omnipotens quern 
2 2 1 
mente colo pater unice rerum .f A-1 ~-£ 
colo] caelo b unice] vmnce w rerum] 
. . -
ignorare -:Y..2 £ ignote] gnote v 2 v 3 m 





3 carens] carens et r2 
quod fuit aut veniet, cuius formamque modumque 
nee mens complecti poterit nee lingua profari. 
Cernere quern solus coramque audire iubentem 
fas habet et patriam propter considere dextram 
ipse opifex rerum, rebus causa ipse creandis, 
ipse Dei verbum, verbum Deus, anticipator 
mundi quern f acturus erat, generatus in illo 
tempore quo tempus nondum fuit, editus ante 
quam iubar et rutilus caelum illustraret Eous. 
Quo sine nil actum per quern f acta omnia, cuius 
in caelo solium, cui subdita terra sedenti 
et mare et obscurae chaos insuperabile noctis, 
irrequies, cuncta ipse movens vegetator inertum, 
non genito genitore Deus qui fraude superbi 
offensus populi gentes in regna vocavit, 




4 venit w r 2 
h .- 2 prop ar1 !! 
2 f orma modumque v -m 5 conplecti ! P Schen Peip 
6 coramque] contraq; C 2 7 fas] phas .§. 
patriam] propriam ! 
L b dexteram C 
propter] propius T consistere 
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8 spse V 
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9 Dei] di 
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que mei causa fuerit in marg ~ ~ ! 
p c ueruum ueruum V uerbum ~ .2.!!! f d 
antecipator i ~ e alia manu C 11 te~pore m in n ~ ~ 
~ ! tempus ! ~editus C ed itus P editor V 
12 inlustraret ! f Schen Peip 13 sinE nil actum V 
14 sedenti E f 15 obscura~ C cahos ! insuperavile V 
-insup[er]erabile f irequies ad~ 1.!.!l in marg sed .!.!! ~ f 
16 inrequies V f C Schen Peip cunctis f mobens V 
inertem Sca12 inestum P 17 genitore 
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genitore ~ genito ex genitore Corp 
regno f 19 styrpis P adobtivae V 
genitore ! genitor 
18 Ooffensus ! 
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conpage T propago ~ -m 
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Cernere quern licuit proavis1 qqo numine viso 20 
et patrem vidisse datum. Contagia nostra 
qui tulit et diri passus ludibria leti 
esse iter aeternae docuit remeabile vitae. 
Nee solam remeare animam sed corpore toto 
caelestes intrare plagas et inane sepulcri 25 
arcanum vacuis adopertum linquere terris. 
Nate patris summi nostroque salutifer aevo, 
virtutes patrias genitor cui tradidit omnes 1 
nil ex invidia retinens plenusque datorum1 
pande viam precibus patriasque haec perfer ad aures. 30 
Da, pater, invictam contra omnia crimina mentem 
vipereumque nefas nocituri averte veneni. 
20 licuit .2!!! sed in marg eadem ~ L 2 ~ .!! nomine f .!-! T 
S 1 2 v ' l' L2 . C 
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--.£!L_ nom1ne v suprascr ~~ _ ~~~~ _ 
21 'd' J 'd 2 d t l' v t . 2 vi isse vi ere s a u~ m ex r ~~ _ con ag10 .! 
22 tulit i et r 2 pas ~us P ludibri P leti] laeti P 
2 - - 2 2 L ! E leti post .£2.££ alia manu V et m h w e-n r s 
, 1 3 --2-----
loeti C ! ! £ f £ ~ -~ lethi .! .! d £.!!.! loethi L 
23 iter] i ter V et P inter e aethernae .! !!!! 
remeauile V uita P 24 solum P toto in ras V 25 
sepulcri lcri in ras V sepulchri f f A-m L2-T w-£ ~-f 
intrae C 
2 d-s E-
•••• -- --- - 2 v 
Mann 26 archanum ! K £ £ ~ archanam v ~ ~ ~ C 
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adopertum] arcanum .! -! b ~ limuere K terris V 
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27 ~ nate in marg ~ divisionem quandam ~~ add y 
28 tradidit] tradit K omnis _!-.!3 ~ ! ,!!-£ 29 nil ex] 
ni lex L2 nil ix f nil rex e nihil P datorum] fatorum L 
30 prae~ibus P L Ugol2 haec .2!!! f hoc .! .!2 ~ ! ! £ b ~ 
2 pref er .£ 
manu V 
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cont a C 
prof er b ~ 
31 ante Da 
def er T asf er K ad] at d ~ t ~ 
divisionem 9uandam ~ ~ add V 





r f suprascr alia ~ C aue~te r ~ ~ ~ C 
auertere ueni P uenenj L2 
Sit satis, antiquam serpens quod prodidit Evam 
deceptumque adiunxit Adam; nos sera nepotum 
semina, veridicis aetas praedicta prophetis, 35 
vitemus laqueos, quos letifer implicat anguis. 
Pantle viam, quae me post vincula corporis aegri 
in sublime ferat, puri qua lactea caeli. 
Semita ventosae superat vaga nubila lunae, 
qua proceres abiere pii quaque integer olim 40 
raptus quadriiugo penetrat super aera curru 
Elias et solido cum corpore praevius Enoch. 
Y f C A-T ~-£ d-~2 E-Peip Bolt Mueller 
33 antiquus Bolt apud Schen p[er)didit P perdidit y Vin3 
Mann Evam] aeuvam v add alia manu V aeuuam Peip aeuam 
-2 . --r--- 2 
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£ d E-Fer 3 Ase - 3 euuam £ £ Hevam Pul 
34 deceptamque r decoeptumque £ Iunt adiuncsit y adiuxit 
e infecit C seram nepotam v ex a T separare potum f 
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35 ueredicis P aetas] olim y Schen Peip prof etis y 
prophaetis £ tropheis 1 36 loetifer C £ f Fer 1-Ugol 2 
laetifer"L2 h T e r Av lethifer d loethifer L leofer P 
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inpli_(!at y Schen Peip 37 ante pande in marg sin divisi-
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Da, pater, aeterni speratam luminis auram, 
si lapides non iuro deos unumque verendi 
suspieiens altare saeri libamina vitae 45 
intemerata fero, si te Dominique Deique 
unigenae eognoseo patrem mixtumque duobus, 
. qui super aequoreas volitabat spiritus undas. 
Da, genitor, veniam erueiataque peetora purga, 
si te non peeudum fibris, non sanguine fuso 50 
quaero nee areanis numen eonie~to sub extis, 
si scelere abstineo errorique obnoxius et si 
! f C A-! ~-£ d-~2 E-Peip Graevius Heinsius 
43 ~ Da divisionem guandam ~ ~ .!,!! marg sin add! 
aetherni v Ald spiratam V d Vin2-Se~12 spaeratam P luminis] 
numinis T-s~ auram] aur~a: C ara:-;-a¥am u add a~ia manu h 
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45 suspitiens n suseipiens P 
2 2 - -~ £-£ £ ~ E-Ugol liuamina V 
labamina ~ ~-~2 vitae] in te b n 47 unigeni !!-.!!!! 
unigenun n alt add alia manu C eogoseo K pa*rem t eras 
spatio r~li~ C ~i~T-s2 mistum e-Ald Vin2 Pul ~um 
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.£2!!!. Graevius apud Fl quern seq .!.2.!-Corp 48 qui] quod ~ -~ E 
49 ~ Da .!,!! marg ~ divisionem guandam ~ ~ ~ V 
- crueiat f crudata 1!!! 1-!.!!.!, peetore ~ ~ £ 2 ~ peectora .f 
50 pecodum V 
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opto magis, quam fido, bonus purusque probari. 
Conf essam dignare animam si membra caduca 
execror et taciturn si paenitet altaque sensus 
f ormido excruciat tormentaque sera gehennae 
antieipat patiturque suos mens saucia manes. 
Da, pater, haec nostro fieri rata vota precatu. 
Nil metuam eupiamque nihil. Satis hoc rear esse 
quod satis est. Nil turpe velim nee causa pudoris 
sim mihi. Nee faeiam euiquam quae tempore eodem 
nolim faeta mihi. Nee vero erimine laedar 
nee maculer dubio, paulurn distare videtur 
suspectus vereque reus. Male posse facultas 
nulla sit et bene posse adsit tranquilla potestas. 
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Ugol rata] grata s precatu u ex a V preeatur 1 
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ordine habet reor L rera P er esse spatio relicto f 
nee] n D non V d !2_! 61 sit p mihi] m Q -miehi v3 ~ r 2 
Bip-Peip quae] quo v-L b n 63 maeulor K dubio b ex 11 
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V paullurn ~ Vin !£!-~ 64 uerae ~-Ugol 
mala y Q d 65 et] .at coni Graevius apud Sehen quern seq Fl 
Bip cf Oratio Paulini :y_ 1 adsit] assit L2 absit Av 
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Sim tenui victu atque habitu. Sim carus amicis 
et semper genitor sine vulnere nominis huius. 
Non animo doleam, non corpore. Cuncta quietis 
fungantur membra off iciis nee saucius ullis 
. partibus amissum quidquam desideret usus. 
Pace fruar; securus agam. Miracula terrae 
nulla putem. Suprema Dei cum venerit hora, 
nee timeat mortem bene conscia vita nee optet. 
Purus ab occultis cum te indulgente videbor, 
omnia despiciam, fuerit cum sola voluptas 
iudicium sperare tuum, quod dum sua diff ert 
tempora cunctaturque dies, procul exige saevum 
70 
75 
66 sin h· victum K adque V acque b .!2 Ugo1 1 hauitu h 
add alia manu V abitu Ald charus r £ ~3 ~2-~ .Y!!ll-
~1~ ~a~ P 67 genitore h sine] si e 
~1 1 2 h ~s h 1·- V 68- · 1 2 vo nere ui suprascr a ia manu anime 
cuncta .2.!!! 1 quietis] suetis coni Heinsius apud Peip quern seq 
Peip 69 saucivs v add alia manu C suacius P sautius A K s 2 
.§-Fer2 70 pastibus s prim in r corr C admissum d ad~alia 
manu V quicquiam P quicquam V C D A-T w-c d-s2 E-Vin1 
desyderet 1 E £ £ Al~ desiderent v 2- -7~ ;a;c: A F:r~ 
fraias ! saecurus £ 2 terrae] tene n 72 supprema 1 
Dei] dij ~ 1 2 ! di C dii Peip dys y ex ij corr alia manu et 
dijs add in marg T diei V P d Schen die Sca-;:--:ihi A-v2 l ~ 
~-£ E-Vin"29Tol-Corp mich°i v 3-m cum michi~ dehinc-u~i ~2-
quum y 1 ! £ Vin2-!2! Mann Corp 73 obtet V 74 occultus 
~2 h ~ E quum y l £ !}.2 .Yi!!-~ Corp indulgenti ~ 
75 dispiciam e ~ i prim ..£2£!: ~ ~ y ~ ! furit v 3 m 
cum] qvu v add 2.lli ~ y quum l £ !}_2 ~-~ Corp 
- 2 u u 
voluntas V 76 difert E r 77 c ntat r V [con]tantur D 
- 2 - 2 2 2 -
cunctantur f A l -T ~ £ ~ £ £ !}_ .§-Ugol .£2£.!: Av exiges P 
. 2 2 
exigs ~ saeuo A ~-h !-£ !}_ .§-pgol scaeuo ! aeuum P 
insidiatorem blandis erroribus anguem. 
Haec pia sed maesto trepidantia vota reatu, 
nate, apud aeternum placabilis assere patrem, 
salvator, Deus ac Dominus, men~ gloria; verbum, 
filius, ex vero verus, de lumine lumen, 
aeterno cum patre manens, in saecula regnans, 
consona quern celebrant modulati carmina David 
et responsuris ferit aera vocibus Amen. 
'J.. f. C Q A-,! ,!!-.£ d-~2 .§.-Peip 
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Versus £_aschales .! 1! aput ! Schen Peie aethernum v v 2 
!!!!.£3 adsere ! Corp Peip asse f. 81 ~albator ! 
mens deus ac T hac V dominum w r mens] meus P 
ueruum ! S2 ex] et .!2 .!3 ~ Scal2 ~~-et ~ alia manu-£ 
vero] uerbo P verus] ueru ! uerum C A-m L2-T w-c r 2 s 2 E-
Scal2 lumen L lum:Lne] lumini .!! -8J :e-;h:r:n~-; -;2 Asc3 
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quom ! patere e prim .£2!.!: ~ ~ C regnas .! -~ ~ 
84 versus duplex consona] consonat T mistica P 
celebrat A-T w-c r 2 s 2 E-Vin2 Tol modulati] modolati P 
- - - - -2 -2.- -2 -
modulato A-T w-c r s E-Vin Tol carmina] carminea C 
carm1n1 w- ~C:X:~n: ;:.T ~-~2 s 2 E-Vin2 Tol David] p~ebes 
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4. EGRESSIO 
Satis precwn datum Deo 
quamvis satis numquam reis 
fiat precatu nwninis. 
Habitum forense.m da1 puer. 
Dicendum amicis est ave 
valeque quod fit mutuwn. 
Quod cum per horas quattuor 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
inclinet ad meridiem1 
monendus est iam Sosias. 
! Lugd-Peip Gronovius Baehrens Axt 
5 
10 
EGRESSIO ! Lugd-Peip 
manu V 
mrto iambico quaternario .:!:.!! marg alia 
--
1 praecun ! 2 quanuis ~2-Scal2 nunquam Lu~d-Scal2 Fl 
Bip reis] rei Gronovius apud £! quern seq Fl Bip a reis 
Axt apud Peip quern seq Schen 3 precatus Baehrens apud Peip 
numini Gronovius quern seq !.!. Bip 4 abitum b ~ d ..£2£.!: 
~ ~ ! 5 ave] habe ~ £.2..££ in mare; alia ~ ! 
have Schen Peip 6 vale] ualde d in ~ V 8 om nullo 
spatio relicto ! Lugd !!!,!. ,!2! Bip-Corp et Schen Peip timet 
~ quid interciderit uel corruperint quippiam librarii Vin3 
9 meri diem V 
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s. LOCUS INVITATIONIS 
Tempus vocandis namque amicis appetit. 
Ne nos vel illi demoremur prandium1 
propere! Per aedes curre vicinas 1 puer! 
Scis ipse qui sint. Iamque dum loquor redi! 
Quinque advocavi. Sex eni~ convivium 5 
cum rege iustum. Si super, convicium est. 
Abiit! Relicti nos sumus cum Sosia. 
6. LOCUS ORDINANDI COQUI 
Sosia1 prandendum est. Quartam iam totus in horam 
sol calet. Ad quintam flectitur umbra notam. 
An vegeto madeant condita obsonia gustu--
f allere namque solent--experiundo proba! 
Concute ferventes palmis volventibus ollas. 5 
Tinge celer digitos iure calente tuos. 
Vibranti lambat quos humida lingua recursu 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
V Lugd-Peip Salmasius 
LOCUS INVITATIONIS ! Lugd-Peip 
manu V 
item senarium ,!!! marg alia 
--
1 namque] iamque Salmasius apud Peip 
s add ~ ~ V illis Peip 3 edes 
4 dum suprascr V locor ! 
LOCUS ORDINADI QUOQUI ! Lugd-Sca11 
adpetit Peip 
V curres V 
• 
sosi a V 
-
2 illi8 
.ci V vi nas 
u. - 2 2 q inta V quinctam !.!:!..! .Y!.!! 3 vegito ! opsonia Schen-
Peip 5 uoluentibus ! 6 tingve v add~~ V ~ Peip 
7 labant V umida V Schen Peip recursus V Lugd corr 
Vin2 -post~ versum textu caret V Folium intercidisse 
~ codice archetypo putavit Schen Hie minus [h]abet finem 
cause super[ior]is et initium sequentis ephemeris in marg 
alia manu V 
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Quadrupedum et volucrum vel cum terrena marinis 
monstra admiscentur donec purgantibus euris 
difflatae liquidum tenuentur in aera nubes. 
Nunc fora, nunc lites, lati modo pompa theatri 
visitur et turmas equitum caedesque latronum 
perpetior. Lacerat nostros fera belua vultus 
aut in sanguinea gladio grassamur harena. 
Per mare navif ragum gradior pedes et f reta cursu 
transilio et subitis volito super aera pennis. 
Inf andas etiam veneres incestaque noctis 
dedecora et tragicos patimur per somnia coetus. 
Perfugium tamen est, quotiens portenta soporum 
solvit rupta pudore quies et imagine foeda 
libera mens vigilat. Totum bene conscia lectum 
pertractat secura manus. Probrosa recedit 
culpa tori et profugi minuiscunt crimina somni. 
Cerno triumphantes inter me plaudere. Rursum 
inter captivos trahor exarmatus Alanos. 
Templa deum sanctasque fores palatiaque aurea 
specto et Sarrano videor discumbere in ostro 
et mox fumosis conviva accumbo popinis. 
1 ante hunc versum textu caret V 2 purgantibs J.. 
4 latI v add alia manu V laeti .!.2,! 5 turmas V 





bellua Tol Bip Corp 7 sag inea V crassam r V 
arena V Pul Bip Corp 9 subitis J.. - pinnis J.. Schen Peip 
11 traycos J.. .£2£.£ Lugd 12 cotiens V .£2£.£ Lugd 
14 libera v ex b alia manu V conscia V 16 profug V 
. . t] v - V - - L d - P 1 V. 2-3 minuiscun man squu _ munus quum ~ manus cum ~ --2:.!! 
vanescunt Goetz apud Schen quern seq Schen manascunt Peip 
S 1 T 1 C . . v . 2- 3 .£2£.£ ~ quern seq _.E,_-~ crimine -2:.!l 
17 triumfantes V 18 captibos V traor V 20 uideor V 
uideo Lugd-Vin2- corr Scal1 discumuere ~ .£2£.£ Lugd 
21 conuiba V adcumbo Peip 
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Divinum perhibent vatem sub frondibus ulmi 
vana ignavorum simulacra locasse soporum 
et geminas numero portas quae f ornice eburno 
semper f allaces glomerat super aera formas. 25 
altera quae veros emittit cornea visus. 
Quod si de dubiis conceditur optio nobis 1 
desse fidem laetis melius quam vana timeri. 
Ecce ego iam malim f alli. Nam dum modo semper 
tristia vanescant 1 potius caruisse fruendis, 30 
quam trepidare malis. Satis est bene 1 si metus absit. 
Sunt et qui f letus et gaudia controversa 
coniectent varioque trahant eventa relatu. 
Ite per obliquos caeli1 mala somnia 1 mundos 1 
irrequieta vagi qua difflant nubila nimbi. 35 
Lunares habitate polos. Quid nostra subitis 
limina et angusti tenebrosa cubilia tecti? 
Me sinite ignavas placidum traducere noctes 1 
dum redeat roseo mihi Lucifer aureus ortu. 
Quod si me nullis vexatum nocte figuris 40 
mollis tranquillo permulserit aere somnus, 
hunc lucum1 nostro viridis qui frondet in agro 
ulmeus 1 excubiis habitandum dedico vestris. 
22 peri bent V foutibus V .£.2.££ Lugd 23 ignaborum V 
1 -
simulachra Lugd Seal Fl ~ 27 dubis b ex v ~ ~ y 
28 deesse V 29 mallim 1 ..!!£ alia ~ et i in ~ y 
31 metus m in ras V 32 controuersor y controuersorum Lugd-
Vin2 contra~r~ Schen controuersum Souchay apud Peip quern 
seq Peip controuersa ~ quern seq Tol-Corp ego 
33 ebenta V 34 oblicos V Peip 35 inrequieta V Lugd-~ 
Schen Peie 
in ras V 
37 lumina i ~ u ~ ~ y 38 ignauas ig 
39 mici V 40 somnos y 42 lucii v 
43 abitandum V 
[Schenkl: Epigr. 114] 
[Peiper: Ephem. 7] 
IN NOTARIUM 
Puer, notarum praecipitum 
sollers minister, advola! 
Bipatens pugillar expedi 
eui multa f andi eopia 
punctis peraeta singulis 
ut una vox absolvitur. 
Evolvo libros uberes 
instarque densae grandinis 
torrente lingua perstrepo. 
Tibi nee aures ambigunt 
nee occupatur pagina 
N-! !-£ £ ~-Peip 
et mota parce dextera 
volat per aequor cereum. 
5 
10 
In notarium M L2 K Schen In A v 2 h T e c E-Ald sed Laudat E
2 
notarium.in scribendo uelociss:n:um ~ :2-h-~E2 ~ £ ~-~ 
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De notario in scribendo uelocissimo v v 3 ~ E b E £ Ad notarium 
uelocissime excipientem !!!!1-Corp Pe:p- nullum lemma L 
---" 1 notarium N A ~2 ~-1 ! !-22 b praecipitum] praeceptum M-
T !-~ £ £ ~-~2 ~ spatio relicto ~ b ~ praecipuum Ugol2 
praepetum ~3-Ugol1 !Y-Peip .£2!£. e(?lO 2 solers N-1 h JS-~ 
£ E-Lugd solens T 3 pugilar T K e c E-Ald 5 peracta] 
proiecta ! spatio relicto ~ ! - ~6-~]-et ~-~3 1 E
2 
uos E 7 evolvo] ego uoluo N-~ 1 -! !-b £ £ ~-Ugol ego 
uolo 1 ~ Peip .£2!£. !! huberes £ ueteres L 
10 tibi] tibique M-T K-E £ E-~2 Ugo1 1-~ .£2.££ ~3 2 . 2 
11 aucupatur Lugd-~ .E! 12 parce] pace h ~ £ ~-~ 
1-2 [ J 2 1-2 Ugol p er te ! parte ! dextra ~ 1 1 ~ 
2-3 1 13 caereum h ~ !!!! Lugd 
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Cum maxime nunc proloquor 
circumloquentis ambitu, 
tu sensa nostri pectoris 
vix dicta iam ceris tenes. 
Sentire tam velox mihi 
vellem dedisset mens mea, 
quam praepetis dextrae fuga 
tu me loquentem praevenis. 
Quis, quaeso, quis me prodidit? 
Quis ista iam dixit tibi 
quae cogitabam dicere? 
Quae furta corde in intimo 
exercet ales dextera? 
Quis ordo rerum tam novus . 
veniat in aures ut tuas 
quod lingua nondum absolverit? 
Doctrina non hoc praestitit 
nee ulla tam velox manus 
celeripedis compendii. 
Natura munus hoc tibi 
Deusque donum tradidit 
quae loquerer ut scires prius 






14 q~~ ! £ Vin2 Scal2 Fl-Bip Corp 16 tu suprascr T 
-- -~ nostra h £ ~-Asc2 17 vix] uel .! uis M L 2 ut Tol-~ Corp 
2- - 3 
iam] ia T caeris h ! £ ~ £ £ Fer -Ald 18 michi M v 
m 19 uellq e ~ q alia manu v desdisset v 
---- 2 
mens] ~es m add alia 2--~ h 17 seq ::y_ .Ll M ! 
26 exerce tales M L2 K exerces tales T 
- - - 2-
29 assoluerit L 30 hoc] haec T L 
31 ulla tam] ullata ~ E-Fer 3-
25 in om L T K b 
- - - - -2 
27 rerum ordo ~ ! 
om K 
32 compendio ! 1 . 34 deus quod Vin -Lugd que donum 
spatio relicto 
2 ~-Ugol 
om K 35 ut om Av prius scires A h ~ c 
--;6-idem quod Vin1-Lugd 
[Schenk!: XXV.1] 
BISS ULA 
1. Ausonius Paulo suo s. d. 
Pervincis tandem et operta musarum mearum quae 
initiorum velabat obscuritas, quamquam non prof anus 
irrumpis, Paule carissime. Quamvis enim te non eius 
vulgi existimem, quod Horatius arcet ingressu, tamen 
sua cuique sacra nee idem Cereri, quod Libero, 5 
etiam sub iisdem cultoribus. Poematia quae in alumnam 
meam luseram rudia et incohata ad domesticae solacium 
D.e Bissula Peip Incipit Bissula A L2 T Ke c b 2 E-Ald 
-- ----2 --
eiusdem Bissula h nullum lemma !! ~-L £ £ h-£ 
2 2 2 Ausonius .2!!! ~-~ h ~ suo .2!!! £ h s om b sal 
s. p. v-m b n Ugol1-Peip d • .2!!! £ h2 di. E-~3 
h T £ ; 2- - - nullum lemma!! 112 
Incipit 
2 2 1 tamen M-! !-£ b !-~ ..£2!:£ .!££. mea !-1 h-! !-£ !-Ugol 
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££!:.£ ~ 2 ualebat ~2 uellabat £ uolebat ! oscuritas ~ 
2 2 . 1 
prophanus !! A 1 -T £ !: £ £ E-~ Y!!! -Pul ~ ~ 
-~erumpis T paflle T carissime] k 1 ime M karissime Av £ 2 
charissi~e ,12 h ~ £ £ ~3 !!?.£3 ~ .Yi!!l Lugd enim om L 
4 iuluulgi iul prim~ fin v 3 eadem manu T aestime:;-L2 
ex~i~em M existem m :;:t~u: M ~3 m 12 £ 2 !: h ~ arcet] 
- 2 -2 2 
arce T urget v -! £ ~ 5 sacrarum ~ L nee] neque ~-1 
! £-; h2 .2!!! i 12 id dem b 2 de ~ !!!!! £2 6 hiisdem M 12 E,2 
esse ~-L £ h .2!!! ! poemata ~3 ~ ! £ 2 ~ £ £ !-ill 
7 luserat ~2-,,!!! inchoata ~-~ ! £ ~2-Corp incoata M L2 
incohacta T solatium A ~ ~3-1 h ! !-£ £ b 2 !-Cor2 
• • 
sollatium L 
cantilenae cum sine metu arcana securitate fruerentur 
proferri ad lucem caligantia coegisti. Verecundiae 
meae scilicet spolium concupisti aut quantum tibi 10 
in me iuris esset, ab invito indicari. Ne tu 
Alexandri Macedonis pervicaciam supergressus qui 
fatalis iugi lora cum solvere non posset, abscidit et 
Pythiae specum, quod ei fas non erat patere, penetravit. 
Utere igitur ut tuis, pari iure, sed fiducia dispari, 15 
quippe tua possunt populum non timere; meis etiam 
intra me erubesco. Vale. 
!!-T K-£, .£ b 2 .§-Peip 
8 cateline _K quum L K c Vi.n2-Manri metu et M-v v3-T K-c 
2 2 - - - - - - - - - - -1 
b E-Ald moetu et v metu [laterent] et ~ Peip .£2£..£ ~
- --. - 2 3 2 
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archana ! h ! .2 ~ £ ~ b E-~ !!:!_ Iunt prof erre T h .2 ~ 
.£ !!s:£ 1'.2,! Corp calligantia ! .2 caligantis h ~ .!:. .£ .§-Ugo12 
10 scilicet] s ~-L ~ b E scilicicet h silicet .2 .2!!! T 
t] t T 11 . "t K 2 . v.t 2 . . . . . E F l au a in ui o _ .2 in i o ~ incio ~ iuicio £. _-_££ 
2 ~3-Ugol 2 iudicari ~ .£2££. ~ ~ ~3 E.! h T 2.2 ~ .!:. .£ .§-U~oI 
corr Av · quantam • • • indicari bis scribit n Nae ~ -
Iunt Acc-Pul 12 macedonici M 1~ pervicatiam A ~ ! ! 
2 E . • 2 13 . . .. b L K b 
.2 ~-£ .£ _ prouinciam ~ 1ug11 n quum ___ £ .£ 
_ lli2-Mann Corp abscidit .2 abicidi~ ;er2 
14 pythyae .!:. .§-~2 pythij T pithiae b n pithyae .2 quod] 
quo A-L h-T !-.£ b 2 E-~2 1'.2,!-Peip -e:J diei L2 die M 
die A-L h-T K-_s b 2 .§-Fer2 1'.21-Peip .2!!! ~3-scal 2 .£2.££. ego 
fas] nephas Fer3-corp non·.2!!! h ~ .!:. .£ E-Corp 
erat] erit M 12 patere] petere nocte .e2 15 ut _2!!! ~ £ 
16 etiam .QE.! M 12 17 uale ,2!!! h K ~ £. .£ b 2 .§-Corp 
rr=-[ Schenkl: XXV. 3] 
[Peiper: VIIII.2] 
2. AD LECTOREM 
Carminis inculti tenuem lecture libellum, 
pone supercilium. 
Seria contractis expende poemata rugis. 
Nos Thymelen sequimur. 
Bissula in hoc schedio cantabitur haut Erasinus. 5 
Ammoneo ante bibas! 
Ie.iunis nil scribo. Meum post po cul a si quis 
legerit, hie sapiet, 
sed magis hie sapiet si dormiet et putet ista 
somnia missa sibi. 10 
M-T !-£ £ ~-Peip Dezeimeris Heinsius 
Ad lectorem ~-~ ! ~ Ad lectorem huius libelli A h ! £-~ £ E-
Pei£ nullum lemma M L ! 2 n 
1 inculti] incompti ~-! T £ ~ ~ Vin2-Peip 
. - 2 
tenuere re in m 
•• 
.£2.££ ~ ~ N tenuiem T tuemie .!.... lectuere L 
0 • - 2 
lecture o suprascr alia ~ £ lectiore h 3 poemate M ! £ 
-·! nugis £ 2 4 thymelem h £ ~ £ ~-!! ~ thymelam N 
A! £ 2 thimelem ~ ~3 thimelam ! 2 timelem ~ timelam ~2 ! 
2 
tymelam ~ K £ tymelem ! 5 scedio M A-h 2-b £ £ ~-~ 
1-2 . Ugol Pe1p sedio ! K b haut] aut M-T !-£ £ ~-Corp 
utque .£22.! Dezeimeris apud Schen guem seq Schen ..£2!:.£ Peip 
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Erasinus] erasmus L v 2 e Scal2 aera sinus K Cratinus coni 
Dezeimeris apud Sc~e~ q:em seq Schen 6 :dmoneo M ~-!2 T £ £ 2 
~ .E.!, Schen Peip 7 ieiunus T non ~3 ~ 8 sapit v 2-L 
9 dormiat v3-L b n et] ut ..£2!!! Heinsius apud Schen 
10 sibi or:-v3- - -
, 
[Schenk!: XXV. 4] 
[Peiper: VIIII. 3] 
3. DE BISSULA 
Bissula, trans gelidum stirpe et lare prosata Rhenum, 
conscia nascentis Bissula Danuvii, 
capta manu sed missa manu dominatur in eius 
deliciis cuius bellica praeda fuit. 
Matre carens nutricis egens nescivit erile 5 
imperium • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fortunae ac patriae quae nulla opprobria sensit, 
ilico inexperto libera servitio, 
sic Latiis mutata bonis, Germana maneret 
ut f acies, oculos caerula, flava. comas. 
Ambiguam modo lingua f acit, modo forma puellam. 
Haec Rheno genitam praedicat, haec latio. 
2 M-T !-£ .£ b E-Peip . 
10 
Ubi nata sit Bissula et quo modo in manu domini uenerit A v v 2 
h T .E 2 2 !: £ .£ ]2-Peip ~ modo £!!! ]2-Asc3 nullum lemma ~ ~3=12 
1 2 K b n b 2 
1 trangelidum ! transgelidum K e b r c b 2 E-Fer 2 
prosatha T sata K b 2 2 Da~ubii A-v3-h 2 2 e-r 
strepe b n 
c ~-Corp 
- 2 2 3 manus sed M ! 5 marte v -m nutricis T aegens c 
gerens !!! nescivitJ nescuut !: nescit.M ~ ~3-T !-2 2 b ~ b 2-
schen in lin .§. posu A ~ ~3 !!! 2 2 b ~ £ erile] ere M T 
aere 1 2 herae Av v 3-1 h K-r c b 2 E-Fer3 herai Ugo1 1-Corp - -
.2!!! ~2-herile corr Seal apud-S~h:n in lin .§. posu A ~ ~3 !!! E.2 
b ~ £ 6 imperium in lin .S. posu M 1-T ! .E !: .£ b 2 E-~3 
~ fin .!i!! .§. posu Peip om v 2 domina vult domina esse manu 
~ ~2-YiE,2 domina liber~ facta manu add Sca11 apud Peip 
7 nullia b nullo K obprobria M ~3 ! 2 b Schen Peip 
obrobria v ~2 ! ! ; ~~ sensit T 8 illico M A-v 3 1-T 
! .E !:-.£ b 2 ~-~ Vin1."'.'.Corp inexprerto !!! - s:r~t io-b2 
scaeuit io K 9 sit b 2 germana maneret om n 
12 rheno• h add alia manu T reno Fer2 Vin2-sca12 




I [Peiper: VIIII.4] 
4. DE EADEM 
Delicium, blanditiae, ludus, amor, voluptas, 
barbara sed quae Latias vincis alumna pupas, 
Bissula, nomen tenerae rusticulum puellae, 
horridulum non solitis sed domino venustwn. 
De eadem· Bissula laudans earn A h T £ ~ £ !-~3 De eadem 
Bissula ~ £2 £ Ugol1-corp Pei; et-in marg T Bissula v 2-m 
nullum lemma M v L L2 _! !?. .!! b 2 
1 Delitium ~2 .!3 L h _! £ 2 ,!! £ h 2 !-~ ~ Delitum _!!! !?. 
blandicie A ~ £ !-Asc2 ~ blandiae N blande T blandie K 
amor atque T 2 sed .2!!! ! Latias] lacias .!! lat~as h 2 
alunna T puppas K Ald putas b popas u ex o alia manu 
- -- -- 2. 2- ---- -
£ 3 tenerae] terrae M-T ,!-,!! £ b !-Ugol .£2.£.£ !':!.. 
-~, nre in marg ~ ~ ! 4 horridum .!!! 




5. AD PICTOREM 
Bissula nee ceris nee fuco imitabilis ullo 
naturale decus fictae non commodat arti. 
Sandix et cerussa, alias simulate puellas, 
temperiem hanc vultus nescit manus. Ergo age, pictor! 
Puniceas confunde rosas et lilia misce! 5 
Quique erit ex illis color aeris; ipse sit oris. 
2 . 2 2 
Ad pictorem de Bissul'ae imagine AT _g _g h K .E. ~ .£ b E-Peip 
De Bissulae imagine ad pictorem ~ .E De Bissula ~2 De Bissula 
et imagine ad pastorem pictorem ~3 De Bissula et imagine ad 
pictorem ~ Ad pictorem de Bissula pingenda r Ad pictorem quo 
modo pingat s nullum lemma M 1 1 2 b n 
1 Bissala 1 b n 
- -
f ucco g fu8co 
2 
nee] ne M 1 
c add alia ~ .E 
A A 1-2 caeris v g .E r c sc 
f ucto g 2 s 
228 
-·mutabilis T 2 f icte uincis alumna non m comodat T g 
s e 3 sandux 
Asc 3 Vin1-Peip 
2 
eruse v ceruse 
! g 2 ~ K b 2 sandex b n sandus M 1 2 sandyx 
cerusa T h g-~ Peip erussa 1 b ~ 
simulate] simulare b n 
4 hanc] hinc g-~ ergo] g° K stimulate T 
ago K punice has b n liuia b n misce] 
miste r mice Av 
erit om b n 
horis K 
6 quod T que] quere b ~ 
ex illis] exilis 1 b n 2 aeris] aeuo g 
~------------------------------------------------------...... 229 [Schenk!: XXV.7] 
[Peiper: VIIII.6] 
6. AD EUNDEM 
Pingere si nostram, pictor, meditaris alumnam, 
aemula Cecropias ars imitetur apes. 
[Schenk!: XXV.3] 
[Peiper: VIIII.2] 
7, AD PAULUM 
Ut voluisti, Paule, cunctos Bissulae versus habes, 
lusimus quos in Suebae gratiam virgunculae, 
otium magis foventes, quam studentes gloriae. 
Tu molestus flagitator, lege molesta carmina! 
Tibi quod intristi exedendum est. Sic vetus verbwn iubet: 
compedes, quas ipse fecit, ipsus ut gestet faber. 
,M-~ _!S-_£ £ £2 ]-Peip 
Ad pictorem de Bissula pingenda A h ! e £ ]-~2 Corp Peip 
Ad pictorem de Bissula fingenda .s,2 .!S b 2 Ad pictorem de Bissula 
v-m Ad pictorem de eadem s De eadem ad pictorem ~ nullwn 
- - - 2 ,s;;a 
lemma L b n totwn carmen om M L 
--- ---
1 fingere .s,2..15. £ ~ b 2 alumna L alunam t ~ 1 .s,2 
2 caecropias .s,2 ciropias .!S post h2.£ carmen multa interiisse 
putavit Peip 
Praefacium ,M .! £ !.£!:l-3 Praefatium A~ ! 2 h ~ £] Ugol 1-~2 
Iunt Praefatio ~2-!,!! ! 'J!.2 ..£ ~3-Ald Schen Peip Praetium £2 
de uersibus quos ad A ~-!,!! h ! £ ~ £ ]-Ald paulum A ~-!,!! h T £ 
~ £ ] paulinum ~1-!!!! miserat A ~-!,!! h ! E ~ £ ]-~ 
Ad. paulum de uersibus Bissulae r De Bisulae uersibus ad 
paulum £ 2 nullum lemma ! £ ~ Vi:1-Corp totum carmen .2!!! _g-~ 
1 2 2 2 1 habens ! b ~ -Ase habeas ~ 2 sueuae A-! h ! .!S E -..£ £ b 
]-CorE 3 ocium ~ L-! E £-£ Iunt .Yi!! 1 Lugd ~ !2.! 
4 molestus] modestus £ ~ molesta] molestia ,M ! 2 tibi quoc(J 
t . b. b . d b . ] . . s 1 2 1 ique _ ~ concipe es _ ~ ipsus 1ps1us __£!:,... 





1. Ausonius Pacato Proconsuli. 
Scio mihi apud alios pro laboris modulo laudem 
non posse procedere. Quam tamen si tu indulseris, ut 
ait Afranius in Thaide: maiorem laudem quam laborem 
invenero. Quae lecturus es monosyllaba sunt, quasi 
quaedam puncta sermonum in quibus nullus f acundiae 5 
locus est, sensuum nulla conceptio, propositio, redditio, 
conclusio aliaque sophistica, quae in uno versu esse 
non possunt sed cohaerent ita ut circuli catenarum sepa-
rati. Et simul ludicrum opusculum texui, ordiri maius-
cula solitus, sed "in tenui labor at non tenuis gloria" 10 
si probantur. Tu facies ut sint aliquid. Nam sine te 
monosyllaba erunt vel si quid minus. In quibus ego 
quod ad usum pertinet· lusi, quod ad molestiam, laboravi. 
Libello Technopaegnii nomen dedi ne aut ludum laboranti 
aut artem crederes defuisse ludenti. 15 
Pref atio Techopegnii ! nullum lemma ,2 d 
1 .h. h 1° v m1c1 suprascr ~ manu 
2 precdere c eras V praecedere Ace 
Pul sed corr Vin2 - lauorem V 
------
aput V 1Xde v 
3 Thaidem ! .2 d Acc-
4 inuenio y .2 d Acc-Tol 
~ £2..!:£ Seal apud Peip quern seq Fl-Peip monosillaba V 
5 punctu 2 6 reddicio V 7 aliave coni Hartel apud 
Schen 7 sophystica 2 uno u in ~ y imo Vin3 
8 sd V . . 2-3 coherentia 2 ~ 
-rum Ace saeparati d si paruu 2 
caternarum V cathena-
9 maiuscula] 
munuscula 2 10 sed d ex t corr alia manu V 
laborat 2 tenuis non 2 
13 ad usum V 14 techopegnii V 
15 artem ar add alia manu V 
-FINIT PFAC 2 
12 monosilbaba V 
tethopegnii 2 -techopegnii d 




2. Ausonius Paulino suo. 
Misi ad te Teehnopaegnion, inertis otii mei inutile 
opuseulum. Versieuli sunt monosyllabis eoepti et 
monosyllabis terminati. Nee hie modo stetit serupea 
diff ieultas sed aeeessit ad miseriam eoneetendi ut idem 
monosyllabon quod esset finis extremi versus, prineipium 5 
fieret insequentis. Die ergo:- o mora et o poena! 
M-! K-£ £ E-Ald Vin1-Peip 
De monosyllabis opus A ~-~ h T E ~ ~ £ E-Ald sed opus .£!!! ~-~ 
h n et ad paulinum add n et eodem opuseulum ineipit add h 
Pr~efatio in lebell:;-de ~nosyllabis ad paulum ~ ~ -
nullum lemma!! 112 K. Vin1-Peip 
Ausonius .2!!'! Ugol 1-Av ~ Ald suo om r Sehen· 
nullum lemma M-T K-n e E-Fer3 
sal add r 
----------
1 misit v 2 teehnopaegion 1 2 b teehno paegmon ! teh no-
pegion v3 m b n Thenopegion-v2- Teehnepaegnion l Theoehogno-
paegnio~· K- Theehnopaegnion F~r2-3 inerti M 1 2 inhertis 
~ .§-Ugol 1-ineertis A oeii v-v3 1 h T E ~--;. e E-Iunt Vin1 
soeii M 1 2 in utile £2 e E 2 monosillabis Mn 
- - 1-3 
monosilabis K monosyllabi 1 monosyllimis m et .£!!! Ase 
Vin1 3 monosillabis M n monosilabis K monosyllimis ~ 
terminant Ugol 1-Ase1 nee] hee m steti modo T 
. - 2 4 difieultas E .§ eoneetendi] eoneitandi !!-T K-£ £ E-Ugol 
cogitandi !!:f. quern seq Ase 1-Corp eoneinandi Sehen ..£2!:£ PeiE 
5 monosillabon M monosilabon K monosyllen v 3 monosyllabum 
A l C f 0 • l -t . 2 - 2 ...J!£ -~ 1ne1s ex remi om v versus .£!!! ~ -m 
b n 6 ferret v v 2 forret b fore~v3-1 n ergo] g 0 v 
~rgo et Vin1 lugd ~-Bip ~ ••• -~-£2 ~ 
" " . l 1 'i' ';\ 3 h v· l 1 d o • • • o .Y.!.!! -L c.> • • .c.> e E-Fer et om in ~
~-Bip Peip pena !! v v 3-1 b poema T £ 2 
ri---------------------------,232 
rem vanam quippe curavi. Exigua est et fastiditur. 
Inconexa est et implicatur. Cum sit aliquid vel nihili 
deprehenditur. Laboravi tamen ut haberet aut historicon 
quippiam aut dialecticon. Nam poeticam vel sophisticam 
levitatem necessitas observationis exclusit. Ad summam, 
non est quod mireris sed paucis litteris additis, est 
cuius miserear.is neque aemulari velis. Et si hue quoque 
descenderis, maiorem molestiam capias ingenii et f acundiae 
detrimento quam oblectationem imitationis aff ectu. 
M-! !-£ £ E-~ !!.!!1-Peip 
10 
15 
7 curavi] curam _y2-.!!! h K !: £ .§-Ugol2 cura b ~ £ ~-Iunt Vin1-
Tol 8 inconnexa M-_y2 !-T !-£ £ E-Iunt Vin1-corp inco et 
spatio relicto m v3 est £!!! M-h !-£ £ E-Corp quum £ ~-2 2 2 Tol nihili uel .! .....!!! ! -T £-£ £ .§-~ sed nichili uel 
M v .!3 E! £2!.£ !2! quern seq ~-Peip uel £!!! L K 
9 deprenditur M .! _y 3 ! laborauit v tamen] tantum Ald 
. -
hystoricon M L hystoricam h 10 quippeam _y2 
dialeticon T K dyalecticon A b dyaleticon M didacticon Vin2 
2- - 2 --, -~-vel] aut v -L b ~ 11· necessarias v -m excludit v-L 
£ ~ 12 quid !: £ £ .§-~ corr Ald mereris m z-- 2-
additis om m 13 si] sic v m quoque _2.!!! L 
15 detri~n~wn Fer2-Asc1 oblectationis repetit et 
,-- -
imitationis .2.!!! .! uale add Scal-CorE 
~-----------------------------------------------------2~33 
' 
VERSUS MONOSYLLABIS ET COEPTI ET FINITI ITA UT A FINE 
VERSUS AD PRINCIPIUM RECURRATUR 
Res hominum fragiles alit et regit et perimit fors, 
fors dubia aeternwnque labans, quam blanda fovet spes, 
spes nullo finita aevo, cui terminus est mors, 
mors avida, inf erna mergit caligine quam nox, 
nox obitura vicem, remeaverit aurea cum lux, 5 
Monosyllabis] monosillabis V M monosillabi C A K Fer2-Ald 
et prim ~ V ~ h ! K-~ £ £ E-Corp cepti C M £ ! 
et alt o~ ! ut] et ut ~ ! 2 ad principium .2!!! £ 2 
recurratur] recurrant y d Vin2-Corp Peip recurrat C ~ T E 
INCIP. TEHOPEGNII TEXT; Q INCIPIT TECHO PEGNII TES TUS 0 
D Ausonii Monosyllaba Vint Lugd Monosyllaba Pul nullum 
lemma v 2-m b n 
- - -
. 2 
t res] ses v f aciles T alis t ex s T agit ~ ~ ~ 
2 -
v -! b ~ et prim ~ C regit] egit Q dirigit b ~ .2!!! Q 
t lt 0 . . t] 2 A L h T E e a om per1m1 perenne v -m sors _-___ £-£ £ _-
-~viny-- ~2-sors ~-! h T £-£ £ E-Vint- dubita C 
aethernum ~ Asc3 que .2!!! y Q sed add alia ~anu y 
libans M v 2 L2 laboris n quam] quia Q blandi v 2 
fobet u ex b corr V 3 nullo] sine nullo v 2 finita] fine 
~ ! 2 sin~E sine fine A-! h ! K £ 2-£ £ E-Vint termini 0 
mors bis scripsit y 4 avida] dubia L inf erni ~ A ~ T 
2 A V' t . f' . b . f' 2 3 - •t 1' ' ] E ~-_2!! in irni _in irma v v n mergi ca 1g1ne quam 
mergi nequa spatio relicto b ~ ~ nullo spatio relicto Q M-! 
2 K-~ £ £ E-Ugol regis quam 
5 obitura 
.aura Q h 
Asct-Ald Vint 
Ald Vint -
longa premit nox coni ~ quern seq 
vicem] sortita uices C M-T K-r c E-
quwn V £ Vin2-~ Corp ~u~ci:e_K_ 
~----------------------------------------------------------.234 
lux dono concessa deum, cui praevius est Sol, 
Sol, cui nee furto in Veneris latet armipotens Mars, 
Mars nullo de patre satus, quern Thressa colit gens, 
gens infrena virum, quibus in scelus omne ruit fas, 
fas hominem mactare sacris; ferus iste loci mos, 10 
mos ferus audacis populi quern nulla tenet lex, 
lex, naturali quam condidit imperio ius, 
ius genitum pietate hominum, ius certa dei mens, 
mens, quae caelesti sensu rigat emeritum cor, 
cor vegetum mundi instar habens, animae vigor ac vis, 15 
vis tamen hie nulla est. Tantum est iocus ac nihili res. 
V 0 C Q M-1 !-£ £ d ~-Peip Baehrens 
6 dona Q 
Ald 
peruius v v 3 b n terminus 1 7 ciu o cum 
nee] ne T - in ~m-v3 m b n Fe;1-Ald V • 1 B" -2:.!! -~ 
latet] iacet C 
- - - -2-
8 satus] natus 1 v m 
- - - 2 2 2 
Thraessa Schen Peip trhessa E 
cressa h K e c E Tiressa 0 
tressa V M v 1 1 Seal 
- - -
colit] alit 0 
9 inf erna 0 ! inf esta C 
10 hominum e ex u Q 
omne] esse 1 2 ruit fas om 1 2 
i 
ste V mos] 
--
alia manu V 
__ inperio V ius 
mox s ex x 
-2 
f oerus v 
imperio-v3 
ui -
f errs ui suprascr alia manu V 
alia manu V 11 mox s ex x 
2 
nula n 12 quern ~ que b n 
13 gentium £ ius] quis 
14 irrigat f regit d coni Baehrens apud Peip 
2 
meritum h £ ~-Ugol cor cor ·T 15 vegetam .Q 
• • • -
acq; ! et Q d Peip vis] bis animae £!!! T ac om V 0 
---
ex b alia manu V 
--
16 hie] hec v 3 m b n 
tantum] uerum C M-1 K-£ £ E-Corp £!!! d est om 0 
iocus] iocos ! locus A h K e r c E-Asc 1 iuco 0 iccor Q 
et] a V Q ac Schen om d - -nihil C ! ! 2 nichil M v 3 
nichili m 
u 
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PRAEFATIO MONOSYLLABORUM TANTUM IN FINE POSITORUM 
Ut in vetere proverbio est "sequitur vara vibiam, 11 
similium nugarum subtexo nequitiam. Et hi versiculi 
monosyllabis terminantur, exordio_ tamen libero, quam-
quam fine legitimo. Sed laboravi ut quantam eius 
possent apud aures indulgentissimas, absurda concinerent, 5 
V Q M-! K-£ £ d ~-Peip Gronovius 
Ite praefatio V d Praefacio Fer2-Asc1 Proemium in £ 2 Versus 
~ ~3 ~ T £ b n-S~hen Versibu~2 ~monosyllabarum y 2 Peip 
monosyllabis ! ~-~3 b n Schen monosyllimis ~ monosyllabos £ 2 
om A h e c E-Pul tantum] quantum A h e c E-Pul terminati 
v-m-T_£_b-;-S~n terminatos £ 2 in fi~e-p~sit~m] in fine 
positarum V 2 Peip ad haec monosyllaborum genera A h e c E-Pul 
exordio libero v ~3 ~ £ £ 2 b ~ Schen exordium T in-e~o;dio v2 
Ad eundem r nullum lemma ML L2 ! Vin2 Corp 
1 ut] at~ ~3 ~ L2 et e uertere V 
proverbio] uerbo ~-T !-£ c E-Corp 
ueteri 2 c 
est suprascr alia ~ 
V sequitur post uibiam scripsit 2 uarai v L h T K-
uer hieme~ ~o~i-F~~ 
ubi iam MA L2 ~ 
-~ - 2 1-2 . 2 2 
£ £ ~-.!::.£!: Ugol narai M !: ~ ,!}, ~ -~ d 
1 . 1-2 quern seq Av-Ase .I!.!! bibiam y 2 
K-e r c E-Ald Vin1- 2 u iam T ubi iam est L v-m b n om d 
- - - - -1- - i 
corr Seal 2 subtex o 
--
hi] in V · 1·s V uersicu 1 
monosylabis K om 





manu V ut om v -m n 
----- -- 2 
i add alia ~ y subtexto 2 ~ L 
3 monosillabis y ~ monosyllimis 
exordi0 V exordo L 
set V lauoraui b ex u alia 
- r-
eius om M-T K-£ £ E-Scal Corp 
5 possent] posset uideri M-T K-£-£ E-Corp pote coni Gronovius 
apud Peip aput V concinneret v 3 m n 
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insulsa resiperent, hiulca congruerent. Denique 
haberent et amara dulcedinem et inepta venerem et 
aspera lenitatem. Quae quidem omnia quoniam insua-
vis materia devenustat, lectio benigna conciliet. Tu 
quoque mihi tua crede securior, quippe meliora ut 
quod per adagionem coepimus, proverbio finiamus et 
"mutuum muli scalpant. 11 
10 
6 resiperet r resipirent L respirent AM L2 T K respirarent 
2 
. -t 2 b h 1 L b h. 1 1 d F 3 E reciperen ~ -~ _ .!! yu ca n iu cu a _ ~ -
Asc 3 Vin1-Scal2 om v 3 m hiulca ••• haberent om V 2 
~ique et~2 h~ denique ut L 7 haberet T 
2 3- -- 2 2 
et] ut ~ ~ b ,!! _2!!! M 1 E amaram A-L h T K-r c E-Ald 
inepta] inamoenam v h r c Av-Ald inamoena-vin1-Corp- in-a~-
nam E2 inamenam ~A-~2-m ;-E £ n in amenam 1 L2 K ~ E-Ugol2 
venerem] veterem ~ £ £ ] 8 asperam M-T !-£ £ ]-Ald corr 
Vin1 laenitatem .£ d leuitatem M-h K-r E-Ald Tol Mann 
~en laeuitatem 1 Fl Bip Corp qu~nia~ om-v2 v 3 b n-
insuauius L h 9 matheria 2 eilectio V benignia l 
conciliat b n conciliet A M mici X michi v 3 m 
. -2- . 2-3 
saecurior E secutior ~ 
ut] sed ut M-T K-r c E-Sca12 
adogionem v 3 m b -a~i~nem 2 
2 
et .2!!! M-,! !-£ £ ]-~ 
quippe .2!!! 2 
11 quod .2!!! £ per om T 
f .. u v 1n1m s 
12 mutuum] W:tuo 2 E2 ~3 
muli] mihi b 
1 1-2 A -
2 2 
scalpant] scabunt M-~ 1-! !-~ £ £ ]-~ 




Aemula dis, naturae imitatrix, omniparens ars, 
Paeato ut studeat ludus meus, esto operi dux. 
Arta, inamoena lieet nee eongrua earminibus lex, 
iudiee sub tanto f andi tamen aceipiet ius. 
Quippe et ridiculis data gloria, ni prohibet fors. 5 
V 0 C Q M-! K-£ £ d E-Peip Mommsen 
Prefatio M L2 K 
- - -
Item pref atio earum Pref atio uersibus 0 Q 
• • • 
monosillabarum uersus V Versus monosyllabis terminati exordio 
libero A h ~ £ E-Pul Versus libero exordio monosyllabis 
terminati r Exordio libero d Pref atio in haec monosyllaborum 
genera £ 2 Pref atio quantum ad haec monosyllabis laborum 
2 genera ~ b ~ Prefacio q'tum ad haec monosyllabarum genera T 
Prefatio q'tum ad hec monosyllaborum genera ~ £ Prefatio 
quantum ad hec monosyllimis laborum genera m Pref actio 
quantum ad hec monosyllis laborum genera v3- nullum 
~l CL · 2 . -emma __ Vin -Peip 
, 1 diis A-]; h ,! £ ~-£ £ ~-Corp 2 natura r E-Fer 
imitatris 0 omnipotens b n 2 Paceato 0 K £ 
2-3 J ~ studeat niteat Mommsen apud Schen 
ludus] labor hie C M-T K-r c E-Vin2 corr Scal1 2 mens L 1-3 ----- --
est Q C £ £ Ase 3 arte 0 Q areta M-T K-£ £ E-Corp 
aurta V om d corr Schen M~~ nee add alia manu d 
- 2 
cogrua Q ! carminis v -m b n lex] est lex b 
4 f andi] f ando ! Q 2 5 rediculis 0 
f ors] lex C 
6. DE MEMBRIS 
Indicat in pueris septennia prima novus dens, 
_ pubentes annos robustior anticipat vox. 
Invicta et ventis et solibus est hominurn frons. 
Et durum nervi cum viscere consociant os. 
Palpitat irrequies, vegeturn, teres, acre, calens cors, 5 
unde vigent sensus, dominatrix quos vegetat mens, 
atque in verba refert modulata lege loquax os. 
Quam validurn est, hominis quota portio, caeruleum fel! 
Quam tenue et molem quantam fert corpoream crus! 
Pondere sub quanto nostrum moderatur iter pes! 10 
De menbris 0 
Partes humani 
De membris hominum A-~ h ! £-£ £ d ~-!_!2 
corporis Y!.!!1-Lugd nullum lemma L 
1 indicant M 1 2 in] ut v2 m L b septemnia ~ 1 b 
- - -
J -.- 2 L b novus novenis ~ ~ __ n dens v om b n 
--
3 invicta] inf ecta C 2 anticipi at V 
. -
hominum 
bis scripsit V fros v 4 Et durum] E durum C ~-T !-£ 
£ E-Av Iunt Ald Tol-Schen Ecdurum Peip om d nerui 
uiscere cum .£2.£!: eadem ~ A consociat 0 os 0 ovs 2 
• • • • • • • 2 
5 inrequies X 0 C 2 ~ Schen Peip et requies A-! K-£ £ E-Ugol 
tere ~-1 b ~ terrae 0 acre] sacre 2 ~-1 b ~ ac C 
recalens C ~· 5-7 scriptos post ~ .!.Q £ 2 sed in marg alia 
~ habet hii versus post illum seq debent ubi hoc est signi* 
6 uiget T ! £ dominatris L quos] quis 2 
vegatat e ~ a alia ~ V 7 adque X acque b n 
a a 2 loqu x V loq x £ os] oL K hominis] 
homini sunt 0 portia ~ porta 0 ceruleum A v3 
T K £ 2-b £ £ ~-!! 
mollem ~ ~-h K £ b n 
9 tenuem ~ ~-h K £ b n 
quanta 0 
crus s ex x alia manu V 
- 2---- 10 ponde 0 
corporeum 0 
nostrum] ·arum ~ 
moderatus v iter] te 2 p pes p prim ..£2£!, alia ~ 
• 
T post ~ .!Q textu caret 0 
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DE INCONEXIS 
Saepe in coniug11s fit noxia, si nim1a est, dos. 
Sexus uterque potens, sed praevalet imperio mas. 
Qui recte f aciet, non qui dominatur erit rex. 
Vexat amicitias et foedera dissociat lis. 
Incipe! Quidquid agas, pro toto est prima operis pars. 5 
Insinuat caelo disque inserit emeritos laus. 
Et disciplinis conferta est et vitiis urbs. 
Urbibus in tutis munitior urbibus est arx. 
Auro magnus honos, auri pretium tamen est aes. 
Longa dies operosa viro sed temperies nox, 10 
qua caret Aethiopum plaga, pervigil, irrequies gens, 
semper ubi aeterna vertigine clara manet lux. 
V C 2 N-T K-£ c d E-Peip Baehrens 
DE IN CONEXIS V De inconnexis M-v· v3 12-T £-£ £ d E-Ald Vin2-
Corp De in connexis v 2 K De co~e~i: 2 Inconnexa Vin1-Pul 
nullum lemma L 
1 coniugibus C N-! JS-£ £ .§-Ald Vin1 Lugd dos] V . 2 corr in 2--
uox V i*uox 2 2 set y Schen Peip om v -m inperio V 
2 
mos h ~ £ .§-Ugol corr Av 3 dominabitur b n erit] 
-~est b n 4 f oedera] sotia 2 dossociet a ex e alia 
y dissotiat 2 M ~2 K £ 2 .§ ilis L li~ M LZ-
5 quicquid C 2 M ~ ~3-h K-£ £ .§-Vin2 qcqst T prima] oppa T 
2 • 2-
6 diis A-v m L h T £ ~-£ £ .§-Corp inerit ~ iusserit v m 
demerito L 7 conf ecta A v-L £ ~ 8 .2!!! ~ in marg alia 
~anu scriptum C urbibus] omnibus ~-1 £ b ~ est es v 3 
ars 1 aux ~3 rex y 2 9 om v 3 auro v v 2 L £ b ~ 
precium M ~2 12 T £ .§-Asc2 tm suprascr ! 10 uiris 2 
temperi~s C 11 etiopum V ethijopu ~2 P1aga y plaga 
plaga T inrequies V 2 C Schen Peip in requies ~ I requi-
• •••• - 2 2 
es M L 1 £ 12 aetherna v uertigine ~ lux scrip-
2 cl -
tum T clarat v -L dira cl add alia manu d alterna coni 
--
Baehrens apud Schen 
Corp om v 3 ~ L b ~ 
manet] nitet C M-v 12-;-K-~ r £ d .§-
de dies ad fin lin alia ~ C 
~-----------------------------------------------------------2...,40 
8 •. DE DIS 
Sunt et caelicolum monosyllaba. Prima deum Fas, 
· quae Themis est Graiis, post hanc Rhea, quae Latiis Ops, 
tum Iovis et Consi germanus, Tartareus Dis, 
et soror et coniunx fratris, regina deum Vis, 
et qui quadriiugo curru pater invehitur Sol, 5 
quique truces belli motus ciet armipotens Mars, 
quern numquam pietas, numquam bona sollicitat Pax. 
Nee cultor nemorum reticebere, Maenalide Pan, 
nee genius domuum, Larunda progenitus Lar, 
De Diis y ! De Diis 2 d Vin2 Corp De.Deis Scal-Bip De Dies C 
Dii Monosyllabi Vin1-Pul De Monosyllabis Deorum A v h ! E ~ £ 
- - 2 . -- 2 
£ ~-Ald Monosyllaba Deorum E De Monosyllabis Caelorum v -m 
b n nullum lemma L 
1 celicol* 2 monosillaba V M 2 themistenis 2 
2 • r . V 
_g al.S _ 
Latiis] 
2 grai v grahis 2 
latus est C obs V 
Consi] tonsi v 2 K intonsi b n 
rea V rea C 2 ~ L ! b ~ Peip 
• 3 tum] tune C 
consors y 2 ors consi ors add 
alia manu C tartarius i ex e alia ~ y thartareus 2 
4 .Q.!!! M-T K-£ £ E-Ald Et soror £.!!! sed in marg add alia ~ y 
5 qvadriiugo a ex i alia ~ y 
curet 2 7 bona .2!!! y 2 
6 trucis y 2 cietJ 
solicitat bona ! solicit at .!!! ~3 
Tb n 8 cultor c in ras V memorum V menalideC 
2 M-v2 L-T K-£ £ E-Iunt Vin1 ~enalides v 3 m - pgn £ 
9 geni tus t suprascr alia ~ V geni~ 2- geni~~s us add alia 
2 3 1-~ d genus ~ K ~ genus hoc !!-~ ~ -T £-b e r £ E-Asc Iunt 
Ald domum V hominwn v-L b n Iunt Ald 
- 2 -2 - - 2 - - -3 2 
lar unda C N ~ ~ ! ! E ~ E-Ugol larunde v -L b lar unde v 
n Av-Asc 1 larimda A laurunda d 
fluminibusque Italis praepollens sulphureus Nar 1 
quaeque pias divum periuria, nocticolor Styx, 
velivolique maris constrator leuconotos Libs, 
et numquam in dubiis hominem bona destituens Spes. 
9. DE CIBIS 
Nee nostros reticebo cibos, quos priscus habet mos. 
irritamentum quibus additur aequoreum sal. 
Communis pecorique olim cibus atque homini glans, 
ante equidem campis quam spicea suppeteret frux. 
10 
Mox ador atque adoris de polline pultificum far, 5 
10 ytalis M 
C nas 
praeponens M L2 sulphereXs v add alia ~ 
·2 C mar v 11 pias] piat ! Q M-1 K-£ £ d E-
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Sch en deum L periuria ! Q stix C M-~2 1 h ! ~-£ 
12 ueliquoliq; V uelicolique Q om d constractor ~ Ugol 
leuconothos £ leucotonos Q leucatonos ~-~ b n leucothonos 1 
lybs v 3 m T b n c d vbs ,2 lins sed libs in marg alia ~ h et 
£ ~ E-Fe;3- - - -lJ hominum ! C Q M-1 K-£ £ d ~-Tol corr 
Dousa apud Schen quern seq Fl-Peip 
De Cibis Nostris A-~ h 1 £-£ £ d E-Ald 
lemma L 
distituens V Q 
Cibi Vin1-Pul null um 
J 2-3 1 Nee haec Fer cybos A quos] quo y prisco V 
habet] abos .2 2 inritamentum V Schen Peip aequoreus C M 
1 2 T K 3 . ] co. 1 · V • M pecor1 per1 co suprascr ~~ _ pecor1s -
v
2 L-T £-~ ~ communisque olim pecori cibus £ olim communis 
pecori cibus Ugo1 1-Corp cybus A adque ! acque b n 
2 que h e c E-Fer 4 equidem] etiam .2 spicca M sp***a 
2 - - - - ~ ter& 
L om T sup&*** ter& suprascr alia ~ ! 
5 ador atque] ~dor atq; a prim in ~ V ad oratq; .2 ador ac~ 
b ~ adoris] ad oris .2 de] d T pultificium V 
, 
instruxit mensas quo quondam Romulidum plebs. 
Hine cibus, hinc potus, cum dilueretur aqua puls. 
Est inter fruges morsu piper aequiperans git, 
et Pelusiaco de semine plana, teres lens, 
et duplici def ensa putamine quinquegenus nux, 
quodque cibo et potu placitum, labor acer apum, mel. 
Naturae liquor iste novae, cui summa natat faex. 
10. DE HISTORIIS 
Solamen tibi, Phoebe, novum dedit Oebalius flos. 
Flore alio reus est Narcissi morte sacer fons. 
Caedis Adoneae mala gloria fulmineus sus. 
10 
6 inst-oxit K 
ramulidum ,2 
mensa M L2 K 
7 cibos-M-L 2-h 
quo] que ~ b ~ queda v 
cybus A quum ! c 
dilluoetur K 8 fruiges C frugens n corr alia manu v 
2 - . - 2. 2 - 2-3 -:-r-2- 2 
mors ~ =.!!!. b ~ aequ1parans M ! K £ £ Ase .Y.!.!! ~ -
Corp gith ! Fl-Corp 9 semine] nomine ~2-! b ~ 
plena v 2-L b n teres lens] terens v 2-L 10 dupplici V 
-quinqu~ge~i~ ,2 quinquetenis V quinqu~gens i add alia manu d 
11 cybus A placidum M v 2 ! L2 £ 2 b ~ Fer3placidus v 3-m 
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labor] liber K ac~r y est L b n .2!!! ~ ~3...!!! £ apium b 
apud £ 12 liquoris te ! 2 ! cui] cum m fex f ..2 M-
2 
T K £ -,£ £ .§-Lugd E.£tl-12,! ~ 
De Hystoriis M h K De Fabulis et Historiis v-m b n Monosyllaba 
de Fabulis £ 2- -H:storiae et Fabulae Vin1-Pul -n~l~um lemma C ! 
1 fhoebe V f oebe .2 nobum V f les M L 2 2 Florum K 
alie K est] et 
.Y .2 narcisi 2 T e E-Asc 1 c v more 
- - -
3 ceadis V 0 2-!!2 ~ ~ c adneae 0 
f lumineus .£2.£.£ alia ~ V f lummeus e 
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Periurum lapitham Iunonia ludificat nubs. 
ludit et Aeaciden Parnasia Delphicolae sors. 
Threicium libycum freta Cimmeriumque secat bos. 
Non sine Hamadryadis fato cadit arborea trabs. 
Quo generata Venus, Saturnia desecuit f alx. 
Sicca inter rupes Scythicas stetit alitibus crux 
unde Prometheo de corpore sanguineus ros 
aspergit cautes et dira aconita creat cos. 
5 
10 
4 peiurum V Q periurium N 1 2 K lapitam V N ~ 1 2 laphitam 
C A ~2 ~3 h ! E ~ b ~ iunon~ V ludif ica Q 5 aiciden Q 
parnassia A £ Asc 1-Ald Vin1-Corp delficole Q 
ludificat 1 6 Versus duplex Threicium] Thericiu V Thrae-
eium Sehen Peip Treieium Seal et furiata C A ~ ~3 ~ h T E-£ c 
E-Pul et fureata K et furiatam vz 1 et funata M 1 2 
libyeum] libieum V Q lybicum d oestro C M-! K-r £ E-Pul 
freta] tranat C ·M-v3 1-T K-r e E-Pul tyanat m Cimmeriumque] 
eimeriumq; V ;y~e~ic~u~ Q -m:r~immerium h E ~ £ £ E-~3 
Vin1-Pul m:rte eimerium v 1 mare cimerium K Ugol 1-Asc 1 Iunt 
ld - . 2 - 2-3 . 2 A mare eynunerium C A E Ase mare cimmenum M 1 mare 
eymerium ~ T b ~ mare eymerum ~3 marte eimerum ~2-
secat £!!! C M-T K-£ £ E-Pul hos] uos V ros Q 7 sint T 
amadryadis A h T ~ E-Asc 1 amadriadis y f Q M 112 ! E b ~ £ 
amadridis ~2 1 amadrialis m amabriadis ~3 om d facto Q 
-2 2 8 quod y 2 generat M 1 K generatu e flax M 1 
9 sieea] saeua C M-T K-r ; E-~d Vin1- 2 ;orr Seal 
scythias C sci~i;a~ V 2 -s~ithic~M v v2~2~K~scytichas e 
steti t - 3 - - 1 
suprascr Q crax v m b n 10 prometheo y 
promethaeo ~ Asc 2-3 promotheo K 11 aspargit V Sehen Peip 
spargit 2 om d <lira] dura b n aeotina Y Q 
achonita r anconita M 1 2 aceonit: ~2 aeonita a add alia manu 
c cos om C 
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Ibycus ut periit, index fuit altivolans grus. 
Aeacidae ad tumulum mactata est Andromachae glos. 
Carcere in A~givo Philopoemena lenta adiit mors. 
Tertia opima dedit spoliatus Aremoricus lars. 
. Sera venenato potu abstulit Hannibalem nex. 
Res Asiae quantas leto dedit immeritas fraus! 
Ultrix flagravit de rupibus Euboicis fax. 
Stat Iovis ad cyathum, generat quern Dardanius Tros. 
V C 2 M-T K-r £ d ~-Peip 
inditiis 
15 
12 ibicus Y. C M-v3 !:-T K-b E-Ald Vin1 Lugd Seal ibicus indi-
tiis suprascr alia ~ d tibicus m ibitus n inditis 2 
T-2 2 index] uindex C M-! K-£ £ ~-Ald Vin .!£!-Corp grux M !: _.!! 
2 grys C 13 andromacae V Andromaches v -m K b n 
14 philopoemen C philopeme~ ~2-L b ~ .philopoe:a:n~ T £ 2 
lenta] alanta C 15 .2!!! M-T K-£ £ E-Ald ~ 14 posuit C 
opima] picna V ~~eR~ pugna add alia manu d pugna 2 corr Ace 
V. 1-P . dedit --d d"t 1 · -- -V quern seq ...!.!! ~ spoI1atus e 1 suprascr ~~ _ 
sp0 liatus C 16 saera C veR~tto na add alia ~ Y. 
uenerato v 3 annibalem-V C £ 2 Ald anibalem 2 hanibalem h 
~-.E.£!:2 Ugol-Av hannybalem b ~ 17 ante ~ 25 posuerunt 
C M-! .!S-£ £ ~-Seal .££.£!: Tol quern seq Fl-Peip laeto T K 
!etas L loeto C r Fer1-Av letho v 2 d inmeritas V Schen 
Peip inmerita C-M-L~em-;;:itas L 18 ultrix r add~ x ex 
s alia manu V VLtix K flagrauit V aiboicis 2 
aeuoici~ :uboras ~L2 oeuboicis v 2 ~ ~ 19 novum 
- -2 -
titulum habent C M-~ L -T .!S-£ £ E-Ald scilicet Incipiunt mono-
syllaba ausonii de gentibus C De gentibus M L2 K De quibusdam 
f abulis A-~ ! £-£ £ ~-Ald ~ et gentibus h nullum lemma V 2 
2 -
!: d Acc-Peip 19 sta K iobis V cyatum 2 M !: K 
2 
ciatum Y. £ 
i dardan us C 
ciathum C v v 
dardanus K 
_genera V generit 2 
quern • • • Tros £!!! V 2 
r 
Praepetibus pennis super aera vectus homo Cres. 
Intulit incestam tibi vim, Philomela, ferus Thrax. 
Barbarus est Lydus, pellax Geta, femineus Phryx. 
Fallaces Ligures, nullo situs in pretio Car. 
Vellera depectit nemoralia vestifluus Ser. 
Nota in portentis Thebana tricorporibus Sphinx. 
Nota Caledoniis nuribus, muliebre decus, strix. 
20 
25 
20 Praepetibus • • • aera £!!! V 2 et stat • • • generat vectus 
••• cres in unum uersum coniuxerunt V Q perpetibus M ! 2 
' ' S h F 2 A th T · t rus p1nn1s c en aerea ~ - v ae era vie us rus 
add alia ~ V victurus 2 chres V Q 21 iKcestam 
f suprascr alia manu C incaestam T £ 2 e r ingestam M L2 ! 
vim] u V ut 2 ~~ -phi10mela 2 philomena ~~h £-£ £ ~-Ald 
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2 2 phylomena k! A 1 !. ferus] homo ! trax C M ~ ! ! ! £ ~ 
~3 22 lyd1us i ~ alia ~ ~ lidius Q lidus v v 2 L K 
J oellax . pellax rerus pellax suprascr alia ~ f bellax Fl-Corp 
2 2 3 
seruus M-T !-£ £ E-Tol getha ~ £ zeta v v b n 
.foemineus A-v2 L-T K c d E-Scal phemineus e phrix A h e 
b n phrya-d- fri: V C Q v 2 L T K £ · fax M ~2 v 23 £!!! M-T 
!-£ £ ~-~ f allaces] audaces C licii C lugures d 
situs] tamen C in pretio] imperio d 24 post ~ 26 
. . -
scripsit Pul ~ sed post !!•j aliam lectionem de qua cf ~.13 
habent M-1 !-£ £ ~-Lugd Vin2-sca12 depecti C 
25 importentis ! ~1-Ugo1 1 Theba matri corporibus 2 
2 3 2 . 2 
tebana ~ £ tricorporis 1 ~ spinx f M ~ ~ L L K £ b 
n spinxi v3 sphrinx V 26 c~ledoniis a add alia manu d 
et paruorU: C M-1 !-£ ; E-Lugd Vin2-Corp -:uribus] cun~s 
J decus . C M-1 !-£ £ E-Corp decus sceius decus add alia ~ d 
et A-1 h T £-£ ~-Lugd J.iE.2 secus C M 12 ! Pul ~ Tol Corp 
Peip pecus f!-Bip stryx ~3 m c d ~-Lugd ~ 
post hunc versu.m·textu caret 2 
11. DE VERE PRIMO 
Annus ab exortu cum floriparum reserat ver, 
·· cuncta vigent. Nemus omne viret. Nitet auricomum rus 
et fusura umbras radicitus exigitur stirps. 
Non denso ad terram lapsu glomerata fluit nix. 
Florum spirat odor, libani ceu.montis honor tus. 5 
! f ~-! !-£ £ d E-Peie Mommsen 
De Vere C ~ ! 2 ! d Veris Descriptio Vin1-Pul De commoditate 
veris ~-~ £ ~ De commoditate quae tempore ueris habetur A h 
T £ ~ £ E-Ald De commoditatibus quas uer adducit £ nullum 
lemma L 
1 exorto v3 quum K c f lore 
K-r c E-Pul corr Vin2 - - ref erat K e 
----2- -- --
genus v -m b n viret] uiget T 






f lorif erum M-T 
nemus] 
uiret add alia 
3 fusura] 
V • 2 corr in 
--
radicitus • • • stirps om e radicatus i ex a alia manu V 
---exigere ~2-m erigitur Al;- exeritur M~mmsen apud Schen 
stirps T strips sed in marg sin alia manu stjrps ~et ! 2 stips 
Ald 4 non denso] condenso b ~ labsu V fluit] 
fuit me ruit M L2 fauit v3 nox v 2 v3 b n 
- - 2 - - -2 - 2 - -5 odor] ador v L adorum M L ceu] cui v -m b n celi L 2 - 2 - 2 - - - - • 1-
honor J odor £ ador ~ thus A-~ ! h T £-~ £ ~-Ase 
Iunt-Ald Vin1-Pul Seal-Mann post ~ 2 iam pel~go uo~itat 
mereator uestif luus ser habent C ~-! !-£ £ E-Lugd Vin -Seal 
cf 10.24 et ll•.!1 
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12. PER INTERROGATIONEM ET RESPONSIONEM 
Quis subit poenam capitali iudicio? Vas. 
Quid si lis fuerit nummaria, quis dabitur? Praes. 
- Quis mirmilloni contenditur aequimanus? Thrax. 
Inter virtutes quod nomen Mercurio? Fur. 
Turibula et paterae, quae tertia vasa deum? Lanx. 5 
Cincta mari quaenam tellus creat Hippocratem? Cos. 
Grex magis an regnum Minoida sollicitat? Grex. 
Quid praeter nubem Phaeacibus impositum? Mons. 
Die cessante cibo somno quis opimior est? Glis. 
Tergora die clipeis accommoda quae faciat? Glus. 
V C M-T !-.£ .£ d .§-Peip 
Responsa ad interrogationem Vin1-Pul nullum lemma L 
1 poena V 2 quis h e r £ ~-Ald Vin1-Pul si] cum C M-! !-
.£ .£ E-Ald Vin1-Sca12 fuerit] fiat ~2-! b n fiunt v 
dauitur b ~ u alia ~ V pres V C M ~-T K-~ 
3 mirmiloni T mimilloni C myrmilloni A mirmilioni K 
. -
2 L . b 3- Th S h . equinanus·v v equina m n equm v raex c en~ 
2 - - - - - -2 -
-Thraes .E threx .f thres M !!:, L -T ! .E ~ .£ c E thrux u ex a alia 
manu V chres v cres v2-m b n fer cres L 4 uirtute quid M 
! 2 - Far ! - 5 ;huribula A ~ ~3-m h T ,E-~ .£ .§-Asc1 
- 1 1 2 Iunt Ald Vin -Pul Seal -Mann Turribula M v Thursibula b n 
pater~C--;atrie v 2-m patine b n vasa] uota v 2-L b ~ 
•2 - - - 2 - - 2 tellus lans v 6 cinta M L quaenam om M L crea~ T 
- - - 2 
ippocratem C hippocraten r ippocretem V ypocratem M L 
- . - 2 1-2- - - 2 hyppocraten ! b .!! hipocratem ~ Ugol co V C M v-L T 
! .Eb.!! Ugol1- 2 Iunt Ald cho Ah er c E-Fer3 con-v2-~ -
post hunc versum textu caret M - - - 7 ~nJ in v 2-L b ~ 
solicitat v Tb n solicita v3 sollicita v2 - 8-phae~ibus pha 
- - - - .... 
in ras et t add alia manu V inpositum ! .f Schen Peip 
9s~o~2 h- --:ptimio; v 2 L est.£!!! !:,2 gli~ s add 
-
alia manu 1 2 10 clypei~ A-L2 .E ~ 
glux V d ~ glut ~3 !!-ill Vin1- 2 
·accomoda V 
Sponte ablativi casus quis rectus erit? Spons. 
Quadrupes oscinibus quis iungitur auspiciis? Mus. 
Quid fluitat pelago, quod non natat in fluvio? Pix. 
Bissenas partes quis continet aequipares? As. 
Tertia defuerit si portio, quid reliquum? Bes. 
13. DE LITTERIS MONOSYLLABIS GRAECIS AC LATINIS 
Dux elementorum studiis viget in Latiis A, 
et suprema notis adscribitur Argolicis ~ • 
Eta quod Aeo1idum quodque ei valet, hoc Latiare E. 
Praesto, quod E Latium semper breve Dorica vox E. 
Hoc tereti argutoque sono negat Attica gens U. 
n quod et 0 Graecum compensat Romula vox O. 
Littera sum iotae similis, vox plena iubens I. 
V C !_-T !-£. .£ d .§-Pei.E 




13 quis A-T K-r E-Av ~ -n:t: V ~3-m--;z- 14 quid £ 2-c 
equipere~ v 2_L_ rquiparies h 15 t~fAfi~s tertias-add alia 
~ .!!! si] sim v 2 bes] bis C bos L2 .2!!! sed in marg 






n prim ~ alia ~ J.. ac] et £! 
Latinis V totum carmen om C M-T K-r c E-Ald 
---------
1 e1enetorum y_ 
manu V 
2 ad5 cribtur V 
3 HTA J.. PeiE Hita d 
u argoloc**-~ 
quod] quodam d 
u add a1ia 
--
eolidum d ei £!!! J.. d Acc-Lugd e Pul-CorE .£2!!. PeiE 
latiar J.. Acc-Lugd latiale Fl-Bip latijs d corr Pul 
4 quod E] quod f V d lacium d **nper V 5 negat] 
egat y_ d legat Acc-Lugd legit Pu1-Vin2 • corr Scal1 quern seq 
.E,!-PeiE U] 0 V d !££-Vin2 Schen Peip oli. Seal quern seq Fl-
6 J . 2 t , CorE ..£2.!:!. ego et 0 eoY V d et Y !££-~ e ou 
Scal-Tol grecum V d conpensat V Schen PeiE 
7 lit~ d Acc-Vin1 - -
Cecropiis ignota notis ferale sonans V. 
Pythagorae bivium ramis pateo ambiguis Y. 
Vocibus in Graiis numquam ultima conspicior M. 
Zeta iacens, si surgat, erit nota quae legitur N • 
. Maeandrum flexusque vagos imitata vagor f • 
Dividuum betae monosyllabon Italicum B. 
Non forrnam at vocem deltae gero Romuleum D. 
Hostilis quae forma iugi est, bane efficiet 1T • 
Ausonium si p scribas, ero Cecropium P. 
et rho quod Graecum, mutabitur in Latium P. 
Malus ut antemnam fert vertice, sic ego sum T. 
Spiritus hie, flatu tenuissima vivificans, H. 
Haec tribus in Latio tantum addita nominibus K. 
Praevaluit post quarn gammae vice functa prius C 
atque alium pro se titulum replicata dedit, G. 
V d Acc-Peip Turnebus Lipsius Mertens 





fur ale 8 caecfop*is r add alia manu V 
sonans ~ fur~e~a~i~1-Pul 9 Pythagora V .£2.££. Ace 
comperior d Acc-Pul 11 N] ~ d 
12 om d Ac~-Vin1~ imitata V 
10 Grais Schen Peip 
Acc-Vin1 ·.£2.££. Lugd 
mutata Lugd vagor] vocor Turnebus 13 beate V 
monosillaba la ex ba alia manu V 
ad Seal corr Pul deltae] delete V 
14 at] aut ! d Acc-Lugd 
ro geromuleum ro add 
alia manu V 15 iugi* V 16 si p] 
Peip caeropium d 
19 flatus d !£,£-Vin2 Sca12 
17 greco ! 
20 addit 
si pe V Seal Schen 
18 antenarn V 
V Acc-Scal2 
21 postquarn ~-Corp corr Schen 22 adque ! !:£s:. Lugd corr 
Vin1 titulu o ex u alt alia ~ ! titulo ~ Ace Pul-~ 
• 
.£2.!'..£ Lipsius quern seq Schen Peip G] C ! d Acc-Pul Q 
~2-corp .£2.!'..£ Mertens apud Peip quern seq Schen Peip 
·Ansis cincta duabus erit cum iota, leges 
In Latio numerus denarius Argolicum X. 
Haec gruis effigies Palamedica porrigitur 
Coppa fui quondam Boeotia~ nunc Latium· Q. 
Furca tricornigera specie, paene ultima sum q>. 
! d Acc-Peip Turnebus Mertens 
~-
25 
23 Ansi Y. 
f!!!-Peip 
An si d Acc-Lu§£d 
cincta V 
corr Turnebus apud Vin3 quern seq 
leges Q] leges san coni Peip 
qui monuit ~ san ~ sampi ~ ~ monosyllabis superesset 
1 25 gruis] corucis V crucis d Seal 
26 cappa V !££-£.!!! §.£.!!-Schen kappa 
Mertens apud Peip quern seg Peip 
Corp bgtia o ~ ~ ~ V 
Latium Q] Latium K V d !££-Schen £2££. Mertens apud Peip quern 




En logodaedalia! Stride modo qui nimium trux 
frivola condemnas! Nequam quoque cum pretio est merx. 
· Ennius ut memorat, repleat te laetificum gau; 
livida mens hominum concretum felle coquat pus. 
Die, quid significent Catalepta Maronis? In his al 5 
Celtarum posuit. Se9uitur non lucidius tau. 
V C A-T K-£ £ d E-Peip Mommsen Mertens 
Gramatico Mastex V d Grammatico Mestix C nee lemma nee 
hiatus inter .!l•.!i et .!.4•! habent A-! !-£ £ E-lugd 
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1 om e En] E V d Vin2-Corp Et C A-T K-£2 b-£ £ E-lugd Peip 
in Pul corr Schen logo daedalia £ logo dalia K 
logodedalia Fer3-Av logo dedalia ! ::!.. l h £ E-.!:.££2 l~go dedalea 
v 3 m b n lo~daedalia V d loco dedalias C logo debalio o ex 
~ £ 2 lo~hodebalia ! - -stridet £ 2 Fer 1-Ald Vin1-Scal2 .strires 
Tol-Corp ride C quid !-:t..3 !-h ! £ £ E-Vin2 quod ~ b ~ 
q; ! 2 condemnans V ! ::!.. 1 2-T £-~ £ d ~-Ald Vin1 lugd Scal1 
nequam quoque] nequaquam T Tol-Corp nequiquam Mommsen apud Sch01 
nequam quia Schen precio 12 T £ ~-Asc2 Vin1 lugd 
-
--est .2.!!! T mes J_ mers Mertens apud Peip quern seq Peie 
3 om d Ennius ut] et quod C A-T K-r c E-Vin1 memorat] 
no~~quam C ! ::!.. :t.. 2-~ 1 2-! £-£ c E-Vin 1-n~n-~am l ! 
repleat te] replea te V replete lugd replet te Pul-Bip .£2.££ 
Corp guem seq Schen Peip praesumit C A-:t.. 2 ~-! h ! K £ 2 ~ £ £ ~­
Vin1 presummit :t..3 1 2 £ presumat b ~ laetificum] letificum 
1 2 e latificum A letificium v3 m b n loetificum T loethifi-
- - 2 --- - 1 
cum ::!.. ! letiferum h ::!.. 1 post ::!.. 19 habent C A-! K-£ £ E-Vin 
.£2.££ Lugd 4 .2!.!! !-T !-£ £ ~-Vin1 coquat] coquit f 
quoquat J_ d .£2.££ lugd 5 Scire uelim catalecta legens quid 
significet tau C A-T K-£ £ ~-Ald Vin1 6 .2.!!! C A-T !-£ £ ,2-
Ald ~ 1 tau] zay d 
Imperium, litem, venerem, cur una notat res? 
Estne peregrini vox nominis an Latii sil 
et quod germano mixtum male letif erum min? 
Lintribus in geminis constratus ponto sit an pons? 
Bucolico saepes dixit Maro. Cur Cicero saeps? 
Vox solita et cunctis notissima, si memores lac, 
cur condemnatur 1 ratio magis ut faciat lact? 
An, Libyae f erale malum, sit Romula vox seps? 
Si bonus est insons, contrarius et reus est sons? 





7 latem ~ ditem b uenerem tria add alia manu C cur] 
cui m una] saepe V notet C !-T !-2 e-r-c E-~ Vin1-
Corp corr Schen v 7 post ~ 2 posuerunt Schen Peip 
8 Estne] sitne C A-m .L2-; K-£ £ d ~-Ald Vin1 Lugd sin ne L 
peregnini n prin:in ~ .£2.!:£. et ni add alia ~ 'J.. uox om v3 
m b n uos L2 an Latii] an tij L2 an tu ~-1 2 b n anni h T 
- -2- - 2 v· 8 6 ! 2 ~ £ £ E-Fer .2!!! d post ~ posuerunt Schen Peip 
9 om A-T K-r c E-Ald Vin1 Lugd !2! quod] quo 'Y.. d 'J..i!!2 
'mi;;~ ;ul-;c~l'2 Fl-M~ ~ 2 inter v 5 et 7 habet C 
v 9 int-;;-v~t 7 ~t Schen Peip - -l~lyntribus-22 ~ 
_;o~te 2 2 ~- - -a~] am 'Y.. a T OU L2 11 Buccolico h ! 2 2 £ 
Fer 2-Vin1 Buccholico L b n saepes] sae*** _V sepe ~2-
-2 - ---
~ 1 K 2 b ~ spes h ~ £ E dixit] scripsit £ Maro] 
2-3 2 
marco ~ marcho ~ saeps] seps 'J.. C !-! !-£ £ d ~-Corp 
y 2 1 13 si] s y add alia manu V memor es A h ! 2 2 ~ £ E-Ugol 
Y!£1-Sca12 - 13 condemn~tur C A-h K-£ £ E-Corp condamnetur T 
om d ut u in ras et t add alia manu V lac v 2 m 
lat b n 14 libiae V~ v 2 lybiae A-;-; Ke b n libere-L2 
-- 2 ---2 s ------- 3 
seps] ses A-v m-T K-r c E-Fer sex s suprascr alia ~ v 
2 - - - - - - - 2 -2 
16 opus L abet 'J.. love] cui ue L ! cur ue ! 2 
cur A h ~ £ £ ~-Ald anne 2 an ~-1 £ ~ stigio V A ~ L ! 2 
Kb n stitio C 
- - -
r 
Unde Rudinus ait "divum domus altisonum cael"? 
Et cuius de more, quod addidit 11 endo suam do"? 
.Aut de fronde loquens, cur dicit 11 populea frus"? 
Sed quo progredior? Quae finis, quis modus et calx? 
Indulge, Pacate, bonus, doctus, facilis vir. 
Totum opus hoc sparsum, crinis. velut Antiphilae. Pax! 
J. .£ A-! !-.£ .£ d ~-Peip 
20 
17 divum] diuu* L2 diuom d domus] domuL v 18 cui8 V 
addidit] adstrui; A ~2 L-T ! £ .£ .£ E-Ald Vin1 Lugd ~-Schen 
astruit C ~3 ~ £ 2 ~ b ~Ace Vin2 astrint L2 
endo] ind~ Asc2- 3 un~e ~ Vin1 Lugd suam] ruum d 
do] Dor d 19 Aud V froRte d suprascr alia manu 
£ - dicat f !-T K-r .£ E-~2 Ugol 1-Lugd ~Fer~ 
populea] populife £ 2 pupulea 1 pulpita ~2 frus] fros V 
(cf. 6.3 ubi fros habet V) frons h c d Fer3-Ald Vin1 Lugd Vin2-
- 2- - -:---- 2 2 - - -2- - - -
Seal fruns C A ~ -1 !-~ ~ .£ E-~ Ace f.!:!.! Schen frams v 
·f runx ,2 fros Peip 
21 Pacate] pauline 
_i2 totus ~3 
20 praegredior V 
C A-T K-r c E-Ald Vin1-Pul 
- - - - - - - - - ' -2 
2 
uir uir v 
hopus h d sparsam v -L 
- - 2 
velut] u ut C ~ h ~ .£ ~-Ase crinis om d 
atiphile ~ d Antif ile L chtiphile C pax] quid J. 
Finiunt monosyllaba ..'.!'. Finit de monosyllabis h £ ~ .£ ~-Av 




Correspondence Between the Editions of Schenkl 
and Peiper 
Index to Manuscript Descriptions 
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r 
£0RRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE EDITIONS OF SCHENKL 
AND PEIPER 
Peiper Schenkl 
Title No. Page. Title No. Page 
Praef ati- 1 1-2 Ausonius 3 2-3 
unculae Lectori (v.1-40) 
2 3 Ausonius 3 3 
S}'.:agrio (v.41-44) 
3 3 Theodosius 1 1 
Ausonio 
4 4 Ausonius 2 1-2 
Theodosio 
EEhemeris 1 5-6 1 3-4 
2 6-7 2 4 
3 7-11 3 4-7 
4 11 4 7 
5 11-12 5 7 
6 12 6 8 
7 12-13 EEigr. 114 226 
8 14-15 7 8-9 
Domes ti ca 1 16-17 De Here- 34-35 
---diolo 
2 17-19 Versus 30-31 
Paschales 
3 19-21 Versus .31-32 
RhoEalici 
4 21-24 E:eicedion 32-34 
255 
256 
5 24-26 Precatio 17-19 
Consulis 
6 26-27 Item 19 
Precatio 
Parentalia 28 1 41 
28-29 2 41 
1 29-30 3 41-42 
2 30 4 42 
3 30-31 5 42-43 
4 31-32 6 43-44 
5 32-33 7 44 
6 33 8 44-45 
7 33-34 9 45 
8 34-35 10 45-46 
9 35-36 11 46 
10 36 12 47 
11 36-37 13 47 
12 37 14: 47-48 
13 38 15 48 
14 38-39 16 48 
15 39 17 49 
16 39-40 18 49 
17 40-41 19 50 
18 41 20 50 
19 41-42 21 51 
20 42 22 51 
21 42-43 23 51 
22 43 24 52 
23 43-44 25 52-53 
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24 44-45 26 53 
25 45 27 53 
26 46 28 54 
27 46 29 54 
28 46 30 54 
29 46-47 31 54-55 
30 47 32 55 
Professores 48 1 55 
1 48-50 2 55-56 
2 50-51 3 57 
3 51 4 57-58 
4 52 5 58 
5 53-54 6 59 
6 54-56 7 60-61 
7 56-57 8 61 
8 57 9 62 
9 58 10 62 
10 58-61 11 63-64 
11 61 12 64 
12 61 13 64 
13 62 14 65 
14 62 15 65 
15 63 16 65-66 
16 63-64 17 66 
17 64-65 18 66-67 
18 65 19 67 
1.9 65-66 20 67-68 
20 66 21 68 
21 67-68 2·2 68-69 
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22 68-69 23 69-70 
23 69 24 70 
24 70 25 70-71 
25 70-71 26 71 
26 71 27 71 
Epitaphia 72 1 72 
1 73 2 72 
2 73 3 72 
3 73-74 4 72-73 
4 74 5 73 
5 74 6 73 
6 74-75 7 73 
7 75 8 73 
8 75 9 74 
9 75-76 10 74 
10 76 11 74 
11 76 12 74 
12 76-77 13. 74-75 
13 77 14 75 
14 77 15 75 
15 77 16 75 
16 78 17 75 
17 78 18 76 
18 78 19 76 
19 78 20 76 
20 79 21 76 
21 79 22 76 
22 79 23 77 
23 80 24 77 
259 
24 80 25 77 
25 80 26 77 
26 81 27 77 
27 81 28 78 
28 82 29 78 
29 82 EEigramma 49 209 
30 83 EEigramma 50 209 
31 83 30 78 
32 84 31 79 
33 84 32 79 
34 85 33 80 
35 85 34 80 
Eclogae 1 86 Ausonius DreEanio 120-21 




3 90-91 Vir Bonus 149-50 
4 90-92 Est et non 150-52 
----
5 93-94 De aetatibus 152 
animantium (vv.1-10) 
6 94 (vv.11-17) 152-53 
7 94-95 De ratione 154-55 
librae 
8 95-97 De ratione 155-56 
EuerEerii 
9 97 Eclogae 1 9 
10 98 2 10 
1.1 98-99 3 10-11 
12 99 4 11 
13 99-100 5 11 
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14 100 6 12 
15 100-101 7 12 
16 101 8 12-13 
17 102 9 13 
18 102 10 14 
19 103 11 14 
20 103 12 14 
21 103 13 14 
22 104 14 15 
23 104 15 15 
(vv.3-6) 
24 104-105 ·16 15-16 
25 106-107 De Aerumnis 153-54 
Herculis 
26 107-108 17 16-17 
27 108 18-19 17 
Cupido 109 1 121 
110-113 2 121-24 
-"Bissula 114-15 1 125 
1 115 2 125 
2 115 3 125-26 
3 116 4 126 
4 116 5 126 
5 117 6 126-27 
6 117 7 127 
Mosel la 118-41 2 82-97 
Epistula simmachi 141-43 1 81-82 
Ordo Urbium 1 144 98 
2-3 144-45 98 
4-5 145-46 98-99 
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6 146 99 
7 146-47 99 
8 147 99-100 
9 148 100 
10 148 100 
11-14 149 100 
15 149 101 
16-17 149-50 101 
18 150 101 
19 150-51 101-102 
20 152-54 102-103 
Techno" .. 1 155-56 1 132 
Eaegnion 
2 156 2 132-33 
3 157 3 133 
4-5 158-59 4 133-34 
6 159-60 5 134 
7 160 6 134-35 
8 161 7 135 
9 162 8 135-36 
10 162-64 9 136-37 
11 164-6 5 10 137 
12 165 11 137-38 
13 166-67 12 138 
14 167-68 13 139 
Ludus 1 169-70 104 
2 170-71 104-105 
j 172-73 105-106 
4 173-75 106-108 
5 176 108 
262 
6 176-77 108-109 
Ludus 7 177-79 109-110 
8 179 110 
9 180 110-111 
10 181-82 111 
Caesares 1-4 183-86 1 112-114 
1-24 187-93 2 114-119 
De f astis 1 194 1 119 
2 194 2 119 
3 195 3 120 
4 195 4 120 
Gri:ehus 196-200 1 12 7-12 9 
200-205 2 129-32 
Cento 206-219 140-46 
E:eistulae 1 220-22 {Symmachi) 
2 222-25 17 177-78 
3 225 {Symmachi) 
4 22 5-26 8 166 
5 226-28 9 166-67 
6 228-230 10 168-69 
7 230-32 11 169-70 
8 232-34 12 170-72 
9 235 13 172 
10 235-36 14 172-73 
11 236-38 15 173-74 
12 238-43 16 174-76 
13 243-44 18 178-79 
14 245-49 4 159-62 
15 249-52 7 164-65 
16 252-54 5 162-63 
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17 254 6 163-64 
18 254 3 158-59 
19 255-57 1 157-58 
20 257-58 2 158 
21 258-59 Genethliacon 40 
22 259-66 ProtreEticon 36-39 
23 266-68 19 179-80 
24 268-69 20 181 
25 269-72 21 181-83 
26 272-75 22 183-85 
27 276-82 25 190-94 
28 282-84 23 186-87 
29 284-89 24 187-90 
30 289-92 (Paulini) 
31 292-307 (Paulini) 
32 307-308 (Paulini) 
33 308 (Pa~lini) 
34 309 (Paulini) 
Fra~enta 309 226 
EEigrammata 
Peiper Schenk! Peiper Schenk! 
No. Page No. Page No. Pa&e No. Page 
1 310-11 35 205 9 314 41 207 
2 311 8 197 10 314-15 47 208 
3 311-12 9 197-98 11 315 48 209 
4 312 71 215 12 315 42 207 
5 313 72 216 13 315 43 207 
6 313 73 216 14 316 21 202 
7 313 40 207 15 316 84 218 
8 314 44 208 16 316 85 219 
11 
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Peiper Schenkl Peiper Schenkl 
No. Page No. Page No. Page No. Page 
- - - -
16 316 85 219 44 329 23 202 
17 317 86 219 45 329 24 202-203 
18 317 87 219 46 330 28 203-204 
19 317 88 219 47 330 29 204 
20 317 89 220 48 330 30 204 
21 318 90 220 49 331 31 204 
22 318 94 221 so 331 32 204 
23 318-19 95 221 51 331 33 204 
24 319-20 68 214 52 331 34 205 
25 320 2 195 53 332 25 203 
26 320-21 1 194-95 54 332 26 203 
27 321 3 195-96 55 332 27 203 
28 321-22 4 196 56 332-33 36 205-206 
-. 29 322 6 196 57 333 37 206 
•-. 
30 322 7 197 58 333 38 206 
31 322-23 5 196 59 334 39 206 
~-- ,_ 
32 323 10 198 60 334 45 208 
33 323-24 11 198-99 61 334-35 46 208 
34 324-25 12 199 62 335 Epit. 35 80 
35 . 325 13 199 63 335 51 210 
36 32 5 14 199 64 336 52 210 
37 326 15 200 65 336 53 210 
38 326 16 200 66 336 54 210 
39 327 17 200 67 337 55 211 
40 327 18 200-201 68 337-38 56 211 
41 327-28 19 201 69 338 57 211 
42 328 20 201 70 338 58 212 




No. Page No. Page No. Page No. 
-
Page 
72 339 60 212 92 346 91 220 
73 339 61 212 93 346 92 220 
74 339 62 212 94 346-47 93 220 
' 
75 339 63 212 95 347 96 222 
76 340 64 213 96 348 97 222 
77 340-41 65 213 97 348 98 222 
78 341 66 214 98 348 99 222 
79 341 67 214 99 348 100 223 
80 342 69 215 100 349 101 223 
81 342 70 215 101· 349 102 223 
82 343 74 216 102 349 103 223 
83 343 75 216 103 350 104 223 
84 343 76 216 104 350 105 224 
85 343 77 217 105 350 106. 224 
86 344 78 217 106 350 107 224 
87 344 79 217 107 351 108 225 
88 345 80 217-18 108 351 109 225 
89 345 81 218 109 352 110 225 
90 345 82 218 110 352 111 225 
91 346 83 218 111 352 112 225 
112 352 113 225 
Peiper Schenkl 
Title Page Page 
Gratiarum Actio 353-76 19-30 
Periochae Homeri 
.Iliadis 377-91 Appendix I 227-2.3 




Incertorum . edita 
Septem Sap. Sent. 1 406-409 (Appendix III) 246-50 
De Rosis 2 409-411 (Appendix II) 243-45 
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